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"In every fat man there's a thin one strug-

gling frantically to get out: in Brendan

Beluufs case it's his brother Dominic who

has at last emerged from the shadow of Big

Brother with this torrential piece of writing.

Il owes practically nothing to Brendan if

one excepts pretty frequent mentions of a

love-hate nature and some similarities of

style and profanity."

-TIM PATCOOGAN, The Spectator

""Although it is an autobiography, the way-
ward element of fiction is happily strong and

that of self-justification simply does not exist

, , . there is no soul searching of any kind

It is an autobiography about other people,

told with charm and a wry sense of humor."

-MICHAEL O'CONNOR, John (^London's

' f

Mr. Behan is a gorgeous, blaming writer,

and his early autobiography stretches well

back from 1928, the year he was born in

Dublin's tenement Russell Street, to include

his wry comments on the Easter Rising of

19 Hi, Lloyd George, Winston Churchill, and

the Irish themselves. But the real richness

of his book lies in the wit-not untouched by

poignancy-with which he parades his galli-

maufry of Dublin characters His people
(ill the tenement world with gluttony, idle-

ness, poverty, comedy-with, in fact, the

splendour of humanity; and his narrative

teems with truth.
11

-ALAN WYKES, Sunday Times
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-**-**-- Authors Mote *+

If some of the incidents in this book did not

occur, then it's only because two people can't

be in the same place at the same time. I

promise, however, that all I record did take

place, though maybe not in the manner I

have recounted, some incidents - the Cruci-

fixion, for example took place before I was

born, but I have spared no pains to ensure

that my version of anything and everything
I didn't personally witness is the proper one.

D.B.
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INTRODUCTION

'As it was in the beginning'

They were as soldierly-looking as their wages would

permit -here an odd tunic, there a ragged bandolier.

Someone else had a pair of puttees or maybe an old water-

bottle which would never be required. As they were going
to fight, it was just as well to look war-like.

Easter Monday, 1916, was specially picked as the right

day to start a revolution because they were mostly working
men and could afford time off from labour only on bank

holidays.

Their leader was forty and green-jacketed, and a turned-

up-at-the-side hat made him appear six feet tall.

Dubliners showed little interest as they shouldered their

bits of arms through the slums and out on to the main

city thoroughfare, O'Connell Street. The population often

had their week-ends accompanied by the banners, flags,

and greeniness of the Irish Volunteers and, 'If it's their

hobby everything's O.K. with us. You take the high road,

we'll go to the sea. On a hot day like this, who'd blame

anyone for doing anything?'
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The little group of men halted beside the sand-stoned

columns of Ireland's General Post Office, waited a moment,

then, obeying the man with the hat, marched briskly in-

side. The time was twelve noon, and at one minute past

midday Patrick Henry Pearse, poet and teacher, left his

men inside and came out to read a document to the people
who were not going to the seaside. It was a paper
addressed to The people of Ireland' and styled 'A Pro-

clamation from the Provisional Government of the Irish

Republic'. Apparently the Irish Volunteers, Citizen's

Army, and the Irish Republican Brotherhood were now

ready to strike for freedom. They had no doubt that God
would help and would the Irish people kindly do the same.

When he finished speaking, the notice was stuck on one

of the columns, and he again retired to the inside of the

post office to tell his men to break open the windows and

sand-bag all exits and entrances. It was now only a matter

of tackling the enemy.
The job of starting a revolution is not such an easy task

as people might think, for it's one thing announcing to all

and sundry that you intend killing every Sassenach, un-

lucky enough to get in your sights, but quite a different

matter is the business of getting them within shooting
distance. Happily -for the rebels, that is -a party of

Lancers thought they'd do a little sight-seeing at that

moment and were more than surprised to find their poor
unfortunate English feet cut from under them by such a

hail of rifle and revolver fire as would make any self-

respecting invader long for the solitude of Flanders.

In less time than it takes to say Union Jack, the fight
was on. Boland's Flour Mills, Jacob's Biscuit Factory, The
South Dublin Union and the Mendicity Institute were
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soon occupied by male and female rebels, all pouring out

a great show of dis-loyalty through the muzzles of any old

lethal weapons it was their pleasure to possess. It was a

hard struggle, for even though the Irish troops were few

and far between, their stock of arms and ammunition

hardly gave each of them more than two shots at John
Bull. Single-shot rifles, declared obsolete by Davy Crockett,

were burning the hands off men ready to die for Ireland

with a bullet wound from the finest weapons the Grand

Old Dame could muster, and, short of throwing the falling

masonry at the khaki antagonist, there was little more

they could do than stand at a distance and shout their

defiance at the enemy. Yet they lasted for seven whole

days, until, with the aid of a gunboat in the river Liffey

and heavy artillery ringing the city's outskirts, John Bull

secured a doubtful victory by threatening to distribute

His Majesty's shells between civilians and rebels.

To prevent further suffering and un-necessary bloodshed,

Pearse made his way to the British commander and

agreed to surrender un-conditionally whatever remained

of the few impudent rebels who had declared war on the

many, less than a week before:

'Right proudly high over Dublin Town we hung out

our flag of War,

Better to die neath an Irish sky than at Suvla or

Sud-El-Bar,

And from the plains of Royal Meath, strong men came

hurrying through,

While Britannia's huns and their long-range guns

Poured hell through the Foggy Dew/
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Within a few days, Pearse had been tried, sentenced and

shot, together with fifteen of his fellow-leaders. The men
under his command were shipped out of the country to

begin terms of penal servitude in England and, to com-

pensate for those who had escaped before the surrender,

General Maxwell roped in any of the militant trades

unionists known to the authorities.

While the 'Rising* was actually in progress, no one other

than the fighting men seemed to have the slightest interest

in who won or lost - indeed it was a considerable nuisance

to law-abiding citizens who, finding the transport services

disrupted, had to leave home at a most un-Godly hour

that work might be reached before knocking-off time.

Many's the good, hard-working soul had punched twenty
or thirty years with Guinness's and never a morning late

until the bloody Sinn Feiners destroyed a life-long

ambition of a gold watch for service to the clock. Every-

body, therefore, surprised everybody, when, within days
of Pearse*s death, everybody else was running around

swearing vengeance on the 'traditional' enemy. Irishmen

returning on leave from service with the British Army
took their rifles down holes, up mountains, on to roof-

tops
-
anywhere that afforded them an opportunity to show

their sympathy with those who had died before and after

Easter Monday.
There was the wise-after-the-event British politician who

said that Pearse and his comrades should have been

brought before a civil court, charged with disturbing the

peace and sentenced to seven days. Nothing more, he pre-

dicted, would have been heard of an Irish Republic. Shoot-

ing the rebels didn't achieve what was intended, anyway,
and, for the first time in eight hundred years, the entire
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country was plunged into a full-scale war for something
to which it had paid little attention until sixteen graves
were dug inside the walls of Kilmainham Prison, Dublin.

Workers and intellectuals were one in their condemnation

of what conformed to complete savagery. Bernard Shaw
cried from England that the odds against his countrymen
were unfair, and, before long, William Butler Yeats was

leading the poets to tell the nation that 'a terrible beauty
is born'.

And Yeats the poet met the dramatist O'Casey who is

now a navvy but soon a playwright to be feared, hated,

and treated with grudging respect.

'Can yeh give the Abbey a good play about the "Rising",
Sean?'

'I can, Mr Yeats, in fact Fve one here in me pocket/
'Hm-m . . . The Plough and the Stars. ... A funny

name for a play on rebellion.'

'The only correct one, for didn't the Lion's plough take

the star of the Lamb and turn it from the glittering mantle

down into a quick-lime grave/

'Ah, but will the people believe him?'

'Yes. When the time comes. They'll throw stones at

Fluther first, his creator next, and when they find Flutter's

feet planted firmly in the ground, they'll throw stones at

the Bishop without whose instruction they would never

have cast the first stone, for the Bishop is the only man
without sin and that may only be because he has not

allowed the stone-throwers time enough to find their

vocation as confessors/

'And will they stone my theatre?'

Tm sure they will. The purple priest will round up all

the "Holy Willies" gone mad for want of drink and send
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them to your Abbey to pelt you on the stage and persuade
a brave man to withdraw the Easter Offering, and the

Yeats will refuse and be remembered for ever/

'Are all the stoned ones remembered for ever?'

'Well, Jesus was stoned on His way to the cross; Parnell

on his way to court; and Pearse wasn't too well liked en

route for the Post Office. It's because people are funny
animals and when they don't understand something they
ask God, but the local man knows that God can't be

bothered with every infinitesimal detail, so he rubs his

paunch, drinks down his Sauterne, brings them to a heap
of stones and tells them to do one of two things, either

build a monument to the thing or stone it to death. But

they don't do either, they do both; not at once; first they
do the stoning, then the monument-building. People are

funny creatures, Mr Yeats.'

'And what will I say to them?'

'When they stone your Abbey you'll think of Synge, and
of how they treated that honest man, and you will know
to say:

"You have disgraced yourselves again!"

'As back through the glen I rode again, my heart with

grief was sore,

For that gallant band of fighting men I never would see

more;
And to and fro' in my grief I go, I think and pray for you,
For slavery fled most glorious dead, when you fell in the

Foggy Dew/

Imprisoned in England, the survivors of Easter Week
had plenty of time to reflect on their audacious attempts at

Crown evicting, for not many were sentenced to less than

6
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ten years, while others, like Mr Eamon De Valera,-

baptized in New York and reared in County Limerick -

were thought dangerous enough to threaten with incar-

ceration for life.

'Lloyd George, P.M., calling John Maxwell, chief fight

crusher. Is everything quiet on the Western Front? Over/

'Roger since Roger, Emerald idle as usual. Over and out.'

'L.G., P.M., calling the various governors of His

Majesty's various shovels and picks -Nicks. Leak plugged
in commons casement. Let out Aye 1 aye ! aye ! prisoners,

let them out land over/

And having reflected, they recollected, and so began the

'War of Independence', which ended, why?

Fermanagh, Antrim, Tyrone, Derry, Armagh and

Down. Six bones of contention, fashioned by the Welsh

Wizard, from the north-east of Ireland, into the most

awful Frankenstein of western politics.
'Terrible and Total

Warl' That was the promise of silvery tongue-headed

Lloyd George to young Michael Collins if his delegation

refused to accept the monster created so patiently to re-

solve 'satisfactorily' the 'Irish Problem'.

Poor Collins need not have bothered dipping his pen, for

terrible and total threats could never have killed him any
deader than the stray sniper's shell which spun him around

and up to heaven from his native Cork, and to heaven he

must have gone for in heaven he believed and nothing

but what one believes in exists. I believe in me the

Almighty God, you believe in god, the Almighty Me, and

one of us has to go. 'Good luck, Mick, yeh were a fool -

but only a fool. Bravery could never match the cunning

and skulduggery of the gentlemen of Westminster, forty

awful years ago/
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Since William the Conqueror had shown to the Grand

Old Dame the legitimacy of rule by force, bastard liberty

had been the order of the day in and around Big Benland.

You could fire a hundred Indians per day from Clive's

cannons and, provided you gave each village urchin a

gaily-coloured Union Jack, God, through the Empress of

India, would bless the gunpowder, treason and plot. But

more than that was the Government of L.G., P.M. They
had evolved schemes veiled in democratic Gladsraeli

veneer, and gilded in Thameside eloquence; varnished and

garnished, furnished and burnished, until the copper

farthing of destitute master-changing shone brightly like

the golden guinea of liberty. All the world loved a lover,

and Lloyd George was in his element.

Why did Collins think the Prime Minister so anxious to

meet a delegation in the first place? It should have been

clear to him that the Tommies were no match for the

hidden armies of the Republic. Even the mud-walloping
Black and Tans were well and truly licked before they
started. The Welsh Wizard was afraid of a united people,
for he knew that no power on earth could withstand such

a threat. Boycott and ambush, the silent army -visible

only when upon Crown forces with home-made grenades
to be liberally distributed among the brown-clad gangsters.
He had tried to flatten the country with his heavy artillery.

He burnt the homes of the people and resorted to indis-

criminate hangings. He tried to rule and found the

Republican courts in his road, and for all this he only

gained a mutiny among His Majesty's Connaught Rangers

serving in India.

It was then he discovered the Write* way, and called

Collins over for a chat, why. In London he bought a

8
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tanner's worth of writing-paper and, with the aid of give-

us-an-inch-soon-a-yard Arthur Griffith, he knocked hell out

of the I.R.A. with his bare hands and a 'THREAT' of terrible

and total war.

But not Eamon of Bruree. Oh, no! Lloyd's Gorge was

not a trap he'd fall into. He knew we were going to win,

nor was a Free, Stateless Six Counties going to stop him.

Had not General Liam Lynch sworn for a Republic and

insisted we would live under no under law?

And Griffith used the Lourdon cure. Terrible and Total

War. 'Let it be civil/ said Kevin O'Higgins. So they hunted

De Valera until Lynch was killed and then he said, who

fights and runs away will live to fight again.

And rebels took over from legals,

Became legal themselves and resigned,

And their places in I.R.A. circles

Were taken by men like inclined.

But the people just sighed,

Saying: Ireland has died.

God save our poor land from the heroes.'



ONE

Of Love and Marriage

Frank was a small man and his work-mates called him

Stephen, for that was the name on his cards: Stephen
Francis Behan. In the LR.A. he was known as 'Rosy', not

just because he had a fine red face with twinkling eyes, but,

he told me, in honour of the chief hostess of a Dublin

brothel, where he had slept while on the run from the

Black
J

n' Tans. The officer in charge of the soldiers had
asked Rosy if she was alone and she said that there was
no one in the place but herself. He didn't bother searching
the house, being of the opinion that the leanings of a

prostitute were never political
-
only backwards. When

Frank thought danger past, he ran to a holier place and
was arrested, and the LR.A. were pleased that a soldier of
the Republic had not been apprehended in a house of ill-

repute.

Being college educated, he had little difficulty in getting
work as a house painter

- and I know the drawbacks of not

going to a university, because, when it came to my leaving
national school at the age of fourteen, I couldn't get on as

IQ
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a tradesman at all, and after a few years was forced to

take up the business of writing for radio, television, and

publishers.

For different reasons, Frank had different faces: one

which sang the work of G. H. Elliot, the music-hall

coloured coon, and the other which was staunchly devoted

to patriotic airs. A good Irishman in the best Johnson
tradition, he never praised anything in the presence of its

opposition, being loud in his condemnation of 'Shoddy

English Influences on Irish Culture', or 'Those Dreary Old

Mother Ireland Wailers', as the case might be. I never

heard him say much in favour of the absent living, but, a

charitable man, he always spoke well of the dead.

Frank's father and mother, James and Christine, liked

one another so devotedly that James was for ever com-

plaining about there not being any divorce law for Cath-

olics, so he, electing for the next best thing, lay down and

died. T don't suppose yeh'll ever find another man like

him, Mrs Behan?' 'No, mam, he was an only boy, thank

God/

James was barely chilled, when Chris grabbed hold of

a house-painter called Patrick English, and blessed him
with a child of the same name, before despatching his

remains to Glasnevin cemetery t6 keep her first husband

company. Then she returned, to take up the business of

landlady in the house he had so thoughtfully left behind.

Judging, from her two sojourns in the world of matrimony,
the male animal to be a frail creature, she decided that a

double bed is far more comfortable when occupied by one

person. Winter lasts only a season.

Most women cease to celebrate birthdays annually when

they have reached widowhood, and Chris conformed to
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the general pattern. She told Frank he had been born on

the twenty-sixth of December, nothing else. In so far as

the year was concerned, he might have been for all the

world like Little Topsy. Had he been less impulsive, it is

possible that he would have got a record of his arrival in

the births, marriages and deaths registrar's
office. This

department, however, had the misfortune to be housed in

Dublin's Customs House, which Frank and some of his

rebel friends saturated in petrol during the War of Indepen-

dence before putting a match to it. (The British were not

amused at this display and sent the gentlemen concerned

to a heat-resisting mansion where only the politics of the

inmates could be deemed inflammable.)

But this was after he had struck up a footballing friend-

ship with one Harry Furlong, whose brother Jack's death

was to have a great deal of bearing on me and mine.

Jack Furlong had little else in life but rebellion, but,

during a slack period, he found time to court Kathleen

Kearney; not only that, he even found time to give her

two children, Rory and Sean. A man of good, robust

physique, British bullets could do little harm to the chap,

and he made his way through the entire rebellion un-

scathed. One night he died, and the people said it was

'flu. He was buried with full military honours by the

rebels, and, when he had been decently mourned, my
father and his widow became engaged.

Christine viewed her first son's impending marriage to

a woman of two children with little more than affected

interest, and, when Frank brought his girl
friend home to

be brainwashed, the thought uppermost in his mother's

mind was: Two of me lovely rooms gone, for no gain.'

Whatever she may have really believed, it was never her
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habit to voice her true feelings, for Chris, like her son, had
a private and a public face.

'Ah! So you're the little girl wants to make Frank

happy? Come in, child an' take off yer coat. Will yeh have

a little drop of somethin'?'

Kathleen shook her dark head in the direction of the

whiskey bottle and smiled a teetotal smile.

'I don't drink, Mrs English, thank you/
'Nor I, girl. Nor I. Unless the weather is cold or wet.

Though, there are them who say it's good for sunstroke. A
grand medicine when taken to cure. But, when some people
abuse it the way some people do, it's enough to make a

body sick/ And in her mind, Chris was already telling

Mrs McHugh from the lower front about the snooty girl

that wants to marry Frank. 'As true as God, mam, she up
and criticized me in me own house for takin' a drink!'

Smiling her exterior and frowning her interior, she noticed

that Kathleen awaited the inquisition.

'And this is yer second whirl? Well, isn't it as well yeh
don't believe them ould wives' tales about there bein' luck

in odd numbers, girl? An' how did yer poor first fella die

... if it's not a rude question?'

Mechanically, Kathleen put her handkerchief to her

nose, in what was either a demonstration of respect to the

memory of her late departed or a timely precaution against

the common cold,

'He got a bad dose of the 'flu,' she told the landlady.

'Begod,' said Chris, 'it must have been a helluva bad

dose to have that effect. Still, yeh'll have no trouble of that

sort with my poor boy. Strong as a little horse he is. I

always think that if yeh feed children up when they're

young, they'll last near enough a life-time/
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For a moment Chris, formulating politely the important

question, took advantage of her snuff-box, then, satisfied

her expression was just right, asked:
'

An' how in the world are yeh ahle to look after yer two

poor childer?'

It was Kathleen's turn to exude confidence now. The

moment she had waited for, when she could show any

mother that she was fit for any mother's son or any father's

children:

'Well, I've a bit of a job with Dublin corporation. Not

much, but I get five pounds a week, and that gives me

enough to dress the children as they need, and pay rent/

At the sound of the word 'rent', Chris could have danced

for joy, and her whole attitude softened so much that she

would nearly have praised her to Mrs McHugh, had she

not been a firm believer in tradition.

'Five pounds a week! And Frank gets only three as a

house-painter! Well, isn't that wonderful 1 Five an' three

is eight an' with a bit of overtime now an' then yerself an'

Frank could be quite well off in a short time. I could let

yeh have a couple of rooms -it's not my property yeh
know - for let me see ... ah, sure we won't go into that

now, but I'll put in a good word with the owner an' he'll

. . . Well, leave it to my boy to pick such a lovely young

girl . . . an' the corporation is not the sort of a place a

body'd be likely to lose their jobs, an' . . .'

Kathleen brought her intended mother-in-law back to

earth with a bang.
'As a matter of fact, I don't intend to go on working

when we marry. Frank wouldn't like it, and besides, I

believe a mother should devote most of her time to her

family/ For a moment, Chris thought she was in the com-

14
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pany of a lunatic. Here was a person, willing and ready to

throw away five whole British pounds per week, in ex-

change for a house-painter who would be liable to earn

money only at certain times of the year, and even then
there was no guarantee that he would be outside the care

of His Majesty's government when the work was being
handed round. She fumed in silence, having decided that

this was not the time nor the place to advise Kathleen, or

speak of the foolishness her future daughter-in-law was

contemplating. People say mad things, but, until they do

them, nobody has the right to lock them up, though a

mother of two children is a bit late in sowing her wild

oats.

'Well/ said the landlady, 'thank God I'm not losin' a

son, but gainin' two - an' a daughter as well. Be the Lord,
but it's not every mother gets as much as that for the

one price/

She waited long enough to hear some of Kathleen's

family history, was shocked that the late father of the girl

had owned four shops and died penniless, that the mother

gave up a claim on a good farm to end her life in abject

poverty, and barely noticed Kathleen's departure as she

repeated to herself: Tour shops. Four lovely shops! God

almighty, couldn't he even have left one of them behind!'

Shortly after his marriage, the government sent for

Frank to help sew some mail bags for the Christmas rush,

and Kathleen went to stay with relatives in MacCafferty's
Estate on the north side of Dublin. She hadn't been there

very long when she chose to leave. Whether she had any
other choice, I don't know, but Brendan did tell me one

time that he thinks he's about the only writer who was

ever evicted before he was born, Brendan was born on the

15
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ninth of February 1923, by which time Kathleen had

learned a little about the occupants of Russell Street,

Dublin, and number fourteen in particular.

Russell Street was the extreme tip of a jungle of north

city tenements: Georgian, red-bricked, strait-laced, and, at

this time, complete with closed hall-doors and mahogany-
railed staircases. Even a few of the windows were still

intact, and, if there was only one lavatory per ten families,

situated inconveniently and coldly at the bottom of a back

yard, it was because slum-dwellers had nothing to be

ashamed of, and didn't, like rich people, need to hide away
their toilets.

The tenants of thirteen, Chris's house, and fourteen,

where Kathken lived, were a motley bunch: Mr Reddin

who worked for the telephone company and was so badly
deformed through falling from a pole that the other

residents called him charitably, Cruk; Florence Night-

ingale Runo, so called because, when called upon to aid

the dying, she would insist on taking the pillow from

under their heads that they might expire more quickly;

Molly Kiel, a girl who cut her throat every time she was

jilted, so that, by the time she found herself a husband,
her unfortunate neck was like a butcher's block.

There was Annie Nolan, a woman of mysterious years
who said prayers on Good Fridays for the repose of the

soul of King Brian Boru, who was killed at the battle of

Clontarf in 1014; Mrs Carroll, the 'coal-man', whose six

foot tall son watched from behind a pack of cards as she

stumbled to the top of a house with a hundredweight of

coal on her back, and said bitterly: Isn't it a disgraceful

country where an oul woman like her'd have to do a job
the likes of that?'; and Mr Clancy, the little cattleman who

16
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went to Glasgow on Mondays and came back on Fridays
with a Scots accent.

While Frank was in prison, Chris added another tenant

to her list. She was to live in a top-back with her daughter,
and it was generally understood, except by Mrs Barron,
the lady in question, to be a purely temporary tenancy.
She was no different from other mothers, apart from her

having no husband. What had become of Mr Barron she

couldn't, or wouldn't, tell. But though the matter caused

Chris many a sleepless night, she quickly silenced the

more 'un-Christian' of her tenants with a quite unsolicited:

'Maybe that's not the case at all. He could be dead, or in

England, the rotten cur!'

But when Mrs Barron, having come to the end of her

slight income, was four weeks behind in her rent, the

landlady was of a different opinion about un-husbanded

mothers. Chris was the most broad-minded woman in the

world until the question of rent was involved. Over and
over she told Kathleen about the foolishness of property
owners who take people on trust.

'There yeh are now. I brought that woman in offa the

street, an' what happens. She's barely here a few minutes

an' now she tells me she's not in a position to pay. An*

she wants to take up my lovely room with a story of how
shell give me what she owes me when she gets it. Aha,
but out shell go! Weddin' ring or no weddin' ring, 111

have me lovely room. Shell pay me what she owes me
when she gets it! Promises! Full of promises! Like my
fella when he'd go off drinkin' an' tell yeh that if he

didn't see yeh through the week, he'd see yeh through
the window. Aha! But that oul game is played out!'

Kathleen was quite shocked at the landlady, for it was
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beyond her way of thinking how any person could possibly

want any more than was necessary to live in frugal

comfort.

'But surely, Mrs English, that's the very thing the

republicans are fighting to end -years of landlord and

rack-renting rule in Ireland? Besides, the poor woman
has a little child/

'Begod yer never more mistaken, Kathleen! Our boys
are fighting to end the rule of English landlords - and

quite right, too! Anyway, that's got nothin' to do with

Mary Barron, I can't be expected to be her child's priest,

doctor and polisman. Out she must go, an' if she has no

other place, she'll learn in future never to have children

before she has a husband.'

Kathleen was ready to plead: 'But, Mrs English . . .'

Chris waved her hand to signify all further discussion

of the matter useless.

I'll hear no more, girl. Besides, she'd be givin' a bad

example to the rest of the tenants, an' after a while none

of them would want to pay me a brass penny.'

No battle is futile, thought Kathleen.

'Ah now surely yeh wouldn't, an' it comin' on to

Christmas?'

'Christmas or Easter, Kathleen, she won't eat her plum

puddin' here!'

Her embarrassed daughter-in-law suffered further dis-

comfort when who should enter the room but the woman
in question. Hardly pausing in her onslaught, Chris

beamed in the newcomer.

'Well, if it isn't yerself, Mary. Yeh must have been

readin' me mind, for, not two seconds ago have meself an'

Kathleen bein' wonderin' how you an* your little girl were
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gettin' on - weren't we, Kathleen? Ah, yeh never come to

see us now at all, girl I hope we didn't do anything which

might offend yeh? But you'll get used to our ways. We're

a rough lot, I'm sure, to what yeh were used to. But, mam,
an' Kathleen here will, I'm sure, bear me out, under our

peculiar ways beat hearts of gold. Just bear with us, mam,
an' you'll find we're not half so bad as we look/

It was not a very cheerful-looking Mrs Barron who
made answer to the welcome. Anyone could see that she

wasn't exactly ready to do a couple of hand-springs around

the landlady's front parlour.

'Well, Mrs English, to tell yeh the truth, I've been

simply worried out of me mind, since one of the neigh-

bours said yeh were goin' to put me an' me little daughter
on the street.'

Chris leaped in the air, her hands high above her in

obvious horror.

'Who said that, mam? Tell me what scandal-mongering

bitch has been spreading tales about me? Who'd dare to

tell such lies about Christine English! And you, Mary
Barron, you'd believe that of a woman like me! Oh, I'm

surprised at yeh! How could yeh listen to it, let alone

credit it? An' yer poor little child, may heaven bless her

an' keep her from growin' a fairy, may God curse the day

any woman'd be as cruel as to put a poor little chicken

out in the snow of winter. An' it comin' on to Christmas.

Shut yer ears, girl,
to gossip, for, if it's bad to invent it,

it's worse to repeat it. Mary Barron, may God be me judge,

will have a home for herself an' child while I've one foot

over the grave! Go on now, mam, an' tell that to the

calumniators, an' let them understand that if they know

one thing, you know another, an' they're both quite
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different!' As Kathleen closed the door behind the re-

lieved tenant, she did so with a light heart. Oh, it's true,

if yeh want to know me, come and live with me. The

landlady's bark was obviously much worse than her bite.

Chris glanced to the door as though to ensure the lady's

departure.

'Well, of all the damned cheek! She doesn't pay her

rent for nearly four weeks an' has the impertinence to

object to me puttin' her out! Did anyone ever have such

nerve! But, out she'll go, bag and baggage! She'll come
home one evenin' to a new lock on the door ! No rent. No
tent! As them Arab people might say!'

Kathleen was aghast. Surely nobody could possibly
have the facility of somersaulting so many times in suclra

confined space? Was her mother-in-law treating her to

some huge joke, or had she quite lost her reason?

'But, Mrs English, yeh've just told the lady . . .'

'Don't mind what I've just told her. After all, we can

be enemies in a friendly sort of a way - we're not bloody

pagans altogether!'

The first gramophone in Russell Street stopped shout-

ing: 'This is the Edison-Bell record,' and went on to sing:

'O, Donna Clara, I see you dancing tonight/ and, over the

din, Kathleen heard the news-boy shouting: *Eve-n~in

Ma-ill Stop Press! Truce on the way!' Kathleen leaped
to the window and shouted to the boy to bring a copy of

the paper up.

'Mrs English! Do you hear it! Do you hear it?' she

cried excitedly.

'Of course I hear it. D'ye think I'm deaf or somethin'?

Sure oul Cruk hasn't stopped playing that bloody box
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since he got it a week ago. I'd know it off be heart if I

could only make out the words/

'I mean the paper-boy. He's sayin' there'll be a truce.

Frank will be comin' home. Released. Isn't it grand?'

'Oh, lovely, just lovely/ said the landlady. 'Another fine

room gone/ she muttered, as Kathleen went off in search

of the paper.

The talks went on, but the first sight Frank ever beheld

of his first-born was when Kathleen lifted him up to the

bars of Kilmainham prison on the eighteenth of February

1923. She had three sons while he had only Brendan

Francis, but then, he was only starting.
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Dead OR Fled

Most of the married women of Russell Street had hus-

bands of one sort or another, and at least half of the men
were still living with their wives - even if they didn't talk

to them. But some - like Mr Kelly and Mr Runo - were

dead or in England, while Mr Carroll had 'passed away'
in mysterious circumstances. Whenever you came across a

severe-looking, tight-lipped matron with barely an inch of

ankle over the pavement, and a long sharp hat-pin to

match her face, it was ten chances to one that she was

either left or bereft. And yet, though bachelor girl Molly
Kiel had more in common with bedlock than any of them,
her third-left-hand-finger was still unadorned.

Had she been offered a huge sum of money to tell her

life story each week in a Sunday newspaper, she would
have been forced to decline the fee, though the tale might
have been a most interesting one; it was simple enough
to fill one column, or a paragraph in the late news. Had
she been able to write and afford a diary, it would have

read something like: 'Born. Bog. Reared. Man. Baby.
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Illegitimate, Priest. Scandal. Hunted. Train. Dublin. Man.

Baby. Desertion. Throat. Razor. Recovered. Isolated.

Emigrated. Glasgow. Man. Contraception. Deception. Mis-

carriage and Marriage/
Mr Kelly was dead, and to prove it there was a notice

in the paper which said:

'Kelly (Dublin) -At the poor-house, South Dublin

Union, Thomas, dearly beloved husband of Hanna Kelly,
after a long illness. Late fourth battalion Old I.R.A. and

cleansing department Dublin Corporation. Remains were

removed to city hall yesterday. Requiem mass an' State

funeral today at eleven o'clock to Glasnevin cemetery from

pro-cathedral, Marlborough Street. Old comrades please
wear medals.

'English and American papers please copy.
'He fought the brave fight/

Jerimiah Runo hankered after one thing for ten years
-

a nice little widow to take the place of his mother, who
had died sixteen years before. Nor was he so finicky as to

want the unobtainable - so long as she looked' like his

mother, he didn't worry if she wasn't as old. He'd rather

she was living alone, but if she had a pet he would try to

learn to love it, if only for her sake.

One day as he was riding no hands on his Raleigh along
the North Circular Road, a plump, prim lady stepped
from the corner of Russell Street and entangled herself

in his front fork. He swore and she swore, but after a lot

of: 'Yeh blind bastard!' and 'Why can't yeh look where

yer goin'?' it was plain to the two that this was love at

first fright. He was sorry that her leg was scratched, and

she thought it a great shame that his front wheel was
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buckled. Since the bicycle could only go properly if one

wheel followed the other, it was decided that the machine

should be left in her room until such time as he could

manage to unbend his spokes.

Week after week he visited the widow, and he was a

right absent-minded man, for he never thought of buying

spokes before calling on his bicycle. For her own part, the

little woman was well enough satisfied to look on the

machine and think of Mr Runo, who, to her way of think-

ing, seemed the natural successor to her first husband.

Then one night, when he was feeling particularly playful,

he drank out of her cup, whereupon she told him that

when that happened in her country it was a sure proposal
of marriage. For a moment Mr Runo contemplated the

position, and, when he looked around the tidy room, he

took into consideration the fact that the widow had no

ties, and wouldn't lose her British Army pension of fifteen

shillings per week, and decided that at the age of thirty-

five she would be just five years younger than him, if he

dropped ten years as well, and she would be an excellent

choice. Summoning up all his most tender feelings, he

told her that she was the image of his mother, and before

you could utter the word 'deceit', the banns were posted,

the priest picked and Mr Runo had forked out four quid
with which to clothe the best man, Mr Giggles Devoy.

'Begod, but isn't it the cute shrewd man yeh are/ said

Giggles, giving Mr Runo a playful thump with his elbow,

'an' to look at yeh, no one would ever think to see butter

meltin' in yer mouth. An' there yeh've come from no-

where to steal from under our very noses the pride of

Russell Street. Lord, there'll be some groanin' an' moanin'

when certain folk hear that she's taken someone not from
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our place at all. But, I'm delighted, it'll serve them right

to think that they've lost all -even if they are some of

the most handsome brutes in the country. Handsome is

as handsome do'es. That's what I always say/ Mr Runo
smirked satisfaction, modestly.

I only hope I'm fit for her/ he said to his best man, 'for

she's a sensitive little thing, worthy of the purest man in

the land, and I've led a gay-dog life, you know/ Giggles

suppressed a snigger and reminded Mr Runo that the

priest would expect his fee on the nail and they would

also be put to some little expense for a cab. Without

further ado Mr Runo took a five-pound note from his

wallet and was just about to tell Giggles to buy some drink

as well, when the best man -
having calculated his debts -

reminded the groom that the clerk would expect some-

thing too. 'After all, it is the only day of our lives we'll

have to remember/

Mr Runo sighed, dug down in his trouser pockets, and,

turning away from Giggles as he separated the wheat from

the chaff, he brought up ten shillings and said hopefully:

This wouldn't cover it, I don't suppose?' Giggles snatched

it, stuck it down into his pocket and said gallantly: If it

doesn't, Mr Runo, 111 put the rest of what's owed to it

meself. Have no worry on this day abofe all, for I'd sell

the shirt off me own back to make a man happy on his

most glorious of all occasions/ and Giggles ordered the

cab to stop at the nearest religious book-shop. He bought
three *thanksgiving-for-matrimony' prayers, one of which

he gave to the grateful groom and the others he installed

in two sealed envelopes.

As the smiling couple left the church in a shower of

rice and confetti, the priest beamed to his clerk and his
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envelope and the clerk to his envelope and the priest. 'A

grand couple/ it was agreed, 'and the best man was a fine

sort too.'

They had barely been married a month when her son

Joe arrived - together with his five brothers - from the

country, and by a strange coincidence, Mr Runo went

berserk that very same night, he punched his wife, wrecked

the house and set sail for a country called Birmingham,
but which particular part of that strange land Mrs Runo
was never able to discover.

When people talk of Mrs Carroll the coal-man in front

of children, they say 'little pigs have big ears' when they

get to the bit about her husband's departure from Russell

Street, and unless you're able to sit as still as a mouse

you're never likely to get to the bottom of the story, I

thought it was a good tale because she was the only woman
I'd ever seen who wore a man's hat.

Mrs Carroll stands six feet in her bare feet when she's

not sitting on her coal-cart, and she has two sons, Paddy
and Johnny. Paddy is so crazy about work that he has a

seizure every time the word is mentioned. Johnny is just

crazy, and we can hear him screaming from the house in

the Lane every day: 'Mother, the pain is killin' me, bring
in the hatchet an' cut off me head !

'

Since her husband's

'passing on', Mrs Carroll's only friend is Neddy the ass -

the only one to whom she ever speaks two civil words.

How Tom Carroll came to die was something of a

mystery, for he was said to be a simple soul who didn't

ask for much more out of life than to drink heavily,

gamble heavily and commit adultery. He didn't swear,

would not listen to crude stories, and never missed mass
in his life. If one of the children told even the whitest of
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lies, he would beat him with a stick until his body was

black and blue for days, and it was on one of these sad

occasions that poor Mr Carroll struck Johnny on the head

with a broom-handle. The blow brought the liar to the

ground, and induced meningitis, and for days the mis-

creant hovered between life and death, but God was kindly

enough disposed to have him recover, and he lived to be a

fine, healthy, raving lunatic.

How Tom Carroll managed to live was a mystery,

though everyone had their own ideas on how a man can

lead a playboy life without working. Granny knew that.

'His father is a gentleman farmer - raises nothin' but his

hat/ Mrs McHugh had heard for a fact that his people
were rich distillers who paid their rake of a son to in-

frequent the family seat. But Giggles -to whom Mr
Carroll had refused the loan of a pound - held that the

man's pockets were lined with sawdust when he did his

Church collecting stunt on Sundays: 'Sure the unfortunate

clergy are walkin' around in rags/ Only Mrs Carroll didn't

know how her husband made his money, and she had

given up asking. She kept herself to herself, sold her coal,

and allowed him to pay the rent. He shared little of her

food, and since Johnny's accident he had never warmed
his arse in her bed.

In Russell Street they had a saying which went: 'He's

as mean as Tom Carroll, but not half as well dressed/

which was not really meant in a kindly way.
When Giggles first saw the two men in trench-coats and

slouch hats, he paid little attention. 'Probably waitin' for

some of the girls
in the Phoenix Laundry/ he thought.

But the hooter blew at six o'clock, arid all the workers

went home, leaving the men in slouch hats standing in
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their place under the shadow of the wash-house. They
were still there after a week, and always looking up at the

house in the corner of the Lane - the one in which Mrs
Carroll lived, over the stable. And it did strike Giggles
as odd that they should always be in the same place, never

moving, day or night. The strange thing about it was that

they changed
- sometimes they were big men with lean

faces, and at other times, the men were small and round-

faced, and they always wore slouch hats and trench-coats.

Mr Carroll let the corner of the curtain fall into place
and went back to his kneeling position in front of the big

picture of the Sacred Heart. He mouthed to it for the

thousandth time that day, the seven thousandth time

that week, for not since Sunday had he been outside the

door. He thumped his breast for a few minutes and then

returned to his vigil at the window. He had changed

during his period of confinement, and it was for the

better. He spoke civilly to his wife, called her by her first

name, and swore time and again to become a new man-
if only she'd help him now.

'If you'll only tell them I was with you that night/ he

pleaded, Til never let you down, if you'll only say that/

Mrs Carroll was quite calm as she answered: "Surely you
wouldn't ask me to lie, Tom? You that has such a regard
for the truth that you'd even drive your own son raving
mad sooner than have him grow up a liar. No, Tom, I've

too high a regard for your principles to do anything like

that. It's plain to see you're under a great strain just now,
and you'll need all my help to maintain your lofty ideals/

Mrs Carroll's lips reassured her husband that she'd stand

by him to the bitter end, but Mr Carroll's eyes were just
like those of a frightened rabbit.
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Giggles had only the price of one pint, and he knew
that if he went in to the pub just now he'd have to linger
over the drink all evening. He decided to wait until near

dosing time, when some decent half-drunk man would be

glad to supply Guinness for the sake of having somebody
who might tolerate his stupid company. Anyway, he had

something to watch, for, though he hadn't made up his

mind as to the trench-coated men's occupations, he was

sure they worked at something, because most of the people
he knew did.

'Get your coat on you, Paddy/ said Mrs Carroll to her

elder son, 'and as soon as you're ready 111 take you and

Johnny over to your Aunt Nellie's/

Then you're going?' asked Mr Carroll. 'Like rats you're

deserting the ship/

'Sinking ship, Tom,' said Mrs Carroll as she towered

above her husband.

'Get out of my way. I'm not goin' to cage my children

in here to keep you safe/ She strode from the house, tall

and straight, and as she passed the slouch-hatted trench-

coats in Russell Street, it seemed to Giggles that she had

the walk of a queen.
As the two men set off down the Lane, they did so at

a brisk pace, and Giggles thought he should maybe tell

them that it would be better to use the lavatory in Gill's

as the Sergeant from Fitzgibbon Street was dead nuts on

that kind of thing in public, but he was too comfortable,

and besides, he might miss an angel or two, if he moved

from his post. Two revolver-shots rang out and then

Giggles saw a large bteck sedan pull into the corner of

the North Circular. The slouch-hatted men turned out of

the Lane, walked past Giggles and stepped into the car.
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TBegod, I know their occupations now/ thought Giggles,
'and this is no place for a clergyman's son/ as he stepped

up to the counter in Gill's and ordered: "A pint of plain

porter, Jem, if yeh please/

Around his neck, Mr Carroll wore a little sign which

said: 'Informers Beware', but there wasn't a single person
in Russell Street who had noticed anything strange the

night Mrs Carroll became a married woman without a

husband.



THREE

Come in, Dominic 9 We Know your Knock

There had been talk of a truce between the Free State

Government led by William T. Cosgrave and De Valera,

representing the I.R.A., for a long time prior to the birth

of Brendan Francis. The Free State had already signed a

treaty with Lloyd George, which said that the six north-

eastern counties of Ireland would be partitioned from the

remainder of the country and rest under the control of a

government responsible to Britain. Nobody would fight

against this measure of freedom, thought Michael Collins

at the time, and, if they did, no one would support them.

He was wrong and, on the twenty-second of August 1922,

he paid for this mistaken trust with his life. A section of

the I.R.A. refused to acknowledge the treaty, and, slowly
but surely they rallied far more disciples to their cause

than Collins had dared to fear, or their leader Eamon
De Valera had dared to hope.
At that time people were signing agreements to end

fighting as freely as film stars nowadays sign autograph-

books. On the twenty-fifth of June 1921, the plague started
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with Dev sending a delegation to London to talk peace
terms. When they got there, Lloyd George made his

threat of 'Terrible and Total War', and, on the advice of

Arthur Griffith, the President of Sinn Fein - and a

very lukewarm republican-monarchist
- Collins' delegation

signed what was asked of them. When the treaty was pre

sented for ratification to Bail Eireann - the rebel parlia-

ment-it was opposed by De Valera, but accepted by a

slender majority. This, despite the fact that it was con-

trary to the law of the Republic, which had delegated the

signatories' authority. Within one month Ulster had the

choice of opting out of the Republic
- as they subsequently

did.

The extreme wing of the I.R.A. prepared to attack the

not so extreme wing of the I.R.A. - now called The Free

State - and with this in view they began to occupy various

places in Dublin. On the thirteenth April 1922, they took

possession of Dublin's Four Courts, and at this juncture
another pact was signed, this time between, of all people,

De Valera and Collins!

'Well, well,' said Winston, T don't like this at all!' And
he ordered Collins to repudiate or be repudiated. And just

to make sure that Collins understood his meaning, he told

the crown commander, General Macready, to get his guns

ready for a little bombardment of Dublin. Another load

of inked paper wasted, and before we hardly had a chance

to read it -Collins repudiated. And yet the truce-love ran

smooth enough until someone shot the head off the CJ.G.S.,

poor Sir Henry Wilson, in London on the twenty-second
of June. Lloyd George flew into a terrible temper over

this and ordered Collins to shell the rebels in the Four
Courts out of the Four Courts. Why the death of one
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man should be reason enough to precipitate a civil war is

beyond civil people, but that's how it went in those days,

and we know therefore that this very uncivil period began
on the twenty-eighth of June 1922.

Once the shock of Henry Wilson's death had passed,

Whitehall and Westminster were overjoyed. All Ireland

was fighting and the Irish corpse of Wilson practically

danced in the live arms of the guttersnipe Galloper Smith.

Before it ended, a great many men lost their lives and the

Free Staters proved they could act just as reprehensibly
as the Black 'n' Tans, for, between November 1922 and

May '23 they executed no less than 77 members of the

LR.A. Then on 30 April 1923, the civil war ended and

the rebel prisoners, Frank amongst them, were released

from prison. He was glad to be out, but nothing could

make him forget the death of the brave man he had once

fought under, and then against. Collins may have acted

foolishly, but Frank would never hear a word said against

this man who, had he wanted to live, need only have

been a rogue. The terms agreed to were no different from

those which they had fought against during the civil war,

yet somehow they didn't look quite the same when Mr
De Valera was prepared to contest elections in a state

which had come from them.

All Frank could do was stand and stare and wonder

that the thickness of paper or the blackness of ink could

make such a difference between life and death.

Before going into prison, Frank had been employed as

resident painter by a firm of box-manufacturers for close

on fifteen years. Kathleen got his paper of lunch ready,

washed and dried his overalls, and, with his tool-box under

his arm, he set out with buoyant step for his place of
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employment, excited, as he thought of the welcome which

awaited him in his new role of returned prisoner of war.

It was nearly worth going to the nick for a while to receive

the ovation he knew he would get.

Nor did he fail to notice the changes taking place all

over his native city. The name plates on the streets were

being changed into Irish, with the English of them under-

neath otherwise how would folk know where they were

going? Still, that didn't matter, it's the principle of the

thing that counts. 'Sraid Talbot - Talbot Street', 'Cul-de-

Sac - Cul de Sac', Lord, isn't the Gaelic language wondrous

beautiful? Soon, there wouldn't be an English name-plate
in the whole city. Thank God, the men of 'sixteen* had

not given their lives in vain. Only one place had its old

name: the Labour Exchange. But the Republic wouldn't

bother about changing that, there'd be no need for the

building at all now.

He hardly felt the walk to his old employer and was up
at the gates before he knew it was even at hand. There's

Mr Thompson/ he thought.

'Hello, sir. I'm ready again whenever you are/

'Ready? Whatever on earth for? Ohl It's you, Behan.

Where have you been all this time? You really should

have given us notice. Still, I won't hold it against you,
and though I'm very full up at the moment, just you give
me a call any time . . . say in the early summer or . . .'

and Frank was gone before he could finish. There was

another patriot doing his job. And why not? Hadn't the

usurper fought for poor little Belgium and the freedom
of small nations while other lazy falk were hanging around
in Irish prisons? 'Keep the home fires burning while our

guts are turning.' I should have given him notice ! Excuse
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me, Mr Soldier, but yeh can't arrest me yet, I haven't

given Mr Thompson notice. No, I won't be a minit, just

you wait there till I get back ! Dear Sweet God !

'

Slowly he would get used to the idea that work would

not be any more plentiful under the Republic than it had

been under the Crown. Nine months would be a painter's

ration just as it had been before the 'Rising*. Tm going
to bed for Christmas; call me, mother, in March/

Dublin is small enough to hide in a corner of London,

but try searching in every dirty little back-alleyed painter's

slave shop for a job and one finds that one has taken on

quite a formidable task. Frank did the rounds every

morning, and always with the same result.

'Sorry, but we're full up. Now had you been out in , . .'

'Flanders?'

And that's how it was. Anyone of patriotic fervour had

lost all in the fight.
The only ones with work to offer were

those who would benefit most from a Republican economy,
and they were keeping it for the diligent slaves who had

braved bombs, bullets and artillery to be on time for work

during the Troubles'. A change of masters, men like

Mellowes and Connolly had died to prevent. A change of

masters the people had gotten.

Most of the big decorators were situated around Saint

Stephen's Green on the south side of Dublin, and it was

here a painter was in danger of being joined by one of his

fellow tradesmen. Such a meeting was to be avoided at

all costs -for more than one reason. First, if they went

to the same employer in bunches, they would be done out

of the kicks which followed, being told by the employer

that he didn't want men; a man on his own could make

up a grand story about what he said to the gaffer when
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the latter had offered him an imaginary job, deemed

infra-dig, 'I told him where to stick his lime-washing job/

Secondly, since we're all 'the boys our mothers wouldn't

let us play with/ every worker has the idea that another

one is considered by the boss to be a militant, a row-riser,

an irresponsible individual, so it becomes: 'Oh, I wouldn't

go lookin' for "graft" with that bloke -bad news/ And
it's then a question of everybody dodging everybody until

everybody meets up in the same yard, to be screened and

winked at, and told by a knowing nod to come back when
the coast is clear. Frank was never asked to come back

since he emptied a tin of paint over an employer who had

asked him to work a penny under the fixed rate - which

was nearly always the reason for the winking and nodding.
A year out of prison, the only work to come Frank's

way was a week or two here or there. And then a couple
of Americans called to see him. They represented a new
force in American business and politics, to wit, a certain

Mr John Dillinger. This gentleman had read in his native

country of the great deeds of the I.R.A. and how they
had shot a lot of people for no reward. It seemed to him
that they might shoot twice as well if placed on a sort of

piece-work rate. Frank merely told them that Mr D. was

to understand that it was the I.R.A. he had fought with,

and not the Black 'n' Tans, though he was sure there were

quite a few of them available across the water. (Out of

hundreds of ex-Republicans canvassed by the American

gangsters, only two men agreed to go; and they were later

found shot in a Chicago basement as a reprisal to the

Saint Valentine's Day murders engineered by the late

best-paid man on the late Henry Ford's River Rouge
Plant -Mr Alphonse Capone.)
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They had only left him a moment, when Kathleen, re-

turning from a trip to the city centre, attacked Frank for

not looking for work. She had just passed Mr Tag's place,
the decorators just off Grafton Street, and there in the

window was a huge notice which read: 'Painters Wanted
for Town and Country/ Frank protested that he had only
been to Mr Tag that same morning, and the man had
no promise of work even in the distant future. It was no

good. Kathleen had seen the sign. Couldn't she helieve

her own eyes? He didn't want work, and that's all there

was to it! He'd rather lie idle and see her and the children

starve! Poor Frank! With the click of his shoe worn to

shreds from touring builders' yards, and he to be accused
of ... Ah. What's the use ... Up! Up, and out. He'd like

to see this sign for himself, if it really existed, and wasn't

just a sandless mirage conjured up by a woman who was

wondering and worrying what they were going to live on
when the last article was behind the pawn office counter.

If one of his painter friends had seen it, Frank wouldn't

have felt so queer, for drink on an empty stomach can
make people see the most unusual sights and say the most
unusual things.

Tou've been drinking, Sir!' Yes. A person will often

buy you drink, without asking had you a breakfast this

morning?

Sticking his feet well up into the toe of his boot, to stop
it from falling off, he went -as Oliver St John Gogarty
did before him -down O'Connell Street, by the General

Post Office where died the dead who did for Ireland, fear-

fully close to Gardiner Street Labour Exchange, where pile
the live who strive for England, under Lady Hamilton's

granite-faced lover, round by Dan (Catalcoholic) O'Connell
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up on his angels all night, noticed the sweet smell of Tom

(Last Rose of Summer) Moore as he sits astride the public

lavatory in College Green, and made his way to Ireland's

only Turkish baths to cater for men in overalls - fully

clothed, Tag's of Duke Street -or is it the other one? -

off Grafton Street. And there sure enough was the notice,

big enough to be read by Nelson's blind eye, and it made

of stone, 'Painters Wanted for City and Country/

Td like a job, Mr Tag/ Frank said pleasantly, unable

to conceal his high spirits, (thank God Kathleen came

this way). The grizzled old man with his paint bristle

moustache, looked as though he were being addressed by
a simpleton.

'Look, mister, I haven't a job for meself/

'But what about the notice? If you've no work, you

shouldn't have that in yer window/

That, mister, is my window and that notice is my way
of advertising. I've no work, that's all/

'Well, I'll give yeh plenty,'
said Frank as he put his good

booted foot through Mr Tag's plate glass.

The political
situation was not good, nor was the indus-

trial side of affairs. A general strike threatened, and the

employers in the building industry marked time slowly,

so slowly that work was almost at a standstill. Frank did

pick up a job, however, and Kathleen's household was not

actually desperate
- indeed, where other families were in

the direst of straits, Kathleen and Frank never really went

hungry. Chris helped, and Kathleen's brother Jimmy sent

a small amount of money from America every so often.

The Behans were fortunate, but other folk were asking

how long would the lack of employment last? Nobody had
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yet come to call it a depression.

Because the minds of the young who had fought for the

Republic were still attuned to the patriotic method, they
did not quickly realize that the question of political

struggle must now be switched to the industrial field. Dis-

illusioned by the dampened squib of pure idealism, and

not sensing how their leaders had sold them down the

drain, they were now in a political vacuum.

With the National movement in the hands of priests

and politicians who had never fired a shot in anger, except

during the grouse season, a new nation was planned, for

the benefit of Irish-Irelander business-men and shop-

keepers. All the aspirations of the Republican movement

would be realized in the marking of a garment, 'Deanta

san Eireann - Made in Ireland.' Mourn everything Irish

but her doles. But Frank had other things on his mind -

and nearer home.

Kathleen gave birth to another boy, on the twenty-first

January 1925, and Brendan would have been put to the

pin of his nineteenth month collar to withstand the

charm of a new baby had Ghris not been outraged at the

child's name -Frank had actually gone and called him

after his own father, her first husband, but a man she

loathed. Thereafter she clutched Brendan Francis closer

to her bosom and never let go until rigor mortis tore

them apart eleven years later.

James Patrick's was only one of the names thrown

around like snuff at a wake during Frank's early days of

marriage. Roger Casement and Sean Thomas Joseph,

Kathleen had to begin with; then, after Seamus, came on

the tenth of November 1926 Brian Finbar Oliver Plunkett

Behan, No wonder there was little left to call me when I
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arrived on the twenty-second of October 1928.

Lazarian was the one picked for me, and Mrs McHugh
was given the job of taking me to the official labeller since

Kathleen was too ill. That dear old lady had enough sense

to realize that any working-class kid is handicapped

enough without having to labour under such an odious

title as Lazarian. She promptly invented a story about the

priest refusing to christen me that 'because it wasn't the

name of a Catholic Saint.' Ma - thanks be to God -

couldn't get to the chapel herself and was forced to pick
another name from the Italian hat -

supervised by my
good godmother, Mrs McHugh.

I was brought to the chapel on a Sunday, and, since I

had been born on a Sunday, I was called Dominic - with-

out the 'K' - in honour of Sunday and a rebel priest who
had been exiled by the Catholic hierarchy for giving sup-

port to the men in 1916. Sunday and Father Dominic may
have been jealous of each other's claim on me, I don't

know. All I can say is that I've had the name so long, it's

kind of grown on me.



FOUR

D'ye really Expect us to Believe that?

Being bom a baby sets me at a great disadvantage. It

means that I have to depend on hear-say for a resume of

the events relative to my family during the years
;

28-'3o.

Still, look at Gibbon, no one ever asked him had he

supped with Caesar.

Though I may have arrived with a poor memory, devil

the bit was there wrong with my hearing. All I had to do

of an evening was remain perfectly still in the corner of

the room, and, when Da had a drop taken over the top,

he would proceed to make Ma believe in him as a family
man by recounting the childhood of his little 'jewels'.

Since he was seldom satisfied until he was well over the

top, Frank proved invaluable as family historian.

Maybe instead of producing writers he should have

been one himself, for he had a mind like that of a

mathematical elephant steeped in literature combined

with the imagination of a magpie. Hans Andersen would

have been hard-set to find as many different ways of tell-

ing the same story, and yet, this facet of his yarn-spinning
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didn't Irritate me. I dearly loved sifting, Sherlock Holmes-

like, for the truth, or what would pass for truth after a

fashion. If most of the things he told us didn't happen,

then they should have.

He held -when drunk -that nowhere in the four

corners of Ireland was there to be found a father so much

interested in the growth of a family as he was in us. But

Ma said he hardly knew the difference between us and the

other kids in the street. Indeed he had, one time, given our

Saturday pennies to the children next door by mistake. As

to the truth of that story I could nearly vouch, for I well

remember how, when walking along the North Circular

Road he was about to pass me by without so much as a

wink until I shouted:

'Hello, Dal'

'Mind yerself, Brendan/ he called.

Tm not Brendan/

'Well , . . Brian?'

Tm Dominic!'

'Ah/ he said triumphantly, *I was damned sure yeh were

one of mine!'

If there's a greater man than Frank, I'd like to meet

him, for it took a really great one to raise a bunch like us

and constantly smile.

Life in a tenement house was about as private as taking

a bath in Piccadilly Circus, Everyone knew the amount of

food in your press, and the number of pawn tickets stuck

discreetly in the old china dog. The Behans are havin' a

sausage coddle for dinner. Pork ones too! Far below her

ladyship's dignity to boil beef/

Ma spoke differently from other folk, and, because she

spoke differently, they treated her differently; not to her
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face, of course, but behind her back, someone would say:

'She wouldn't drink tea from a cracked cup ! But, as I told

her, shell see the day when she's glad of it from a jam-

jar.'
And yet, I never saw the kitchen dresser without that

one piece of china: Ma's tea cup. From her, I suppose, I

got my aversion to thick glasses
- 1 can't enjoy a pint from

one.

There were twice as many hours in a tenement day as

in any other. Nobody was ever in a rush. People stopped

you in the street to talk without ever asking themselves if

they had the time to spare. And the nearest anyone ever

got to haste was summed up by Cruk's reply to the tram

driver when the latter asked if he wanted to get on: 'No,

thanks/ said Cruk, Tm in a hurry, so I'd better walk/ Nor

would people cross the road in pursuit of conversation.

They'd open the front window - if they didn't live in the

back - and carry on about the most delicate topics, from

one side of the road to the other.

Ts Molly over her confinement yet, mam?'

'Any minit now, missus, thanks for askinY

'Let's hope the dirty bastard marries her anyway.*

'// he's not married already, mam.'

Everything was carried on with the minimum of dis-

comfort, and even the preparation of dinner involved only

the presence of a gas-cooker. The vegetables were scraped

and prepared by the fire, and every house had that look

about it which said: 'Sit down where yeh like, there's no

fear of breakin' anything.' There was a kettle boiling con-

stantly by a fire which never went out on the hottest day,

and the workers of Assam owed a great deal of their con-

stant employment to the cry: 'Stay where yeh are, it'll be

brewed in a minit/
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Russell Street was a great place for meaningful nick-

names. Mrs Kelly was called 'Half-a-Rasher' because she

had at one time made a bacon sandwich for Molly Kiel,

and the latter, being grateful, gave her the title, a

permanent acknowledgement of the woman's unstinted

generosity. Mrs Carroll was called the coal-man because no

one believed there to be such a thing as a female fuel

vendor, even when she was staring them in the face. More
often than not, people earned their *pet' names because of

some physical dis-ability, like 'Grinner' Grimes, who had

a scar running from the bottom of his left ear to the corner

of his mouth. It gave him a perpetual leer and was the

source of never-ending worry to that poor man. Naturally

kind-hearted, he was sympathetically interested in the

welfare of everyone he met.

Tm very sorry to hear about the death of yer poor wife,

mister/ But the scar added a terrible ha ha hee, and

usually earned Grinner an undeserved thick ear. When he

gave up enquiring about people's sorrows they promptly
dubbed him: That surly oul bastard!' There was Mrs

Dawn, and she was called 'W.C/, in honour of the most

embarrassing physical disorder - bowels over which she

could exercise no control -and which prompted un-kind

children like me to taunt: 'Look out mam, yer spillin' yer

message !

' As she ran horse-like along the street.

The older people accepted the tenements for what they
were -homes with less draughts than the Phoenix Park

and fewer leaks than the sky. Bit by bit, the once graceful

Georgiana fell, or was torn apart. Sensible people, refusing
to suffocate during the long hot summer of 1930, ventilated

their staircases by throwing rocks through fan-light

windows, and the bitter winter of '32 took its full toll of
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hall-doors, back-doors and hand-rails. Top-of-the-house

tenants had to be on their guard lest their means of ascent

and descent were removed in the interests of warmth.

The young people were a little more 'uppish' in their

taste. The created a dream world inhabited only by Al

Jolsons and Rudolph Valentinos. Their homes were really

situated not in the slums of Monto, but far away on the

Pacific seaboard, Sunset Boulevard. Every single one of

them owned a motor-car, and not one of them but was

going to college. On their return from the pictures, they

took leave of their sweethearts outside the still respectable

houses of the North Circular Road, and when the boy

friend insisted on knowing their address it was refused on

the grounds that, Tapa would not approve.'

'Mary! Are yeh up there? Yer fella is here waitin' on

yeh!'
Tell him 111 be down in just a teeny-weeny moment,

Moma. I'm finishing my toilet!'

If yeh are then, make sure yeh empty it yerselfF Like

the folksinger of old they sang of kings and queens, of

ladies in carriages, but never of themselves, and why
shouldn't they add a bit of colour to a life spent in the

biscuit factories and laundries of Dublin?

When I was one, the main topics of conversation were

something called the 'Wall Street Crash
1 and the 'First

Talkie'. Uncle Jimmy would not be sending any more

money from America. It hadn't been a great deal, but its

loss would be felt all the more since Frank had been again

knocked idle, 'An' oul Martin has the cheek to wish me a

Merry Christmas!'

What surprised Molly Kiel, however, was not how the

crash started, but, 'how them skyscrapers ever stood up
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for so long. The mercy of God yer brother wasn't killed,

Mrs Behan'. Cruk's gramophone got another song, 'Buddy,

Can Yeh Spare a Dime', worse than that, he used to sing

it himself. 'Jasez!' went Frank.

Al Jolson's new picture presented a problem, but not for

long.

'If we pledge yer suit,' said Ma, 'we could get to it. But

then it looks so well on yeh !

'

'It'll look twice as well on a pawn-office counter/ said

Frank, and with a light heart the couple made their way
to the North City Money Office.

'How much, mam?'

Thirty bob, John/
'On how many, mam?'

'God, but yer terrible funny, John/
Til give yeh twenty-five, mam/

'Twenty-eight, John/

'Twenty-six an' cut me throat, mam/
'There's not a blade hard enough, John. Give us the

money an' less of yer lip/

'One six, coat up, an' the name is Kearney. Thanks, Mrs
Behan/

Years afterwards when the talk of a new picture came

up, Frank would ask: 'Did yeh ever see a picture called

"The Singin' Fool"?' After which he would launch into

an enthusiastic appraisal of Mr Jolson's performance.
What an impression it made on him, 'The Singing Fool',

the only film he ever saw in his life, I think.

Granny knew that the talkies were responsible for the

way young people were growing up with no regard for

other people's property and confidently predicted that they
would lead the world into a dreadful state. The neighbours
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were inclined to agree and said that some folk were

addicted to them, and would do anything to get the money
for admission. To strengthen their argument they cited

the case of Frank and Kathleen, which had strangely

escaped Granny's attention. She was outraged.

'Who ever heard, Missus McHugh, of anyone in their

right senses gallavantin' to an entertainment on the pro-

ceeds of a visit to the pawn? Begod it's an honourable an'

honest act to raise money for food even by goin' naked

in the sight of yer neighbours. But, to strip yerself to the

skin to watch eejits, an' American eejits at that, make

common fools of themselves on a public stage. . . .'

They don't do it on a stage, Missus English, I believe

the entertainment takes place on the wall. . . .'

Is it goin' astray in the head yeh are, Lizzie McHugh?
How would they do it there an' not in the ordinary place?'

'Well, they don't be there in person, mam, only pictures

of themselves. Flashed on the wall the same as yer hand

can be seen if yeh were to put it in front of a candle. The

talk comes, I think, from a hurdy-gurdy, like oul Cruk has

next door.'

'Ah, sweet Jesus! Goin' to the pawn to see pictures of

people. The world is goin' madder an' madder, Lizzie.'

'Indeed, but it takes all sorts to make it, mam/
The re-action of the old folk to the talkies was as natural

as the baring of a September oak is to autumn. Anything

they didn't fully understand, they fully dis-believed, like

the time someone told Frank's father that the tramway

company was planning to drive trams on Frederick Street

hill without horses.

'Aye, I can see them comin' down the hill, but, who's

goin' to help them up?'
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Thirty-two was a year filled with excitement. Catholics

from all over the world were coming to Dublin because

the Pope had chosen the capital of Ireland as the venue for

celebrating the Eucharistic Congress. Shopkeepers, whose

hands had up till now been chained, were scraping the

surface of their pockets and sparing the price of a wash

and varnish to the fronts of their properties, hopeful they

would get it all back, and more, from the international

pilgrims. Painters were actually working overtime in

February. And a general election was planned. On my
right, at five foot something and a bit I give you, the

champion, William T. Cosgrave! And on my left, right,

and centre, at six feet (odd) the Bruree challenger, Eamonn

De Valera or, in English, Eamon De Valera.

Around the city, one read the slogans, 'God Bless Our

Faith/ 'Vote Fianna Fail/ 'Long Live the Pope/ 'Up Devi'

'Faith of our fathers living still,

In spite of dungeon, fire and sword/

'Vote, Vote, Vote, For De Valera, in comes Willie at the

door, for well get a salmon tin an' shove De Valera in, an'

we won't want Willie any more/ So sang the kids of

Dublin to the utter chagrin of Willie Cosgrave and the

farmers, whose future was bound so closely to the Free

State and Mr Cosgrave himself.

There were now three LR.A.s. Those in power led by
Mr Cosgrave, and known as 'Cummann na n-GaedhaF,

those hoping for power led by Mr De Valera and called

Tianna Fail' - soldiers of destiny
- and those whom Dev

and Willie wanted to prevent coming to power and known

simply as the I.R.A.
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'I cut a worm in halves one day,
And later, into quarters,

But imagine, to my great dismay,
It was still alive, though shorter/

After some political juggling, the leaders of the Irish

Labour Party thought that, following the example of

Snowden and MacDonald in England, they might have

some reason to support Fianna Fail. It might be an oppor-

tunity for doing good for someone - even if it's only them-

selves. Apart from promising to open the jail gates if his

party were sent to legislate, Dev's political programme

might have been summed up on the slogan, 'The others

have robbed you long enough, now we want a chance/

Rory - Ma's eldest son by her first marriage
- was

chasing Peg Clancy around the Lane at the corner of

number eleven when Granny called him to get the jug

and go for a pint of porter to Gill's pub opposite. It had

barely opened its doors, but it was easy for her to be on

time, for with the aid of Mrs McHugh she kept constant

vigil.

'An' tell him to make sure it's good an' strong, mind.

Tries to shove off what he likes on the poor childer !

'

Poor

childer? Poor Mr Gill is more like it. His reputation had

suffered considerably since Rory found that porter doesn't

change its colour when liberally treated to a spurt from

the water tap in the back yard.

'Did yeh hear that oul Cruk, an' him sayin' that Bren

tapped on his window last night an' nearly frightened his

wife to death?'

'I did, mam. An' he's a liar be the clock, I'd say/

Indeed yeh could, Lizzie. The whole idea of my
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Brendan doin' a thing like that. Yeh know he's jealous of

my grandchild, an' that's the whole of the sore. Jealous

that he's so quiet/

'He is, mam. Begod there's Rory, an' him dashin' like a

hare. Oh God, he'll spill the sup/
Take yer time, son. Easy now. That's right, the place

is not on fire/

'There's great fun goin' on in the pub, Gran. People
dancin* an' singin'/ announced Rory, as he rushed in

breathless with excitement and the big jug frothing all

over and full of Guinness goodness because he had for-

gotten to tamper with it. 'Melodeons are playin' an' men
are dancin' with men ... an' women with women . . .

an* - an' it's like Christmas so it is an' I got four pennies
offa three drunks for singin':

*Up De Valera the leader of the fight,

We'll folly him to battle neath the Orange Green an'

White,

Our great an' glorious hero the heart of England's fright,

An' we'll crown De Valera King of Ireland/

'Begod, Lizzie McHugh, they've been drinkin' in that

pub behind closed doors! It's not fair to us who have to

wait for the official time!'

'Yes, missus, an' against the law, too/

'If yeh want nothin' else, Gran/ said Rory, Td like to

go. They'll be makin* bon-fires for Dev an' I wouldn't like

to miss any of the sport/
'Go on child. But make sure yeh light nothin' near the

property/

Already the heaps of bon-fire material were sky high
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and only awaiting the word that Dev had come to the

throne. King Dev, as they were already calling him.

'Don't they seem very sure of themselves that Dev's

gang are goin' to be made the government, Mrs English?

Begod, they'll get a fine drop if the other crowd are put
back.'

There's not much fear of that, Lizzie. Try hard enough
an' long enough, an' yer sure to make people believe they
want a change. An' if Dev's party are no better itself, sure

they can't be any worse, an' a change is as good as a rest.

It's the way a fella says a thing that people vote for, not

what he says. Why, even oul Alfie Byrne that organized
the scabs against Larkin's union has forgotten that he's

supposed to be a Unionist.'

'D'ye think will Dev be like Parnell, mam?'
'I do not, missus. Nor will all the water in the River

Liffey ever wash from the Irish people the guilt that's in

their hearts for the treachery they bore him !

'

Although Dev's politics were elected, the result was

something of a shock for his Fianna Fail party. The ex-

pected landslide did not take place and the 'Long Fella'

was forced to count on support from Labour. He didn't

like it, but it was a question of rule or don't rule. In he

went, resolved to carve out a policy which would, at

another election, ensure the return of a political machine

that no man or party would dare to challenge. For Cos-

grave and Cummann na n-Gaedhal it was the beginning

of the end, and Labour had never even been under starter's

orders.

Because Ma was expecting another baby and didn't feel

well enough to cope with everything, Da was looking after

the house. He considered Rory and Ma's other son by her
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first marriage, Sean, and Brendan old enough to stay up
for the victory celebrations, but my two other brothers

and I had to be content with watching the bon-fires from

our bedroom window.

It was as though the whole population were either

stoking fires or lighting their own. Far into the night they
danced and sang. Nationalism was extrovertly manifest,

so that it made you think that it must have been the

population of some other town who had laughed, jeered

and spat on the small band of men who had the cheek

and impudence to declare a Republic less than sixteen

years before.

Although I was hardly aware of it then, I know now,
that a lot of my personal identity became submerged on

the third of March 1932. Up till then I had been the

youngest member of the family, bullied by the next in

line and petted by everybody else. It was like being the

opposite to Brendan. I had been the other end of the

line and no one could take that from me. 'How many
children have yeh, Frank?' 'Well, there's Brendan, he's

the eldest, and Dominic, he's the youngest, an* in between,

there's how many ... let me see, oh yes, two more/ After

the new baby, there were three. Oh were I only bullied

and insulted. But, to be ignored! And, to make matters

worse, the usurper was a
girl. And they called her Carmel.



FIVE

The House with the Closed Hall-Door

Russell Street was an island of tenements surrounded by
petty middle-class respectability. On the southern front it

was bordered by the boarding-houses, which 'didn't cater

for lodgers, only paying guests', and hemmed in at the

northern end by clerks and good jobs in Guinnesses folk,

who, instead of frittering away their money on drink and

gambling, had saved all their lives for a home in their

old age.

When, in the first flush of marital bliss the clerks had
chosen Jones Road as a likely place to own a house, Russell

Street was the sort of place they could only dream of living
in. Nobody told them how, in a very short space of time,

the land over the bridge would change hands from

carriage-owning lawyers and doctors to wage-earning

sawyers and dockers.

On the whole, the Tenementians looked upon their

white-collar neighbours with benign tolerance. If they re-

membered that Russell Street was not just a common

thoroughfare between them and town, everything would
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be all right
- the insanity of wanting to own a closed hall-

door wasn't, to Russell folk, a vicious kind of madness.

We had one sport that was played nationally: soccer,

and another which was the national game, Gaelic football.

The latter, similar in some respects to rugby, was not best

suited to the tar-macadam surface of Russell Street, since

a flying leap in the air to end, maybe, under the front

wheels of a motor lorry is not conducive to the best of

health. Therefore though Gaelic was followed by people,

active participation was normally Indulged only in soccer.

Croke Park, Ireland's national stadium, was situated over

the canal bridge and behind the houses in Russell Street,

and whenever there was a championship game, the sup-

porters came from the four corners of Ireland. The near

local ones were always faced with the problem of where to

put their bicycles that they might be safe for the thirty- or

forty-mile return journey after the match, until Giggles

Devoy noticed the plight of the unfortunate visitors and

said it was a crying shame.

'How can we ever hope to wipe out the Sassenach

influence if we don't look after the very backbone of the

nation?*

When he set up Sunday ownership of the Lane beside

number eleven, nobody disputed his authority, and the

foolish fan who thought it an imposition to pay threepence
for the doubtful privilege of parking his machine in a

public place, was quickly persuaded when Giggles, pen-
knife in hand, advised kindly:
T wouldn't be too anxious to leave me bike with no one

to mind it, sir. The kids around here are desperate quick
to rip open tyres/

In the other hand, Gaelic football supporters with no
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obvious means of return to the country, Giggles viewed

with grave suspicion.

"They'll be down there on the canal bridge after the

match, Frank. An' all throwin' big stones into the water/

'I've never seen them do that, Giggles. What are they
at?

7

'Well, if the stone floats they'll go back to the bog, but

if it sinks they remain up here. Someone should fill in that

bloody place/
The native industries of Russell Street were drink and

cleanliness, represented respectively by the Mountjoy

Brewery, and the Phoenix Laundry. The aroma from this

mixture was as you would expect, of alcohol brewed from

carbolic. There was also a grocer's, green and otherwise,

a bookmaker's shop and of course the pub. There never

arose the need, therefore, for anyone to leave the confines

of Russell Street - unless they had to go to work. We were

self-sufficient, right down to the Evening Mail delivered

by Mr Kennedy -the man Frank insulted by offering

him a tip at Christmas: 'You poor folk are all the same/

he had said, 'work two full months of the year and you
throw your money around like a man with no arms/

In the whole street there was only one house where

trespass was prohibited. This was the property of the

brewery and stood next to it. If anyone occupied it, they

never let on. Nobody ever came in, and nobody ever went

out. When you sat on the granite steps, chalk in hand, and

were just about to write, 'D.B. Loves D.R/, a hand

appeared from behind the white lace curtains and tapped

you away. The hand didn't belong to a body - that is to

say, seeing's believing and if you get a glimpse of a few

bony fingers and nothing else, then you must take for
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granted that the house belonged to someone who just

didn't belong.

Joe Kiel said that the person who lived there was a miser

and had a secret tunnel which ran underneath the road,

and that was why we never saw him, or her, or them. But

then, Joe Kiel came from the country, and people who

came from the country would believe anything. The

country was some place miles away from Dublin and

called Ireland, Brendan and Rory and Sean went there

every year on a Sunday to the grave of Wolfe Tone the

leader of the rising of 1798, who committed suicide the

English said, but Ma said they cut his throat.

It was frightening to go near the house with the closed

hall-door when it was in the evening and it was dark, but

in the morning when the sun was shining it was good to

look on the lovely green paint and the nice clean un-

broken windows. It must have been a rich miser who lived

there because even the wood around the glass was painted.

Maybe he was a Protestant.

All Protestants were rich and wore good clothes and

didn't play in the streets. They were sissies, and when the

fellas saw them coming over the bridge from Jones Road

they used to shout Troddie Dog', and, if there were only

a few of them, the fellas would jump on them and throw

their caps in the muck. I told Charlie Mac that Ma said

that Wolfe Tone was a Protestant and he gave me a dig
for saying a sin.

Proddie Dogs had clean faces and their hair was

combed. They carried their school books in leather bags
and sometimes you wanted to be a Proddie Dog so that

you could have a bag over your shoulder, then you had to

tell that to the priest in confession, and the priest would
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ask you not to do it again and tell you to go to the end of

the chapel and say six Hailey Marys. You had to be very

careful which confession box you lined up at in chapel,

because some of them, like the canon, were very hard and

you might get four Hailey Marys and a couple of Our

Fathers for just the smallest little venial sin. Mortal sins

were terrible things altogether, and the very first time I

went to confession, I had one for the canon.

He was sitting behind the little hatch, and although it

was pitch dark and the wood smelled funny, not soapy,

but old-clean, I knew the canon was ready for me because

I could hear the hatch on the other side close and that

sinner go for his penance. What does the priest do with

all his old sins? Does he give them to someone else and

someone else to someone else until it goes all the way up
to the Pope? And what does the Pope do with them, does

he give them to one of the saints and one of the saints

give them to the Holy Ghost and the Holy Ghost give

them to God the Father and God the Father give them to

Our Lord and Master Jesus Christ for to throw them down

into Hell's fire to burn for ever world without end, Amen?
'Bless me, Father, for I have sinned. This is my first

confession.' I had been learning it all the week from Sister

Ita and it was hard when you were all alone with no one

to help you, no nice sister to say, 'not last confession, child,

first confession.
3 Bernard Keegan's uncle was killed by a

cannon.

Tes, my son?' One V, and all the difference it makes

between a priest and a gun.

'I stole coloured papers from Bernard Keegan whose

father owns the shop in Ballybough.' I suppose he'd be

all right if you could see his face.
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'Will you never do it again, my son?'

'No, Father, honest to God, I won't/ He could shoot you
down too, I expect.

'Yes, my son, go on/

'The last time I got a beatin' from me ma, I called her

a bloody bitch under me breath/ The best thing was to

tell all the venial sins first, so the canon would know the

terrible character yeh were by the time it came to the

mortaler.

'I did dirty things, Father/

'What sort of dirty things, my son?'

'I rubbed bellies with Cruk's daughter Dolita and then

we went with Charlie Mac to the lave on the North

Circular and he showed me his thing and I gave him a

look at mine/

The canon asked me how old I was, and when I said I

was seven, he told me to say five Hailey Marys and two

Our Fathers but I couldn't remember all the Our Fathers

only half so I said four half ones and went home.
Sister Ita said we were not to eat anything after twelve

o'clock Saturday night until we got communion on Sun-

day morning, and Seamus kept teasing me with bits of

sausage and rasher which he had pinched from Da's plate
because Da is always drunk on a Saturday. Rory told us
to shut up the row and I didn't want to tell him what
Seamus was doing because when Rory was asleep I might
get a dig. But I didn't eat the sausage because, if I did, my
soul would go straight to Hell, and I didn't want my soul

to go to Hell but to Heaven.

Mrs McHugh had a lovely gansey for me which Sister

Ita said was a jumper and when she called it that I started
to think of it in my mind and it sounded funny so I
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started to think of all sorts of words and they all sounded

funny so that they didn't mean that at all but something
else and after a while they didn't sound funny at all only

they wouldn't go back the way they had been before Sister

Ita called my gansey a jumper.
Ma had new shoes for me and a lovely picture of the

Blessed Virgin with ribbons all around, which she put
into my gansey near to my shoulder before I went to the

chapel. I was sorry for Brian and Seamus who had made
their first communions and wouldn't be able to do it again,
but I promised God to buy them something out of the

money I would get when it was all over, so that was good.
You had to take your place in the queue for the altar

rail, then the priest came along and while your head was
raised up with your mouth wide open he put the com-
munion biscuit on your tongue and you had to hold it

there until you got back to your seat. Then you bowed

your head in honour of Our Lord and it went down.
'If you bit the communion biscuit with your teeth that

was a terrible sin altogether because the biscuit wasn't

really a biscuit at all but the body and blood of Jesus. You
had to bow your head every time you said Jesus or even

if you only heard someone else say it, and you mustn't

take the name of the Lord thy God in vain. All your
mouth got dry, and it was hard to scrape the communion
off the roof with your tongue because there was no

spit,

but you felt lovely when it went down.

Charlie Mac and Joe Kiel had suits and the coats and

trousers were the same colour. They said that only poor
kids wore ganseys and I told Ma and she said we weren't

poor at all and that we'd be richer than them when Da

got a job. But I got more communion money than them
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because all our relations were terrible rich. The boys put
their money in their trouser pockets but the girls had little

white bags because girls don't wear trousers only knickers

and Dolita Reddin's elastic is broken.

Ma said she didn't want me to visit our relations be-

cause it was mean to look for money, but I cried and cried

and Granny gave me a shilling and Granny said: 'God

bless the little fella/ and Mrs McHugh said: 'Ah, let the

poor child go, sure it's the one day of his life.' Then Seamus

took me to see my other granny who wasn't really my
granny at all, but Rory and Sean's granny who lived with

Aunt Evelyn and Emily and they called her Mammy.
They lived around the corner if you cross the North

Circular and go up Emmet Street, and I got five shillings.

Seamus said we'd have to go because we had other houses

to visit and Granny gave me a kiss on the cheek and I had
to wait until I got outside before I could wipe off the

wetness.

We got a tram to Aunt Baby's in Fairview from a place
called the Five Lamps where there were five lamps in the

middle of the road. Fairview was a place which had a

corporation dump called the sloblands and Da said that

the smell which came from there was because of all the

Danes who were buried underneath after the battle of

Clontarf in 1014 which is so long ago that even Granny
English doesn't remember it.

Aunt Baby's real name was Maire but she was Ma's

youngest sister and the name 'Baby' had stuck to her from
the time she was small. Uncle Mick was there and Aunt
Maeve who was our cousin and Seamus gave me a pinch
for calling her aunt. I got three shillings and Seamus said

we were in a hurry to visit Aunt Maggie Bourke, who was
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Ma's oldest sister, but when he saw the cake and tea that

Maeve had for us he said we had plenty of time yet.

In Aunt Maggie's house there was only one aunt, all the

rest being cousins. Seamus said he didn't know why this

should be, but I didn't care because there were about ten

big ones and I got a lot of money.
Uncle Peader's was very far away altogether and we only

got two shillings on account of there only being him and

Aunt Eve. Pearse and Con were there, but they were too

small to give money away. Just as we were about to go
home, Uncle Peader grabbed Seamus and put him sitting

in a chair, then he put a soup bowl on his head and

trimmed all his hair off with scissors. I was glad he didn't

do that to me because Seamus was baldy at the back and

had a fringe at the front. Pearse and Con kept slapping
him on his head and shouting: "'Get up, thou bald pate/
On the way home we bought the Wizard, the Hotspur

and the Rover but Sean took them off us and gave us six-

pence each, then he said we were never to buy them again
because they were English comics.

Ma let us go to the pictures after tea because it was my
communion day. Brian and Seamus came with me to the

Drumcondra Grand and it was the first time I had ever

been in the pictures at night-time. It was better than the

Sunday twopenny rush at the Tlaza' because they were

mostly big people and you didn't get anyone shouting:

'Look out, mister !

' when the crook came behind the chap.

Tom Mix was the chap in one picture and he jumped
off his horse on to the train where the crooks were and

when the train came towards me from the screen I put my
head down below the seat and waited for the next thing.

The other picture was call 'Clive of India', and I was him
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for a whole week until Seamus said lie was only an English

bully and the picture wasn't true at all, only makey up.
It was very hard to know what to do and do right.

On Monday I got ready for school and Ma told me to

leave my new pants and shoes off as she didn't want me
to get them dirty, but I knew that she was going to that

place and if Charlie Mac and Joe Kiel saw me in school

without my communion clothes they'd jeer and say Ma
went to the pawn. I got my school books and ran down
the banks of the canal from where I could see the house

with the closed hall-door, and I cried and cried because

I wasn't a rich Proddie Dog.



SIX

Behans Behind their Backs to Front

'D'ye know, Missus Clancy what it is that I'm goin' to tdl

yeh?'
'I can't say as I do, mam, an' if I said I would I'd be

tellin' a lie.' Half-a-Rasher sat back in her seat and looked

for a moment to the open door of Gill's public house,

then, satisfied that everybody was listening, went on in

a loud voice:

'If I wasn't one for always mindin' me own business, I

could say a thing or two of them who'd be lettin' on to

be without the cross of Christ an* their children down in

that basement beatin' each other with the best of Hafner's

pork sausages/
'Go way!'
'As true as the Lord's me judge, not ten minutes ago,

from the baby in the pram to the big fella with the black

hair. . . .'

'Brendan?' suggested Mrs Clancy.
, '. . . The very one, mam. An' as I used to say to me poor
fella - before he ran off with . . . oh, the bastard ... be-
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fore he ran off with who yeh know -the handa Godll

punish them as wastes His food.'

'I can't hardly believe it, mam, an' she only after this

mornin' bein' with the landlady. I hope the sausages were

fried, mam?'
Tried or un-fried. It's not right that childer the likes

of that should be livin' on the fat of the land while others

are existin' on tea an' bread an' wait'll I tell what else. . . .

Wiz awiz awiz a wiz I

'

*Yer not serious!'

"Well, have you ever seen him to get up of a Sunday
mornin' for church, chapel or meetin' house?'

'Come to think of it now, yeh may well be right, But to

tell the truth an' shame the devil, like, I'd never given

much thought to it before.'

'An' that, mam, is how it begins. Look at the danger to

the childer, sure what can they do but follow by example !

It's no surprise to me, though, for when yeh see them,

from the youngest to the oldest, walkin* home from

Charleville Mall with them big, thick hard-covered library

books it's as clear as mud they'll go the way of the

father.'

'Oh yeh may be right, missus, for didn't I see a book

one day there that was called The Devil's Dis- something
or other, yeh know the word for Apostles, the one real

Catholics use/

'Ah-ha! There yeh have the difference, real Catholics!

Like me an' you!'

'Oh, but I shoulda known, for only last week two of

them got my poor John an' hung him from the line in

the back yard upside down until he swore to renounce

the King an* all his works an' pomps !

'
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'An' the mother boastin' that the Behans are the best

behaved childer in the street/

'Best behaved! Missus, yeh astonish me. What about

the Seamus fella paintin' poor oul Nanny Dolan's windows
with black paint so that the poor creature couldn't tell the

difference between night an' day/
'God forgive me for laughin', mam, but I believe she

didn't go out for nearly three days/
'Ah, but I blame them as is responsible for their rearin'.

There was the time Mrs Cunliffe came to tell the mother

that Sean had punched her Martin, and Mrs Behan said:

"Wait'll I lay me hands on him, 111 leave him a parable/'

But, God help us, the woman had scarcely got out the

door when Mrs Behan turned to me and said: "D'ye hear

her, mam, beat Sean! Why I wouldn't lay a finger on one

of me little angels; the worldll beat them enough I

" '

'Oh, the hypocrisy of it. Little angels is right. Demons,
mam. Demons straight from hell/

'An the airs an' graces of her that'd make people think

she was the Queen of England herself. What different is

she from any of us, I'd like to know?'

'No different except that she's not as well off, for all her

manners. But I made it me business to tell the landlady
about the waste of money when I was up tryin' to get a

lend of a few shillin's for frugal livin'/

'An' true for yeh, mam. . . , Jemmy! Jemmy Gill! Are

yeh never goin' to serve the ready-money customers at

all? Is it the same again, Mrs C.?'

'It is, mam -or somethin' similar/



SEVEN

The Picture of Health

From wall to wall, the floor of Mrs Reddin's bottom front

room was covered in a perfectly-fitting carpet which was

laid on a multi-coloured 'botanical' linoleum. It was her

practice each week to take her furniture into the hall, lift

the carpet, clean it in the back yard, and, while it was

airing, polish the floor. Most folk thought she was carry-

ing cleanliness beyond a joke, but Mrs Reddin wanted to

be sure that there could be 'none of them crawly things
underneath which came from the rest of the homes in her

house" -the 'rest of the homes' were equally convinced

that the 'crawly things' could be properly traced to such

coverings as carpets and rugs. ('Begod I wouldn't have one
of them things, they breed bugs and lice and God knows

what, and my man says they suffer from the same com-

plaints as animals, besides I do like to hear myself walk.')
When the fox can't reach the grapes, he has to be satisfied

with the next best thing-even if it's only a bunch of

nettles.

Having spread the wet polish on the wax-cloth, Mrs
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Reddin thought to spend her time usefully at the job of

cleaning her window. She knew from experience that by
the time her window was fit to look through, her floor

would be ready for shining. There wasn't so much labour

involved in the polishing of eight panes of glass and she

was almost ready to leave the lace carefully carelessly

exposed so as the neighbours would see the horn of His

Master's Voice, when she saw that Piggy Cunliffe and

Larry Clancy had just begun to play a selection of street

airs on the 'harp' outside her door - her area railings being
the 'strings' which were 'plucked' by means of two short

iron bars.

Standing on a chair overlooking the lace curtains she

rapped out 'clear off signals on the glass and, when their

silent lips formed rude four-lettered words, she wasn't

shocked because she couldn't expect much else from such

a 'common low lot'. Then Piggy Cunliffe shouted: 'Look

out, here's "Oul Cruck",' and the two musicians ran to-

wards Jones Road and over the canal bridge. 'Oul Cruk',

her husband, why the hell couldn't he come round by the

Lane anyway, instead of displaying that hump of his the

length and breadth of Russell Street? He'd no regard for

her feelings at all, this miserable deformed little ape who
tried to be friendly to people who were only laughing at

his broken spine behind his back, when he should be

hiding himself away from the sight of God and man.

There he is now/ she said to herself, 'passin' the time

of day with Giggles Devoy. In the name of God, is he not

ashamed of himself? You'd never imagine he has a

daughter who'll have to live out the rest of her life here,

and even when she's married, the neighbours will always
remember her as the daughter of "Oul Cruk", that man
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with the hump, and they'll watch her every pregnancy
wonderin', half hopin' that her offspring will be the image
of its grandfather. I bet they all think the hump is

hereditary. Ah, little they know. If they had seen my John
Reddin that lived in Inishfallen Parade, the straightest-

limbed man that ever drew breath of life. By God, the

men in Inishfallen Parade watched their wives when John
Reddin was alive. By God, John, you were a man and a

half. What in the name of all that's sacred did I do that

you should leave me to live with "Oul Cruk"! Wasted!

Jesus Mary and Joseph, to be wasted on an ape !

'

Her eyes travelled to the mantelshelf and fixed upon
the wedding print showing two shining faces and two

merry sponsors snapped against a nearly tropical back-

ground. The day that picture was taken she had enjoyed
her first ride ever in a cab - from Saint Peter's Church in

Phibsboro to the Lafayette photographers in O'Connell
Street. 'Will I put the board up, John?' the cabman had
asked her embarrassed husband, and she knew that her
husband must have been in the habit of keeping company
with prostitutes, but she didn't mind, for they were now
even on what had taken place while she was stopping in

Blackpool last year.

Tunny how they managed to make the photo look as

if it was taken in front of a Continental hotel/ she thought.
*A couple of drapes, two or three sunny-lookin' plants, and
there yeh are in Rome. Rome is right, roam around two
rooms in Inishfallen Parade! "It was all the fault of his

mother, anyway, we must think of his job in the Post

Office, and it isn't everyone has a constant job fitting tele-

phone wire on poles all over the country, they'll just have
to go to Rome, and that's that!"

' And after the wedding
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when they had hardly enough money to take the tram to

Fairview, her mother-in-law still didn't give up the idea of

a continental honeymoon; they'd have to let people think

they were honeymooning in Rome and she'd come around

the following morning with her master plan to beat the

economic situation.

'Well, her plan was simple enough. They were to have

a going-away drink with the neighbours on the following

day, which would be August Monday bank holiday, and

in the middle of proceedings a cab would call to take the

happy couple to Westland Row Railway Station and they
would then buy a sixpenny ticket to Bray and return to

Inishfallen Parade in the early hours of the morning when
all the neighbours would have retired to bed.

'So for two weeks they stayed put in two rooms, his

mother smuggling food and drink to them and reading

imaginary letters from the Vatican to the residents of

Inishfallen Parade. It was all right for a week -until she

had learned all about what made John Reddin tick, but

then they had solved the mystery that clothes make of

the human form, and the newly-weds prayed that the last

days of their sentence would go quickly and that the

neighbours would not puzzle their minds too hard as to

how two such pale-faced people should have spent a fort-

night under the Italian sun.

God, she'd never forget the night that oul Morgan
looked up and saw the two of them sittin* half naked on

the top of the out-house. Lord, the heat that night! The
heat those two weeks in fact; never was better weather,

and to waste a whole fortnight, well, a week, anyway. No
wonder she was pregnant when her honeymoon was over,

sorra much else was there to do.
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'Then the creepin' out in the middle of the last night

to Westland Row Station with two big empty suitcases

stamped all over with Italian labels they had bought in

Clery's, and ridin' back to Inishfallen Parade in a cab,

while the cabman remarked that it was good to get back

to the oul city as there was no place like home. It was,

John had agreed, and with that the cab drew up at Inish-

fallen Parade and the neighbours shouted: "Hard up,

hard up!" and whispered to each other that the young

couple would probably be anxious to be left on their own

at a time like this, and the cabman picked up the two

empty suitcases, while to cover his shame John picked me

up and lifted me over the threshold, falling flat on his

face through lack of air and the neighbours smiled under-

standingly that he was "too anxious for you know what".

Ah, little they knew!

'And the questions about Saint Peter's in the Vatican.

What was it like? Did we see the Pope? Did we get a

chance to kiss his foot? Did we bring back his blessing?

And of course his mother had to tell them that we had

lots of holy relics that were being sent on next week, the

young couple having had too much luggage to carry, you
know. So the best part of John's first week's wages was

spent on medals and things from the Catholic Repository
in Granby Lane and everybody showed off their "Pope-

blessed-bought-in-Ireland's souvenirs and prayed to the

mementos of two weeks on the Continent of twenty-four
Inishfallen Parade. When we told the story to the priest
in Phibsboro Ms face became so angry that it was with

relief she heard John remind her that he wasn't allowed

to make public the secrets of the confessional.'
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She thought there was the sound of somebody shuffling

in the hall and she flung open her room door the better

to keep an eye on her furniture. Nobody would ever per-

suade her that the people In this street wouldn't take the

eye from a person's head unless they were watching. There

was no one to be seen, but she glanced across her posses-

sions just to make sure that everything was as she had left

it. Two of everything: mirrors; couches; occasional tables

and twice whatever usually went in pairs. *Oul Cruk'

thought it was a dreadful way to furnish a room, and

that she could afford to give some away to needy neigh-

bours. A lot they give me, she had told him, and he said

that it was only because they had nothing to be generous

with - begod, that was a right lame excuse.

For a moment she cocked her ear to find out if any-

body was coming, and, satisfied that there was not, she

turned to the floor which was now dull, flat and dry -it

was ready for polishing, so she tucked her skirt in around

her legs and fell to her knees on a coarse horse-hair mat.

Slowly the pattern begins to emerge from the dull wax,

right angles becoming squares, and diamonds appearing

from the middle of circles, and flower-pots are hung from

trees which have suddenly entwined themselves around

and through the geometrical symbols because the lines are

no longer squares or circles or diamonds, but cunningly

devised plants not known to land - unless you're in the

habit of eating in a place where all the grass is red, the

trees purple, and the flowers grey. But everything ends up
in the centre of the ugly wax-cloth and starts off in another

direction, and Mrs Reddin is glad that 'Oul Cruk' didn't

choose it.

'God, will yeh ever forget the stuff John chose for Inish-
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fallen Parade/ she asked herself, 'a plain oul thing with

nothin' to occupy yer mind all day. An' the wall-paper!

Not so much as a few flowers on it to make the place a

bit gay. An' his white ceilin' an' cream doors -quiet, he

said it was. He didn't think we should have the place

clashin' and he was sure that big flowers all over the wall

would be vulgar. And as for paintin' the doors an'

windows blue, no, he didn't think that a good idea at

all. Of course that was all right when yeh were with John -

yeh could put up with the little ways of a great man like

that. But "Oul Cruk"! Sure what right has he to speak?
Who keeps the roof over our heads an' pays for Dolly's

music, may I ask? Is it him with his oul stop-gap pension
of eighteen shillin's a week or me that has to stand at a

market stall in Moore Street every day but this - an* even

now I have to make sure the place is kept clean. Begod,
he'll learn as time goes that an'thin' we had in Inishfallen

Parade is well broken up by now an' there's damn little

that belongs to him in this house. Why wouldn't I choose

what I want!

'Doesn't like me to show off me gramophone either.

Says we should be discreet about what we own. Sure what
the hell does anyone want an'thin' for if it's not to let

other people see that you're able to afford more than

food, heat, clothes an' light? Yeh might as well say that

the people in the world should dress like tramps because

"Oul Cruk" thinks it's better to be discreet about posses-
sions! An' himself an' Frank Behan usin' big jawbreaker
words that neither of them understand. Kiddin' themselves

that they're as edicated as people from them colleges. An'
he says I've picked up a lot of "crude" - he's that stupid
he can't even say rude -words from the other dealers in
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Moore Street. Little does he know I didn't have to go
there to learn, but of course I'd never use them in front

of John -now that was a man it'd be a sin to swear in

front of - but him ! Posh "Cruk" Reddin ! an' him with a

hump as big as the rock of Cashel ! The very look of him

is enough to make a cat laugh. An' to think of the way
I prayed after the accident, not knowin' what the doctor

meant when he said he was glad that John would survive

though he'd have an injury to his spine for the rest of

his life. God Almighty, if only he'd mentioned the word

"hump". An' me prayin' for John an' not knowin' it was

old "Cruk" I'd have to live with!'

Soon Mrs Reddin was reflected in the gleaming wax-

cloth, and she didn't have to see the little red pouches

around her eyes or the greying hair that had little bits of

brown left. Full well she knew that she was a dried-up

shrunken papped grass-widow before her time, and she

knew that *Oul Cruk' was to blame for trying to work on

a telegraph-pole without a safety-belt. She would never

forgive him as long as he lived, and she hoped that

wouldn't be for the rest of her life. And to think he still

wants to do the other thing, begod what a hope he has,

it's enough of an effort to lie beside him at all. She stopped

polishing and turned once again to the wedding picture.

'Lord, but wasn't John lovely. With his waxed

moustache and his hair curling down over his forehead,

an' his limbs, straight an' strong. He could fairly make

me quiver all over with expectation, kissing with full lips

first the mouth, then the breasts, around the nape of the

neck and down to my most urgent parts which rose will-

ingly to meet his strong white teeth parted on his titivatin'

tongue. Oh God, he could make you the most important
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woman In the world, from the moment he undressed at

the fire and arched his back before turning the gas-light

down and out, and I knew in detail every single curve of

his wonderful body. But to think of "Oul Cruk" an' the

way he does behave at night when he thinks I'm asleep
-

ah, let him, so long's he doesn't expect me to do . . .'

She heard her husband's footsteps in the hall and

listened to catch whatever it was he was saying to some-

one who had come down from the top, but the words

were a jumble and it annoyed her to think she was miss-

ing something, so she called out: 'Will yeh come in here

to hell outa that, Cruk Reddin, an' not be wastin' yer

bloody time altogether!' And Mr Reddin was saddened

to think that the only resident in Russell Street who re-

fused to call him John, was his own wife.
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*I have never heard of such Ideas ... a voice from a

mathematical madhouse, from some algebraical world of

minus values where everything is upside down and all

the quantities are negatives.' Surgeon St John Gogarty,

senator, went on to ask the Irish Senate if Dev's reliance

on self-sufficiency would make it necessary to tax smoking

as a foreign game. 'Will we be forced to extradite the

potato of Raleigh? Were we to consider Lipton and Assam

sources of national humiliation and drink our sugar with-

out tea?'

Because of Dev's economic theories, the 'champion

walker of Sackville Street' tried to ridicule our head of

state by calling him: 'A sixpenny Savonarola in a world

of Woolworths.'

Poor Dev always asked one question of Westminster to

get an answer to another.

'Will yeh listen for just a minit, Mr Thomas. Now it's

like this, so it is. I've a sharp pain in me Royal Irish Vice-

Regal Lodge puttin' up with the jeers an' jibes
of the LR.A.
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every time some eejit mentions this oath of allegiance to

your monarch. I'm fed up with the whole business an'

I'm goin' to abolish it so I am, an' that's that !

'

But the British Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs

was considerably less interested in who swore fealty to

whom than he was in the question of if and when the

Irish Government were going to remit to His Majesty
the annual rent agreed jointly

- before Dev came to office

- as fair and just in return for the lease of the twenty-six

counties.

'Wha'P De Valera nearly knocked a piece from one of

Mr Thomas's best ceilings. 'What in the Lord's name are

yeh talkin' about now?'

Tm talkin' about the land annuities which your pre-

decessor, William T. Cosgrave, promised to pay to us each

year. Five million pounds! That's the little matter I'm

referring to, sir.'

'An' who are yeh tryin' to cod, begod?'
'Deceive? Me! How dare you, sir! You don't believe

me? Well, then, have a look at this paper which is entitled,

"Heads of the Ultimate Financial Settlement". Look, there

you are: signed, sealed and delivered, on the i2th Feb.

1923.'

De Valera's worst fears were realized; the previous

government had lied about the country's indebtedness to

England. How brazen could they get, he wondered. Mr
Cosgrave, when questioned about the strings attached to

his economic settlement with the Crown, had told the

Irish House of the great bargain he had struck by cancel-

ling the national debt with one big nought! A helluva

great bargain! Six big noughts -with a five in front!

'Well, Mr Thomas, I won't pay! I'm the head man
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around here and you'll not get a light. Go and ask Mr
Cosgrave for your money!'

Is that the way, Mr D.?'

That's the way, Mr TV
Then it's war, Mr D. Echo Nomic war!'

A short tour of Dublin's numerous pawn offices would
have been enough to show even the most dis-interested

observer that the population of the capital had been

engaged in an economic war long before the official one

was declared. Not that the people ever thought of it in

such light or referred to it in such highfalutin terms;

they knew it only as poverty, and foolishly believed it

was nothing to be ashamed of. 'Poverty is no crime !

'

said

a landlord, or priest or a bishop or monk, maybe even a

pope. For that again the phrase could have been coined

by press-lord, politician, prince or ponce -or, was it just a

plain ordinary pawnbroker? A cheer for man's best friend.

Ready now? A tear for each of his golden balls! Years!

Years ! A leer from each of his glowing orbs ! Free jeers !

Mrs Clancy lowered the yellow jet, took the heavy flat-

iron from the gas-ring, and spat on the iron's fervid, black

face. At once the saliva became a silvery dehydrated ball,

and she knew from experience that it was over-hot for

pressing. Leaving it to cool on an upturned delf mug, she

turned to examining the washed clothes now airing at the

big open range. One by one she offered the thread-worn

pieces up to the light of the drawing-room window, re-

turning the rejected articles to the clothes-horse, while

the better ones earned a place on the table over which she

had spread a copy of the Irish Independent.
She lifted a thin blanket from the foot of the iron bed-
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stead in the corner of the room and the brass-nobbed posts
shuddered. Not since their honeymoon in that Blackrock

hotel had they ever enjoyed a night without that bloody
awful rattle. But it didn't worry them now, for they had

given up considering the neighbours or caring what they

thought. ('Noiseless positions! Hmph! Still it would be

nice if we were able to afford one of the new wooden

ones/)

She feared the blanket might stain the clean articles of

clothing, so she placed a damp towel over it and pro-
ceeded to smooth out the wrinkles in her husband's other

shirt. Mechanically she began by drawing the heavy

weight over the tail, and was satisfied that there was now
no danger of scorching.

As she worked, her mind 'said over* the list of house-

hold goods which would be required to see the family

through until her seaman husband's return from Glasgow.
Tea, sugar an* butter -can't do without them, anyway -

an' young Larry can take a can up to the cattle market

after school . . . Lord, but it's terrible to think of all that

lovely milk being run into the gutter, and yet I suppose
the poor beasts have to be relieved. . . . Isn't it a wonder
the Corporation don't build more w.c.s for women, after

all we're not like men that can go to any old lane or ...

Fish too, Mr Behan says they threw it back into the sea

when they don't get what they imagine to be a proper

price ... an' children without.'

From behind a china dog on the mantleshelf she took

a large piece of brown paper for which she had paid the

pawnbroker a halfpenny on her last visit. She smoothed
out the folds and placed the freshly pressed clothes in the

centre and brought the four corners into the middle and
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overlapping. There was never a bit of string in the house

when a body needed it, so she threw the potatoes out of

her big leather market bag that hung on the back of the

door and her parcel was swallowed up with space to spare.

What did she put in the bundle, was it a table-cloth,

two vests and a shirt? Or was it a shirt, two table-cloths

and a vest? What was she thinking about . . . and the

spuds, she can hardly leave them there on the end of the

bed . . . Now she remembered, yes, it was two vests. At
least she know how much to expect ... If she put the

potatoes in the Irish Independent they'd have to eat the

tea off a bare table. . . . 'Ah, to hell with them! Lucky to

have anything to eat at all.'

As she looked in the mirror over the fireplace that she

might settle her hat-pin straight, she noticed that in touch-

ing the china dog she had disturbed the mantle cloth, and

in so doing had exposed her hoard of pawn-tickets. Thanks

be to God I noticed that, had anyone come in I'd have

died a thousand deaths. Why she even kept them, and

never the slightest chance they'd be released. Only the

essentials ever stood a chance of redemption, and then

only because a person should be clad at least on Sundays.

Tut them back before I start trying to make out the

doctor-like writing. Out of sight, out of ... Better go in

and see Peg before I go ... Ah, she'll never be any better,

why do we kid ourselves?'

In the other room - the children's room they called it -

Peg was lying counting the joints of the papered ceiling.

She knew her mother would look in before leaving for

the pawn and would have been annoyed had she not done

so, but now that Mrs Clancy was on her way, she hoped
there wouldn't be the usual fuss -piling more blankets
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and overcoats on to her and she sweating like a pig as

it is. People can never seem to understand how sick folk

get so hot and sticky that it's like being in a linen-

cupboard.
I'm only goin' as far as yer uncle's, an' then to get a

few things for the tea. Yehll be all right till I get back,

won't yeh?
7

Of course I will. Don't worry about me, Ma/
'That's a good girl.

Have yeh enough of coverin' on

yeh?'
Tve plenty, Ma, so don't be puttin' yerself in a flap. Ah,

for the Lord's sake don't put that dirty oul coat on me,
if anyone calls I'd be ashamed of me life/

'All right then, I'll be on me way. I think yeh look a

little better. Ah, sure a bit of a cold is nothin', nothin'

at all/

She decided to leave by the back door because 'they'd
be all sitting on the steps in front gossipin' an' I don't

want to be givin' them anything to talk about. God knows

they all sneak to their own pawns for He's watching them/

Following Mrs Behan to the north city where her name
was 'Kearney', or Mrs 'Nolan' in Gardiner Street turned

out to be none other than 'Half-a-Rasher'. Anyway, Mrs

Clancy wasn't going to be the first to do it openly.

Pausing outside the room door to straighten the front

of her coat, she noticed that Mrs Reddin was just now

returning from the yard with a pail of clean water. As
soon as her neighbour's door banged, Mrs Clancy walked

briskly down the back stairs and out into the yard. From
the outside lavatory came a continuous sighing and grunt-

ing, and she knew it was presently occupied by Mrs
Runo.
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In the Lane she bid 'Good afternoon' to Mrs Carroll, the

coal-man, who was unloading a bale of hay from her cart,

but either the fuel merchant did not think it a good after-

noon or had other things on her mind, for her only reply
was: 'Whoa, Knacker',which remark, Mrs Clancy correctly

surmised, was addressed to the ass.

If I could get a few streaky rashers now and maybe a

sausage or two/ thought Mrs Clancy, It'd make a nice

meal. Hafner's, that's the place for pork; lovely white

puddin' there too/ She started to think of the difference

between pork and bacon, couldn't remember what it was,

and wound up thinking of the pigs kept by Martin Cullen

in the Lane. 'Who'd ever think they could be so lovely?

An' the smell of them . . . can't pass that oul shed in the

summer-time. Eat everything, so they say, their own

young, or bits of their relations in the form of puddin'
or an' old ham sandwich . . . Sausages. Yes, an' a few

streaky rashers from the bacon shops, fry the bread an'

cut out the butter/ By the time she had reached Canice's

School on the North Circular she was almost smiling at

the thought of a good meal and enough left over from her

little parcel to pay the man from the Pru'. Til ask for

seven-an'-six so's to allow for a cut/

A young woman sat on the steps beside 'Cahill's the

Chemists
5

with a black shawl wrapped tightly around her

shoulders in which a baby lay sucking contentedly from

a large pink breast. Mrs Clancy was shocked.

In Richmond Street cul-de-sac the monotonous chant of

schoolboys was set to the steady rhythm of the Iron-

beaters' thud which rose steadily from the blank end

factory. The foreman had promised to give Larry a job

when he left school, but people say all manner of things
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in drink and she supposed her son would wind up on a

messenger bicycle where he'd be kept on till they'd have

to give him a man's money. Then he'd go on the dole at

eighteen. Dead end, cul-de-sac.

Mrs Clancy crossed the North Circular outside the

window in which Elizabeth Brady announced to football

fans that she could let them have bed and breakfast at

4/6d. per night -'Kerry people specially welcome' -and

turned into Summerhill where, through the frosted

window of 'Hogan's High Class Lounge', she could make

out an ostrich feather which she knew wagged only on the

head of Mrs Ronald Clancy -her mother-in-law. 'An' she

can't pay me the two pounds she got from me last Christ-

mas. It's no wonder she has money for drink. The divil

pull it out of her, for if everyone had their own she'd be

quarely on the rocks !

'

The thought struck her that she might have come all

this way talking to herself, so she sealed her lips tightly

and tried to look in the shop windows lining the route to

the money-lenders. 1 wonder who's takin* the things to-

day. Is this Friday? Oh, God, that country gett, Andy'll

be on -Kerry people specially welcomed! Hell do nothin'

to lose his job, with his cuttin' down on every blessed half-

penny. There's a rumour out that he has his eye on the

widow. But Jesus Mary an' Holy Saint Joseph, surely he

wouldn't marry an oul thing like that just for the sake

of a shop? Haven't country people strong stomachs, to

put up with oul wrinkled age creepin' over them all night/

The fish-shop at the corner of Rutland Street said that

this was Friday and their wares were straight from boat

to consumer, but Mrs Clancy decided to forget it was a

fast day, for her own special code told her that it was no
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sin on the soul of a person who couldn't afford to eat any-
thing else but streaky rashers.

'Breton's Pawnbrokers and Jewellers' looked down in

gold and black like a money-changer in a temple of

Christ's, and the minute
price-tags winking in the window

from behind a hundred wedding rings seemed to mock
the wed and make of marriage a moneylender's Grand
Prix. She thought it was a sign of the times that there

were as many people pledging on Friday mornings as

there had ever been at the beginning of the week. It was
more humiliating now because the queue extended be-

yond the entrance and out on to the road, 'an' the Church
wants to know why Irish boys an' girls don't marry till

they're old men an' women! It's all right for them to talk.

God forgive me!'

A lady in the last stages of middle-class respectability
confided to Mrs Clancy that she was pawning for a friend
- a sick friend, and they were both of them agreed how it

was a great coincidence for each to have friends in like

circumstances. For a few moments Mrs Clancy's accent

took on what she considered to be a noted improvement
and she thought it a beastly pity that 'poor childring*
didn't have 'gardings' to play in, while each time the hub
of the pawn made it difficult to hear what the other lady
was saying, Mrs Clancy begged her 'parding'.

Andy called for silence, ordered the line of goods to be

drawn to the end of the mahogany counter, and told the

pledgers to open their pathetic offerings for inspection.

Having ascertained that the ticket writer was astride his

high stool with pen, ledger and sand at the ready, he

picked up the first security, waited for the right note of

disdain, and began:
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'How much?'

'Fifteen, Andy -that's what I always have on it!'

Til give yeh eight/

'But it's only until tomorrow. Till he's paid/ His eyes
moved on. Frantically, the first customer pushed her

pledge back under his gaze.

'Next!'

'All right, give me the eight, then. Give me the eight,

Andy/
'Eight shillings shoes in box an' the name is?' And the

woman left the money-seekers' for the favour-granted

queue.
'Seven shillings, plain gold ring in paper and the name

is?' On went the pleas, monotonous the verdicts. Mrs

Clancy's bundle looked smaller than ever and her financial

aspirations fell from seven and six to five, to three, at the

same time cutting out the pork sausages and the streaky

rashers, 'because it was a fast day'. The crusty pan became

a split
loaf and the two ounces of Hely's tea were halved,

the middle-class woman was a liar and the pawn-shop was

stuffy and overbearing. Her man would probably stay in

the pub until it was too late for the fish and chip shop,
and Peg with a bad cold when it was plain to an eejit

that she was dying rapidly from consumption. Her legs

were rubber and she remembered that it was yesterday
when she had a meal of sorts.

A woman handed a white ticket to Andy and for the

first time he said: Thanks/ For a moment it seemed as

though he might even smile.

'D'ye want to redeem it, mam? I think it's probably

gone/
'Oh, my God, sure it couldn't be gone. That watch was
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represented to my man the day he left Guinness's after

forty-two years an' a week before he died. It says there

on the ticket that anythin' over two pounds lasts twelve

months before sellinY

'Yes, mam, but the twelve months was up on Wednes-

day. Anyway, let's have a look/ Behind the ticket writer

was a dark hole in the wall and the pawnbroker called

loudly to it: 'Any sign of a gold watch an' chain pawned
by Teevan, December 1933?' The hole said that the time-

piece was no longer on the premises, but had been one of

the subjects of a sale of hard-goods yesterday. Tm sorry,

missus, but it's yer own fault/

A worried woman left the shop, and he was ready for

Mrs Clancy.
'How much?' She wasn't sure. 'C'mon, missus, we

haven't all day/
'Eh, five. Five, Andy, please/ Was that her voice? He

was in no humour for jokes.

'Not on a dozen of 'em. Ill let you have a half-dollar

an' I must be goin' soft. Two shillings and sixpence
articles in white an' the name is?'

'Mulligan,' whispered Mrs Clancy.

'Mulligan!' shouted the pawnbroker, and Mrs Clancy
came over all funny -or so she said to herself.

She blew the sand off the counterfoil and rolling the

single coin in it, lifted her skirt slightly and put the little

ball down the top of her stocking before leaving the half-

light for the mica-flecked pavement of Summerhill.

Outside the Dublin United Tramways Company Depot,

she paused to reconsider in the light of her much-altered

circumstances. 'Bacon scraps. Yes, threepence worth of fat

pieces, and I could dip the bread . . . sometimes he gives
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yell a little bit of lean in them. Ah sure it's only for to-

day, anyway. God is good.'

She saw her coat and hat walking to meet her in Hely's
mirror and across her chest as she went in was printed
in gold leaf: Tea and Wine Importers'. He was a nice

man behind the counter, and she got the biggest half of

a two-ounce split tea-packet, and he called her 'madam'

just as he did the big woman who was reeling off her

week-end list at the despatch counter.

Outside the Bacon Shops she waited until the store was

partly empty, and called softly for the fat scraps which

were served by a fat man with a fat smile, and without

the aid of a scales. There's no shame in it/ but she wished

to God he'd hurry up and let her out of the place. She

crossed the road to Kennedy's bakery where she paid two-

pence halfpenny for a split loaf, and on the way pitied a

woman who had to buy twopence worth of mushroom
stalks at a stall. There's always someone worse off.'

By the time she had gained the corner of the North

Circular, her faith in Mr Clancy was fully restored and

she knew he'd be home in good time with the wages. Of
her remaining one-and-ninepence halfpenny she would

allow threepence for the gas and, having paid the man
from the Tru', her worldly wealth would be one half-

penny. The insurance was a must with Mrs Clancy, for

if the neighbours had to take round the cap for her funeral

she'd 'have died a thousand deaths'.

The tram to Ballybouch hurtled by and a gang of

children shouted to her from the open top: 'Mind yer-

self, mam! Clark Gable is chasin' yeh!' The children that

were going now! If Mrs Clancy's generation had behaved

like that they'd have been sitting on sore arses for a week.
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But sure that bloody Ballybouch crowd were all the same,

as common as dish-water. 'Ballybouch', the poverty-stricken

village. Begod, they called it the right name, at least that's

what Mr Behan said it meant, still she didn't see what he

might need to lie for. *Oh, isn't it the soft time he had

learnin
5

Irish in prison, while my poor fella was at the

front line?'

There's Missus Clancy,' said Charlie Mac. 'C'mon, an'

we'll carry her bag for her -she always gives somethinV

We dashed along the North Circular in pursuit of Mrs

Clancy and her wealth, shouting her name loudly as we
ran. 'Mrs Clancy! Mrs Clancy! Will yeh let me an*

Domilick take yer bag to the corner?' She thought it

might be too heavy for a boy Charlie's size, but we could

take a handle each and said so. 'There's nothing in it/

whispered Charlie.

'Nothin' at all/ I agreed.
'Yer gettin' as big as a house,' said Mrs Clancy, and

wanted to know why we were home so early from schooL

'I hope yeh weren't mitching/ And I couldn't for the

life of me tell how she knew. I told Charlie Mac that it

wasn't as easy as all that to play truant, But Mrs Clancy

smiled, and I knew then that she was only joking.

I wondered why Mrs Clancy didn't hear Charlie when
he said: 'Well, here we are, Mrs Clancy.' Four or five

times he repeated it, until eventually she said: 'Oh yes.

Thanks, Charlie, me mind is in the clouds/

I wondered what she meant and began to search the

sky, but then she put something in Charlie's hand and

I'd have to be quick or he'd have it spent before I knew

where I was.

'What did she give yeh, Charlie? What did Mrs Clancy
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put in yer hand?' Charlie turned his back so that I

wouldn't see what was in his closed fist, and I felt sure it

must be either a sixpence or a shilling.
'Don't forget I'm

halfohs on whatever she gev yeh. I carried the bag too,

don't forget/

But when Charlie turned to me his face was a twist of

pure digust. 'Jasez, look! A bloody halfpenny. The mean

oul bitch!'

There yeh are, mam/ cried Granny, as Mrs Clancy

crossed over from Gill's. There's Missus Clancy, Lizzie/

'So it is/ said Mrs McHugh. That's a nice evenin' if a

body had a few shillin's to go with it. Have yeh been out

for a walk, mam?'

'Only as far as Hely's/ said Mrs Clancy.

Mrs McHugh was interested. 'An' did yeh hear an'thin',

mam?'
'About what, missus?' asked Mrs Clancy.

'Well, nothin' in particular/

'Not that I can say, mam. Yeh never hear much in

Hely's/
'That's true/ said Granny, 'nowadays the shops have no

time for an'thin' but servin' people. Never a murmur.

Still, it's a grand place for a bit of tea. Oh, I always go to

Hely's when I want a strong cup. There's no dust in Hely's

tea, mam, I could swear to that. Well made, of course.

Ah, Mr Hely knows his job. Not like some of that oul

imported tea. I've been drinkin' Hely's tea since I can

remember, an* I'm a little older than a girl now. It'll make
a brew that a bogful of countrymen could dance on, it's

that good. No, yeh can't beat a sup of Hely's tea/

Not having any desire to disagree with the opiniors of

the old ladies as to the quality of Hely's well-known brew,
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Mrs Clancy smiled through tightly closed lips and made
her way in under the two look-outs and through her own
entrance.

Mrs Reddin, her arms akimbo and looking for all the

world like a navvy ganger, was giving instructions, in

pidgin English, to two foreign-looking men in cement-

coloured overalls. In an attempt to overcome the barriers

of language that lay between her and the blank-staring

foreigners, Mrs Reddin shouted her orders in an obviously

exasperated tone.

'Look, mister. D'ye see that bita wood there between

the door . . . door! d-o-o-r. DOOR!' She turned away
from the task with shaking head and noticed Mrs Clancy.
'Be the Lord Jasez, mam, but me heart is scalded with

these two Italians, fully grown men, an' they haven't a

word hardly of English/ She turned appealingly for sup-

port to her neighbour. 'Can you see anything difficult to

understand in this? I want them to take up that bita wood

between the door . . /

'The threshold?' suggested Mrs Clancy.

'That's it, that's it exactly. An' when they have it up I

want them to put a terrazzo one in its place. But I'm

damned if they understand a blessed word I'm sayin'.

Wouldn't yeh be surprised at a clever man like the Pope
comin' from an ignorant crowd of yokes like that?'

The face of one of the terrazzo men suddenly brightened
in understanding.

'Ah, will be nice no? Terrazzo down, other up? Half

money first, then full money when job done, no?'

'Begod, yer quite right, no,' shouted Mrs Reddin. 'Yis'll

get half yer money when yis have done half the job an'

not a penny piece before. Yis must take me for a right
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gob-shite altogether, but IVe just as much Italian as youse,

never fear/ She nodded knowingly at Mrs Clancy and the

latter nodded knowingly back, at the same time taking

her leave, and thinking that Mrs Reddin had a 'Helluva

lot to worry her!'

From the street below came the wild shouts of children

returning from school. Seamus and Brian Behan bounded

into the hall singing their outrageous song, at which

everyone was shocked, but none surprised:

'Holy Moses I am dyin', send for the doctor before

I die,

The cat is shittin' in the coal-hole so shove a poker

up its

Holy Moses, I am dyin' . . .'

And it went on monotonously.
Them Behans,' thought Mrs C., 'if their Granny wasn't

landlady, they'd be kept nowhere.'

Having extracted the last of the grease from her fat

scraps, Mrs Clancy put the teapot on the corner of the

hob to brew and cut nine slices of bread ready for frying.

That'll make a nice meaF - and raising the bottom half

of her front window, she called to her son Larry, who was

seated on the post office steps opposite:

'Larry I Come on up for yer dinner, son, c'mon up
before it's cold!'

'An'thin' good for it, Ma?' he asked.

'Only a bit of salmon. This is a fast day, son.' And

twenty heads looked at each other from twenty windows

not knowing whether to laugh or cry, or if Mr Clancy
had mended his ways and was home from sea.
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The last piece of fried bread nearly stuck in Peg Clancy's
throat as it started: 'Go on, yeh bog-trottin' bastard 1 If

my Cruk was outa hospital yeh wouldn't be so quick to

interfere with a body who's tryin' to make her little place
a bit respectable. But we know yer likes, with the cow-

shite barely hard on yer boots an' yis think to come up
to Dublin an' tell us real Irishmen how to behave.' Mrs
Reddin went from one key to another as her Dublin invec-

tive poured forth, until she was screaming: 'Ah, but it'll

do yeh no good! Woe to the scandal giver! I'll lave yeh
to yer maker- if yeh were made an' not quarried from
one of yer God-forsaken bogs/

'Don't mock the Lord's anointed!' warned Mrs Runo.

'Well, Jesus above us/ prayed Mrs Reddin, 'if I ever

thought the likes of you was anointed by anything but

oul Nick himself, I'd become a Protestant tomorrow/
Mrs Clancy just reached the Dublin side as she was

screaming for someone to 'For Jasez sake hold me back/
The non-Dubliner was hand thumpin' and skirt-lifter-

upping from the top landing: 'Yis are all agin the country

people, but a lot yis'd be able to do without us. We fought
for the country an' died for it, yet a lot of Dublin jackeens
like yis

- an' I'm not sayin' a word against the landlady
or her relations - tink to make game of the country folk,

but where would yis go for a loaf of bread if it wasn't

for us?'

'To Boland's or Kennedy's bakery/ rejoined Mrs Reddin.

'Yis don't think we go to the bog of Allen every time we
want to eat. Up Dublin an' up decency/
Mrs Clancy had barely time to pull her neighbour to

one side as the contents of Mrs Runo's night pail hurtled

from above. But in a second all doors were locked for the
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astonished target with a bundle of letters in his hand was

shouting loudly for the police and smelling pathetically

his blue uniformed sleeve.

It was terrible that a body couldn't make alterations to

her little place without some jealous peasant whore tellin'

the landlady that the property was being damaged. But

Mrs Clancy wanted to know if Mrs Reddin knew for sure

that it was Mrs Runo who carried back the story to the

factor. Why wouldn't she be sure, hadn't she been giving

last minute instructions to her little Italians when Granny
had appeared and said as how a bird or something or

other had said she was ripping up the floor-boards? 'An'

you only tryin' to make the place tidy like, ah, the country

bitch/ but so long as the Dublin folk stuck together they'd

be a match for anyone and the two ladies agreed that a

brass doorstep would be cheaper than a stone thing, and

yeh didn't have to understand Italian to use a nail and

hammer.

The landlady snuffed from the knuckles of her left index

and forefingers. Terrara!' she muttered, 'What in the

name a God is it, Lizzie?'

Mrs McHugh lifted her feet from the pedal and the

sewing machine belt came slowly to a stop.

'No, mam. Terrazzo is the word. It's a sort of marble

they make from rubbin' stones together with cement.

'Marble, Lizzie? An' who in their right senses would

want a marble floor? God Almighty sure yeh'd freeze to

death on it/

'Style, Missus E. What else but style!'

That oulwan'd go to hell an' back for style. Yeh know,

messrs, some day she's goin' to find herself killed from

one of them new-fangled instruments of hers. With her
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talkin' box an' her carpets on the floor. Her polished tall-

boys an' her rainbow-coloured curtains. God help us, but

it must be like livin' in a chapel, a Protestant one, loads of

statues an' no congregation to admire them/

Mrs McHugh didn't know why she wanted for style at

her time of life. 'Begod, she's nearly as old as you or I/

'Excuse yerself, Lizzie McHugh/ said Granny, 'she

may be the one age with you, but she could give me a

good fifteen years/

Mrs McHugh dared say Granny was right, but it still

didn't account for Mrs Reddin's love of possessions.

It's as plain as a pikestaff/ said Granny, 'she's for the

six foot, an' knows it, so she'll get the place so prim an*

proper that it'll dazzle the eyes of everyone at her wake/

Mrs McHugh had almost returned to her work when

something in the street below caught her attention. 'Oh,

will yeh look at little Mr Clancy as drunk as a lord an*

walkin' as though he'd just become heavyweight champion
of the world. God, wouldn't yeh nearly be afraid of him,

for when he's like that he could beat any woman in the

street/

'Is ma wee woman no* hame? If she disnae cam doon

an' open the close, I'll come up an' brak the hoose/

Everyone in Russell became aware of the sailor's return,

and the twenty heads pushed themselves through the

twenty windows to assure Mr Clancy that a hall door

without bar or bolt for twenty years would scarcely have

become secured against him since his departure to Scot-

land the night before last. Granny's was the first head to

speak what was in everyone's mind.

'What in the namea God, Clancy, are yeh doin' ham-

merin' for admittance on a door that hasn't bein' closed
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since the year of the big spit? Come in auta that, an'

don't be makin' yerself any more ridiculous than yeh
can help!'

It was apparent the moment Mr Clancy opened his

mouth where his most recent voyage had taken him on

behalf of the Irish Steampacket Company. On return

from Liverpool he called his wife 'Whack' and asked was

everything still O.K. at 'numbah fohteen', while after a

trip to Holyhead in Wales she became 'Man' and her two

children were allowed only to sing in harmony until his

money ran out. Rory and Stephen Byrne composed a song
in his honour entitled 'A life on the ocean waves is better

than going to sea', and which drove Mr and Mrs Clancy
to distraction every time they sang it under the window.

And yet, Mr Clancy was a well-travelled man in a street-

ful of people who were afraid to journey four miles across

town -to the country -for fear of being eaten by the

natives. It was, therefore, a community filled with the bold

spirit of adventure who gathered one night to hear the

awesome suggestion of Mr Bent, secretary of Everton Sup-

porters' (Irish Branch) Football Club.

The little basement club-room on the corner of the

North Circular was filled to overcrowding on the appointed

evening, and as Giggles said afterwards: 'Yeh could damn
near have heard a bomb drop as Mr Bent rose to speak/

Any fool could see he was a real follower of the game.
Yellow suede shoes, black shirt with silvery buttons down
over a white tie and the whole lot encased in a suit of

draught-board gaberdine. He was a sight to fill with

respect even the most cynical soccer follower-upper.

'Me lords, ladies an' gentlemen/ he began, and Giggles
realized that here was a man of great taste, and even if
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there were no ladies in the club, or gents for that matter,

'it'd be a cryin' shame to destroy a mouthful the likes of

that/

As the secretary outlined his plan for a supporters' trip

to actually see their favourite team at work, Mr Clancy
looked on in mouthing reverence. The man on the floor

was obviously a native speaker of Liverpudlian and a

feeling of deep kinsmanship rose in the breast of the

sailor.

Giggles was concerned as to whether the safety of his

members could be guaranteed in the event of such a

voyage being undertaken, and, when asked what he

meant, said it was a question he had heard an Indian chief

put to an American officer during truce negotiations in

'Ouster's Last Stand', then showing at the Plaza.

Mr Clancy was quick to the aid of his adopted country-
man. 'I suppose we agree with Mr Bent's suggestion?' he

asked.

Giggles wasn't to be outsmarted. 'Mr Clancy hasn't paid
a penny to the funds in two months, an' everyone knows

that the rule says that no man is entitled to suppose any-

thing till he's paid his prescription/
At this there were loud cries of: Tut him out!' 'Shut

up!' 'Will you make me?' But Mr Clancy was forced to

leave because 'he didn't want to cause dissension',

especially with Giggles' hands round his neck, but he

didn't go before managing to shout to Mr Bent: 'Don't

worry, Whack, if there's any trouble I'll be over in the

pub!' and everyone there knew he meant it.

'Where's all the crowd goin' to, Lizzie?' Mrs McHugh
wasn't sure if it was called Glasgow or Liverpool, but she

was certain it wasn't some place a tram could get.
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'Costs twelve an' six there an' back/ she informed the

landlady.

'Well/ sap Granny, 'will they never even get a titter of

sense? Twelve an' six to see a crowd of eejits kick a ball

away from them an' then run after it.'

Her attitude was typical of the many feminine com-

ments regarding the first of many journeys made by the

supporters of Everton Football Club. There was one good

thing about it, said Mrs Reddin to her country neighbour.

It's makin' fellas that wouldn't toil in a fit go lookin'

for somethin' to do that'd bring them twelve shillin's an'

sixpence an' the price of refreshment.' Even Giggles

thought that work was a good thing to do if there was

a purpose exalted enough.
The sportsmen left on a boat from the North Wall on

Friday evenings, and reached Liverpool early the follow-

ing morning, where they drank until it was time to get

the boat back with a copy of the Liverpool Echo so that

they could talk informedly about the match. After some

such trips they began to refer to the Irish Sea as the

Tond', and the home of Everton became the Tool'.

It took a lot of the glory from Mr Clancy's seafaring

activities, detracting greatly from his fund of foreign lore.

People who had been content to listen in the pub while

he described his meetings with strange folk in an accent

different from theirs, now knew Mr Clancy's speech to be

completely phony, worse than that, it was just a cheap
imitation of the real thing. He sat silent in the pub now
with his wife, and it didn't surprise anyone when he

started to beat her.
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Mot so still Life

How did Piggy Cunliffe get his nickname and he one of

the best, most baby-faced young fellas in the class? For
a long time I lay, watching the progress of a spider across

the dirty ceiling and thinking that it was very unfair.

Could you mean anything if yeh were to say, un-dark?

But Piggy was completely on my mind and I couldn't

sleep. He came up and down in waves before me and I

found my teeth sinking into a steaming hot rasher

sandwich which suddenly screamed: 'Oh, me arse!'

It was all Seamus's fault, he used to grab me by a fringe
at the front of my head and growl: 'Piggy Cunliffe', and

it hurt. Then he said that Piggy Cunliffe's father who was

dead used to own the big chest of drawers in our room,
and that was interesting until night-time when you
couldn't see anything but yet you knew that the chest

of drawers was there and exactly where, and Piggy
Cunliffe's dead da was waiting to grab hold of you and

him right beside the bucket, so that yeh had to keep it in

or waken Seamus, and if you did that he'd bang you over
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tiie ear and call you names in front of the other big fellas.

I knew that Piggy Cunliffe's "mother was called Mrs

'Pound' because when she had anything to boast about

she used to point at her message bag and say: 'God, doesn't

money go nowhere nowadays; would you believe there's a

pound's worth in that?' But why was Piggy called Piggy?
And why was Mr Cunliffe dead? What was dead? When
Mr Clancy went off for days and came back with his

pockets full of sweets, had he been dead? Yesterday I

was five and today I don't feel a bit different. What's the

good of being one more if yeh can't enjoy it? I got a card

from Molly Kiel and it said: 'Happy birthday to Master

Dominic', and Ma said: 'Begod, she's tryin' hard to keep
in with the landlady's relatives, and I couldn't make out

why she said that, because Molly was nice and one time

took me to the "Drumcondra Grand" to see a picture and

the only thing I didn't like was when she kissed me on the

cheek with her moustache. Why don't yeh ever see a

baldy woman, or a bearded lady, of course there was one

one-time in the circus that came to our school, but women
don't have to shave, or do they do it at night-time when
there's no one watching?

Molly Kiel, Piggy Cunliffe! The deader is goin' to start

walking now and I'm glad I'm in the middle between

Seamus and Brian and now I remember what Ma said

the butcher said when Mrs Cunliffe said the pig's cheek

wasn't a very good-looking one: 'What d'ye want for six-

pence: Ronald Colman?'

1 don't want to go to school. The nun'll hot me for not

havin' any money for the black babies/

'Awh, Ma. I've a terrible headache, honest! Honest to

God!'
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'Ma, if yeh let me stay at home I'll go to the pawn for

yeh an' do all the other messages. Go on, Ma, please/
Til tell Da yeh hot me so I will/

At half-past eight each morning but one, Russell Street

was filled with crying, ill-tempered children, but not this

morning. Friday was different, a day of promise, of satis-

faction, pay-day -if yer father was working.
Brian and Seamus Behan looked up at Granny's window

and waved to the landlady. 'Bye, Gran. Bye, Gran/

'Bye, lads, and make sure yeh pay attention to yer
teacher/

When they had turned on to the banks of the Royal
Canal, Seamus grabbed Brian close to him and whispered
in his ear:

'Did yeh hear Da last night?'
'No. Was he drunk? Was he?'

'Not drunk, yeh eejit. In a temper/
'Over what?'

'Well, I don't know what it was over, but he said awful

things about Gran. Himself an' Ma were talkin'/

'About what?'

'I don't know, I couldn't hear/

'Then how d'ye know he was fightin'?'

'Because he was cursin' Gran an
1

callin' her a bloody
oul bitch/

'Oh, that's terrible, he'll go to hell for that/

Tor what?'

Tor callin' his mother a bloody oul bitch/

'Not if he tells it in confession/

'I wouldn't like to have that to tell the priest/

'Nor me/
'He's a gas man/
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'How is he a gas man?'

'I don't know, he just is. Yeh know what I mean:

funny/
'You're a bit of an eejit, I think/

'See what thought did/

'Supposing supposin' three men frozen. One died. How
many's left?

7

'None, because you were only supposin'. Thought yeh'd
ketch me. Yah/

Under the canal bridge, Piggy Cunliffe and Bernard

Keegan, whose father owns the newspaper shop in Bally-

bouch, were throwing stones at a terrified water-rat.

'There he is/ cried Piggy Cunliffe, 'quick, stop him get-
tin' into the sewer. . . . Ah, the bastard! Hell be away
before yeh know where yeh are!'

'Jasez!' said Keegan, 'he's nearly the same colour as

the wall. There he go~es! Don't let him get behind that

bucket or we're done for. Give us a brick. Will someone

get us a big rock?'

Keegan threw a big stone and clapped his hands as the

big, grey water-rat, its poor silly head hanging to one side,

made its way into the weeds, twisting and turning as they
cut into his jagged neck.

'Go long, yeh cruel little blackguard/ said a voice from
the bridge, Til be down to yer nun about this/

'It wasn't me, mam/ said Piggy Cunliffe.

'C'mon/ shouted Bernard Keegan, whose father owns
the newspaper shop in Ballybouch, 'c'mon before we're

late for school. Sister Monica said I could ring the bell on
the landin' today/

'Give us somethinY said Seamus to Keegan, 'an' we'll

say nothinY
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'About what?'

'About yer cruelty to the rat/

'How could anyone be cruel to a rat. Don't be an eejit/

'Give us somethin'/ said Brian.

'Yes/ said Piggy Cunliffe, 'give us somethinY

Sister Monica examined Keegan nearer to the light of

the school door.

'What happened to your face, Bernard?'

'He fell into a puddle/ said Seamus, Brian, and Piggy

Cunliffe.

In Saint Agatha's School, North William Street, the last

half-hour of every evening was reserved for singing lessons,

but Friday wasn't as enjoyable because it was usually prac-

tice for Sunday, and all in Latin, a language none of us

understood. Today Mrs Richardson - the woman who put

Brian out of the soup queue because Da was working
-

pulled up the catches on the bottom of the glass parti-

tions and folded two class-rooms into one so that the whole

of the singing school could meet together.

The singing class was taken by Sister Kevin, the

youngest, least good-tempered nun in the school. Maybe
she was not, as yet, fully resigned to a life dedicated to

the service of God, and the very presence of eighty snotty-

nosed pupils was enough to remind her of the wide world

left behind for the austerity of a convent cell Maybe she

felt that smiling indicated a not total enough abstinence

from worldly wills. Anyway, she was cross, God forgive

me! And remember I must always say 'God forgive me'

when I have the cheek to criticize His servants.

She arched her dark eyebrows and scratched at the skin

under her seagull bonnet with the prongs of her tuning-

fork. Her starched white breastplate was not quite straight
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so she twisted the waistcord on which was suspended a

huge representation of the crucifix and it caught up in

her bodice so that for the remainder of our lesson Christ

would be crucified standing on His head.

The class was made up of two lines with the Preachains -

Crows - to the right, and singers on the left, and since it

was her opinion that people who couldn't sing should

know their own artistic limitations best, Sister Kevin

always left it up to non-vocalists to act on their own
initiative. Five times she called for Preachains Annso -

Irish had to be used on the orders of the Government -

while pointing to the crow queue, and for four of the five

times her eyes were glued on Brian Behan. For all anyone
knew, she might have been looking at the young Caruso,

because he didn't budge an inch.

'Brian Behan! Don't you know you are a preachain?
Stand out at once! This instant, I say!' He dashed with

tears in his eyes behind Bernard Keegan, who - despite his

rich father - couldn't sing a note either.

'Wait'll I tell Ma/ he whimpered. 'She'll blind her!'

'Oh, that's terrible/ said Keegan, 'yeh couldn't blind a

holy nun!'

That's what you think. My ma can blind anyone. The

baldy bitch/

They're all shaven,' said Piggy Cunliffe, 'so as they
won't start clickin' fellas/

1 woke up one night/ said Keegan, 'and heard me father

say it was worse than bein' married to a nun/
'What did he mean by that?' asked Piggy.
'Because his mother wouldn't . . . Oh, shut up, yeh

thick/ said Seamus.

'Still I'm glad I haven't a sister for a mother/ said Piggy.
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'Silence!' shouted Sister Kevin, and twanging her

tuning-fork briskly, she brought it down on Piggy
Cunliffe's knuckles. I'm surprised at you, Bernard, I'd

have expected you to behave a little different to the rest

of the children here and your father . . .'

'What did you say, Sister Kevin?'

The young nun's face paled and there was no difference

in the colour of her skin and the whiteness of her seagull

bonnet.

'Sister Monica!' she stammered. 'Sister Monica!'

The finely drawn face of her ageing superior was lined

with immediate worry.
'Whether they be the progeny of shopkeepers or

labourers, these are God's children. All God's little angels.

Remember that, my child.'

Sister Kevin, her head hidden in the folds of her big
blue skirt, hurried through the door and into the convent

yard, and the sympathy of every pupil went with her.

'You may ring the school bell now, Bernard,' said Sister

Monica, and with a 'Hail Mary' and 'Our Father who

art', the only thing between us and freedom was the fella

in front. Once outside the school the Russell Street con-

tingent sang themselves along the banks of the canal and

home.

'Cheer up, Russell Street, it's know-e-n everywhere,

We knocked down Emmet Street and left it lyin' there,

It called for mercy, but mercy wasn't there,

Cheer up Russell Street, it's know-e-n everywhere.

It's a rare oul street to play for,

It's a rare old street to know,

When yeh read about our history,
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It's enough to make yer heart grow sa-a-a-ad!

We don't care whether we win, lose, or draw,

For all the hell we care.

All we know is there's goin' to be a row,

And good oul Russeller will be there.'

Even Brian joined the singing and nobody objected, be-

cause we were free as the air. Bolts and bars dissolved into

openness, and the canal was a warm wide pool to swim in

and not a snake to shudder past. We were not creeping

to school, but rushing legally home.

At the canal bridge over our end of the street there

would be life. Something to look at. It might be a fight

between neighbours or some drunk getting fished from

the water. Maybe a ball would get kicked through a

window. One thing was certain, there'd be life. Nobody
could stop it, for Russell Street just came straight up and

slapped you smack in the face.

'Go on, yeh rotten whore's melt! Yer people turned

Protestant for soup durin' the famine!'

'Let me go, missus! Let me at that rotten Ringsend
bitch. The Lord Jasez beside Himself with rage on the

cross, but if I get near her! If I can only get within an

ass's bawl of that one, I'll swing for her!'

'What's up, son?'

"The sky, mam/
'Well, yeh little bastard! What's wrong with the poor

man, mister? Eh, mister, you in the doctor's coat, what's

the matter with the poor man? Jasez! Youse are a polite
lot. Missus! Can yeh tell us what's happened?'

"The man fell into the water.'

*Ah, Jasez protect us from becomin' cripples. Is he
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drown-d-ed?
5

'Drown-d-ed, mam/
'Ah sure maybe he's better off. They say drown-d-ed

people hears bells an' singinV
That's it! Never a polisman where he's wanted! But if

my poor fella was comin' home drunk. I know the foot

that kicked that ball through me window an' I hope it

withers away an' falls off at the roots. Out workin' yis

should be, yis idlin* lot/

'Herald or Mai-e-ll Evening Herald or Mai-e-L Sports
Final/

Too hoo/ Mister Kennedy! Will yeh leave the Herald

as well? D'ye want me to throw the money down to yeh
or will yeh come up? All right/

'Looka here, Charlie Mac, if yer goin' to play Relievio,

stand in line. You turn yer back, Domilick Behan. Now
don't look or the game is broke up/

'Ah, he's ruined it. He's got one hand offa his eyes/
'All in! All in! The game is broke up! All over

Domilick Behan/

'Well play pussy four corners an' he won't be let in/

'Yis can keep yer oul game. I don't want to play. An'

you, Charlie Mac, don't come into our house no more.

Cos yeh won't be let in, so yeh won't/

'No one wants to be let into yer oul house. Save the

crumbs !

*Yer oulwan's a lavatory cleaner,

Yer oulfella's terrible mean.

They sit in the pub drinkin' porter,

Yer washin' has never been clean/

'Ah, God help yeh, son, what are yeh cryin' for? Tell
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me the matter/

They won't let me play in the game, Mrs Clancy, an'

Charlie Mac is singin' dirty songs about me ma an' da.
J

Ah, now, that's not nice, Charlie. Let Dominic into

the game an' be a good boy,'

'But he keeps on breakin' it up, mam/
'Well, he won't break it up no more, sure yeh won't,

Dominic. Them's good childer now/

'Delf for rags! Delf for rags! D'ye want a nice big

balloon, sonny? Yeh do? Well go on an' get some rags,

an* I'll give yeh one on a stick. Delf for rags! Delf for

rags!'

"Mister Ragman! Eh you down there! Mister Ragman!
If I come down, will yeh throw me on yer cart as I am?

Julia ! Julia can yeh hear me over there? Look at yer fancy
man with his rubber balloons. The dirty oul thing with

his English habits/

'Delf for rags!
'

"Ma! Ma! Give us some rags for a balloon/

'Balloon! I'll balloon yeh! Eh, Larry Clancy! Where
in the name's Jasez are yeh goin' with me best skirt?

Balloons! Ill give him balloons!'
'

Coalb-locks ! Coalb-locks! A penny a piece the coalb-

locks! Here, yeh little bastard! Take that straw from me

pony's arse ! Stop him ! Stop him, mister ! Get him before

he goes into the canal ! Yeh crowd of savages 1 If I lay me
hands on yis. Ah for Jasez sake stop me pony before he

goes into the water !

'

^Runaway horse! Runaway horse! Shove a poker up his

arse !

*

'Oh, did yeh hear that. Now don't be laughin' at them,

Julia/
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'Jasez, I can't help it. Remember the salesman was glad
to leave his case behind an' get out with his life? God

forgive me for laughinY
'Well, the poo-e-r man ! Look at all his coal blocks spread

across the road. It's a cryin' shame, so it is. Ah well, no use

wastin' God's goodness. Arthur! Arthur! Grab a few of

them coal blocks before he gets back! Take off yer coat,

yeh eejit, an' wrap them in it!'

'The childer that are goin', mam. Could yeh be up to

them? An' that Seamus Behan! As true as God, there's

someone makin* a pair of boots for him in Dartmoor this

minit !

'

'Ah, mister, did yeh get yer pony? An' did they rob yer
blocks? Sure this is a terrible street. Could leave nothin'

outa yer hand. Still, yeh have yer cart anyway. Come back

an' welcome! Ask yer what? Oh! But isn't that lovely

language from a gentleman!*
Now the wage-earners are returning from work -feather-

weights on pavements of foam rubber. Coal heavers with

clean black faces and big 'number one' shovels over their

shoulders, leather-coloured building workers and fat jolly

little men from Mountjoy Brewery, broad-grinned dockers

and tight-lipped, pale-faced shop assistants, laughing and

joking and jostling good-naturedly as they turn into the

street and throw pennies to the waiting kids - millionaires

for an evening, for an hour, for a minute.

Tonight the long procession for the fish and chip shop,
'Two one and ones, Mister Savallo, and plenty of salt and

vinegar.' On the way home make sure to steal the chips
from both ends of the newspapered parcel so no one will

notice. Then stick the whole lot under the jumper and feel

your chest roast in one spot. Take a slice of cheese from
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the middle of your quarter and have it blamed on that

'short-weight whore of a country grocer'.

Friday for the people, for the publicans, for the Insur-

ance man and moneylenders. Friday for shopkeepers, for

wives, for widows with big sons and big sons with widows.

Friday for the kids - above all 1 Friday to pay a little off

what they owe so they can borrow on Monday. And Fri-

day for the landlady as she sits to the left of the window
with a clear view of who's home with the wages and who's

not, for if one of them gets as far as the pub it's 'good

night Joe Doyle'. 'Maybe Mrs English mightn't mind

waiting for the rent till next week?'

'Sure what else can I do but wait when they haven't got

it, Lizzie?'

'True, mam, true. The world is sore for the want of a

few shillin's.'

'Maybe that's so, messrs, but I have yet to see a publican
with the arse out of his trousers, all the same. An' I've a

lot to do with me money, Lizzie. That fella'll be here with

his bill from the Prudential an' I'll be havin' to give him

nearly three pounds . . arrears yeh know/ she added

cautiously.

Mrs McHugh did know. She was fully aware that the

landlady had the life of every tenant "well backed', and

Granny knew she knew what they both knew which was

something everybody in the street knew but a neighbour's
business must be discussed behind a neighbour's back and

only praise is for overhearing.
Frank turned off the North Circular and passed Gill's

public house without stopping. With his head thrown back

and his shoulders forced square he was the picture of a

model teetotal husband. A change before death, and
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Granny had to do a double take in case her eyes deceived.

'Begod there's Frank, Lizzie. He's home early, tool-box

an' all. I hope he's not been sacked. Are yeh off, son?' she

called down.

'No, Mother, just goin' to another job.' His smile could

be in anger.
'Good boy. A change is as good as a rest. Will yeh send

one of the kids up to do a little message for me?'
'I will, Mother. Just as soon's I get a bit to eat.'

The little message. Knock on a tenant's door and say:

'Granny sent me for the little message.'
'Oh well, son, would yeh mind tellin' Mrs English that

111 give it twice to her next week. That's a good boy, as

big as a house, there's a penny for yeh. Nice lad!' And
when the door closed behind the nice lad he became 'the

grandson of that rack-renting whore'. Did any of the

Behan boys even know what the little message was? Da
knew what went on and was determined that his mother

should, 'do her own bloody bailiff!'

A wall had grown between Frank and Granny of late,

and only he, Ma, and his mother knew why. He spoke
little to Granny and his conversation though polite was a

brief answer to a spoken query.

Friday was his day for Sean Farrelly of the Grafton Bar
- his one day of the week, Ma called it. But today, he was

home all sober and correct; before he left for work this

morning he had sworn not to drink until he was out of

debt. Ma had heard that tale many times before, but now
that he was home and settled into his armchair, could she

doubt her own vision? Glory be!

Carefully he pared off a piece of the solid black plug,
rubbed it in the ball of one small hand with the heel of
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the other and filled the bowl of his Kapp and Peterson pipe
as he thought of something to say, pressing the tobacco

down with his little finger as he waited for Kathleen's eyes

to meet his over the knitting. He couldn't talk if he

thought a person was trying to do something else besides

listen.

'Yeh know, Kits/ he began, *a fella feels fine when he's

off the booze. Contented like. Less tired and better able

for work the following morning/ Kathleen was going to

let him carry on, for she knew there was very little con-

versation to be made with a man who was making of neces-

sity a virtue.

'I was just thinkin', an' me walkin* home, of how in a

matter of a few weeks I'd have all me debts cleared.' ('An'/

he thought to himself, 'still shite-all in me pockets to show

for it/) That was the greatest irony of all, to go without

even a bottle of Guinness for months on end and still wind

up a pauper. He fell silent and as Kathleen waited for him
to go on she realized that total abstinence was not his

strongest subject.

Tm blessed if I can make sense of yer mother's actions.

Still, maybe she didn't understand/

'Too bloody true she understood. Damned well she knew
that the money I had given her was for other things. But

she just wanted to be paid what I owed her. Anyway, don't

let's talk of that just now. Where's the kids?'

'Rory and Sean and Brendan are away to a big Re-

publican rally against the blueshirts, all in their Fianna

uniforms and as proud as peacocks. They say Father

O'Flanagan is speakin'. God bless him but he's a great
man for the people/

'He won't be such a great man when the clergy get their
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poisonous knives into him,' growled Frank. 'They'll have

him banned an' hunted the length an' breadth of Ireland.

Just yeh wait an' see/

Teh know, Frank, I can't seem to know what's happen-

ing at all. We all thought that when Dev came to power
the terrible dis-unity would end. Instead, there's a bigger

mix-up than ever before. With Blueshirts and Fascists.

Sure they're not things we ever had till quite lately/

The Blueshirts are Fascists. One an
r

the same with these

men in Italy an' Germany. What's this yeh call them,

Hitler. That's it. An' Mussolini/

A wind of change was blowing on the political character

of the I.R.A. No longer purely idealistic, a left wing
element realized that outside the goal of a united Ireland

lay a world fraught with danger. Men like Frank Ryan
and Father Michael O'Flanagan saw clearly the dangerous

situation which was resulting from the unchecked march

of the 'corporate staters' on the Continent. But it wasn't

until Irish Police Commissioner, Eoin O'Duffy
-
proclaim-

ing that party politics had outlived their usefulness - set

about organizing a 'white army', did the main body of

Republicanism decide it was high time to act against Irish

Blueshirt Fascism.

Patterned on the shirt movements in Italy and Germany,

the boys in dirty blue were blessed by the Hierarchy, by

the Irish Farmers, by their patrons, Cummann na n-

Gaedhal, and frowned on by Dev and his followers. 'I had

other business on hand, but now these people have to be

stopped and my other jobs must wait,' maybe that was

how Dev was looking on things at the moment.

At the end of 1933 -having earlier in the year won a

majority in a general election - he had toyed with the idea
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of abolishing the Senate and wiping out the I.R.A. But

although he had won the confidence of the people, he

found that there would be a slight delay, for the only other

force outside his own party he could depend on in his war

against the Blueshirts, was that same illegal I.R.A.

Cummann na n-Gaedhal had joined hands with the

extremely right wing 'Centre Group' to become known as

Fine Gael (United Ireland) and their aim was to avenge
defeat by the polls by hiding behind Eoin O'Duffy. De
Valera knew that he could place little trust in the National

Army since this body had grown under the old Cummann
na n-Gaedhal administration. Long spoon or no long spoon,
it was clear that someone was going to have to sup with

the I.R.A. Anyway, he'd be far more ready to trust

Maurice Twomy and Sean Russell of the Illegal Army
than Dick Mulcahy or Willie Cosgrave of the right. Soon

the Blueshirts would show their teeth and when they did

it would be necessary to be ready.

In the middle of 1934, the White Army announced that

they would march to Leinster House on August 30th, to

celebrate the triple anniversaries of the Free State martyrs
-Michael Collins, Arthur Griffith and Kevin O'Higgins.
The I.R.A. felt that this procession would be nothing more
than a show of Blueshirt strength, and they were quick to

inform Dev that if it took place it would not be without

their bitter physical opposition.
De Valera acted and sacked O'Duffy from his job as

Commissioner of Police. The Church retaliated and took

Fascism under its wing, discreetly it must be admitted, but

under the Holy Roman wing nevertheless. Fine Gael were

jubilant, for, 'the priest-ridden sons of Irish priest-ridden
fathers will bow to the will of the will of the will of a man
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who saw the Pope. They've the brownshirts in Germany,
the blackshirts in Italy, and by the Grace of God we'll have

the blueshirts in Ireland.' 'God less our Pope is not so

good/ said the Christian business-men.

But the Holy Roman grip was slipping, and the people
threw their weight behind the Republican Left. O'Duflfy

was booed and hissed and narrowly avoided being burnt

alive in O'Connell Street. His army were frightened to

death by the guns of the I.R.A. and Dev, in a position of

strength, became the first Premier in Europe to ban

Fascism as a menace to democracy.
After the threat was over, De Valera sent for Sean

Russell -but not to thank the I.R.A. for their support.

The rebel leader agreed to come and at the end of 1934

he was escorted secretly to Leinster House, where the

Prime Minister was already waiting.

'I want the LR.A. to hand up its arms to the govern-

ment/ Dev began.

'But/ replied Russell, 'wasn't it you who said we must

retain our arms for the next attempt to defend the

republic?' A bright boy here, Dev will have to take him

gently.

'I admit I left you that legacy, but ... well, stop drill-

ing and parading in the open with arms.' Russell was

silent. Dev was uneasy. 'Well?' he asked.

'Put the issue of the republic before the people at the

next elections and support it/ said Russell,
c

or declare it

within a reasonable time.'

'What do you consider a reasonable time?'

'Five years
- and in the meantime we'll cause you no

embarrassment.'

'We'll see/ said Dev, and the rebel leader was led
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secretly out of Government Buildings. Dev did see, and

having seen, sent his police to seek out and arrest the

leaders of the LR.A. - and "ban the organization.

From across the road came the sound of a merry
melodeon and Gill's choir were capping it with 'Nellie

Dean' and 'Annie Laurie'. It was Friday evening and

people were saying: 'To hell with poverty. Put down a

chicken and we'll stew the bones on Monday.' What did

a man work the whole week for? To sit at home like a fool

at a fair staring into the bottom of a grate? Jasez Christ

sure it's a poor heart never rejoices. Even Matt Talbot

who starved to death all bound in iron chains, waited

until his lining was burned from his stomach before he set

out to become blessed against alcohol. *An' me with thirty

shillings in me pocket/

'Why don't yeh go an' have a pint for yerself, Frank?

Sure the one won't do-yeh any harm?'

'Now look, Kits. I'm just as happy sittin' here with you.

Though I could do with another bit of tobacco. But no

drink, mind yeh. Not a drop is goin' to cross me
lips till

I'm out of this swim . . . well, maybe one pint. But no

more.'

'Will yeh call the kids in on yer way across?'

'Dominic! Seamus! Brian!'

'Larry Clancy! Come up this minit! Jasez, that young
fella has me heart scalded/

Til beat any man in the place. Come on now an' see

who'll best me!'

'Ah, go on home, Mr Clancy. Go on home, sir. Of
course yer sober. Oh, not another word/

'Every Friday that oul fella behaves like that. Shouldn't
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be served, yeh know. Doesn't know whether he's the

smallest giant or the biggest dwarf in the street. Oh, every

Friday regular as clockwork/

'But wait till I tell yeh, Mrs Runo. If yeh'd only seen

him an* his coal blocks spread all over the street - a surly

gett.
God forgive me for laughin' but . . /

'Eh, nix, Seamus. Here's yer oulfella. Duck behind the

lamp. We'll sing another few songs before we go to

bed. . . /

'Oh, an' there was another unfortunate man drown-d-

-ed down there today.'

'Seamus Behan. Dominic. Brian. Get inside to bed quick,

it's nearly half-ten.'

'We were just goin', Da. Good night, Piggy. See yeh in

the mornin'. No school.'
'

'Night, lads. Saturday. Wish every day was tomorrow.

'Night, lads/

'Larry Clancy 1 Wait'll I get yeh. Just wait/
'

'Night Gran, 'night Missus McHugh/
'

'Night boys. Make sure yeh say yer prayers/

'I wonder what was Da callin* Gran a bloody oul bitch

for/

'He'll go to hell for that/

'Not if he tells it in confession/

'Give yeh a race downstairs/

'All right. Last man in is a rasher. Run!*

'If I get up to go to the bucket, Piggy Cunliffe's fatherll

grab me. I don't want to waken Seamus ... I don't want

to ... want to ... don't . . . wa-ah-n'. . . ah . . . oha/



TEN

The Dears Departing

'And because he was little, to God he was all the more

welcome. Suffer the little children to come on to me, said

Our Lord, and He spread His all enfolding arms wide and

bade little Alphonsus to enter the Kingdom of Heaven.

The departure of a little child from this earth is not a

tragic thing. On the contrary it is a happy occasion. An
event in which we should rightly rejoice were we not but,

mortal souls. Youth in all its simplicity is a holy thing, a

lovely image created in likeness to the likeness of Our Lord

Jesus Christ Himself. And since we must go, since we are

not directed to remain for ever on this earth, isn't it a

far more fortunate departure than in the later stages of

worldly sin? Let there be no tears shed for this little fellow,

but let us learn from him how the mill of God is grind-

ing slowly for us all, that we may be prepared/
'An' the angels were lonely. Took you . . . took you 'cos

they were lonely.

'Now I'm lonely too, sonny boy.'

His ma an' da don't look a bit like rejoicing. Maybe
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they weren't listening to the priest. Cheer up, mam, he'll

be in Heaven on the next bus. Lot number twenty-three,

going up! Mind yer skirts, Peter. Now look what you've

done -got him caught in the pearly gates.

The church is very dark and it's so hard to make out

who the little coffined figure in white is. One moment it

seems to have the face of Piggy Cunliffe and the body of

Charlie Mac, but then the outline becomes blurred and

the lid is sealed tight. What's the priest going to do with

the holy water? He's going to bless it. Or is he? Why does

he keep on coming towards me without a sound and

moving as though his body is on wheels? As he comes, I

wonder what has happened to all the other kids, and the

dead boy's parents. The figure of the priest bends forward

and over me and I can see now that it's a man with no

face. When I try to scream my mouth won't work and no

sound issues forth, but Seamus is standing over me, rub-

bing his eyes and frowning.

'D'ye want to waken everyone in the house? What's the

matter?'

As I tried to sleep I couldn't help making an effort to

recall what had taken place in my nightmare. But I only

saw Seamus, and that was after. Ah. . . .

Lizzie McHugh hadn't been married very long when

her husband died. He just up and died without a reason,

for, so far as anyone could see, he owned all that was

necessary in the making of a fairly healthy human being.

He had two arms, a full set of legs, his head was in the

right place and on it he had - apparently in the correct

order - nose, eyes, ears, mouth and teeth, with a face to

hold them together -or apart. For want of information

to the contrary, it was presumed that under his pink skin
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were heart, liver, lungs and things like that. They might
not have had children, but that in itself didn't prove any-

thing since he was observed to go to the outside lavatory
as often as anyone who did have. It happened a long time

ago, exactly how long ago nobody
-
except maybe his

widow - knows or cares.

But the world only dies for the dead, and the live ones

have to carry on as best they can, so, Lizzie McHugh
turned a blind back to matrimony, dried her eyes and

bought a Singer sewing-machine which she installed in a

room rented from Granny. They were well suited from the

start for each of them had two things in common - a con-

tempt for the sickliness of the male animal, and a loathing
of their own sex.

Once over the tiresome business of despatching the dead,

Mrs McHugh established a reputation for herself as a

dressmaker, and the kindly nuns - on hearing as how her

charges were the most reasonable in the area - thought it

an act of Christian charity to help a young widow. Mrs

McHugh became chief shroud-maker to the order, and, if

it's true that hard work never killed anyone, she had

nothing to worry about, for there was enough of that going
around.

Apart from the sewing-machine, her room boasted a

wooden chair, one iron bed, two tailor's dummies - male

and female - and a table, the edge of which could be seen

from the street. Winter or summer, she wore a brown -

shroud-cloth - overcoat as she worked, and, because a lot

of her evenings were spent in Granny's window, the fire

was seldom lit.

From the very first she became bulldog number two,

and, even when Granny was away on business, the voice
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of her second-in-command could be heard shouting at the

children to 'stop harming the property'. 'An oul frump/
'A bloody spy for the landlady. 'A generous oul soul/

'D'ye know, Mr Reddin, she's been sittin' in that window

for as long as I can remember/

'Aye Giggles/ said Cruk, 'since oul God's time. Why
she's damn near part of the buildin' be now. Still, yeh'd
better not let her catch you an' the boys playin' cards in

the hall/

'Ah, she's not the worst. Her bark is worse than her

Beethoven. God that's a good wan. Eh fellas did ye hear

what I've invented about her bark bein' worse than . . /

'If yer goin' to play cards, Giggles, play cards. But, if yer

goin' to talk to Cruk, talk to Cruk/

'All right, all right, I can hardly borrow a Woodbine

offa the man an' then tell him to go to hell, can I?'

'Yeh don't seem to think anyone else'd be in need of a

smoke, anyway. Aw, for Christ's sake leave a bloody drag
in it!'

'All right, keep yer shirts on. Here. Jasez! the bloody

paper is all opened up. Begrudged to me. What better luck

could I have/ Through the door behind them could be

heard the loud voice of Mr Reddin's tyrant wife:

'I've told you before, Cruk/

'Don't call me Crukl'

Til call yeh what I like. I've warned yeh about talkin'

to them idle lot. An' they shouldn't be playin' cards in

the hall/

'Will yeh shut up before they hear yeh. Let them alone,

after all we don't own the bloody hall and they can't play

in the teeming rain/

'That's enough now. I'll hear no more. Go on in an' play
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a record for me, there's not much use In ownin* one of

them gramophone things if nobody but yerself knows it/

It can't play. I broke the record. Yeh should buy a new
one/

'Why would I spend money on a new record when the

one we have is only a little cracked? Lift it up when it

comes to the Empty Saddles-Saddles-Saddles bit/

Tour lead, Arthur/

'The kinga hearts/

The nine/

'The acea hearts/

Ter an awful thick, Giggles. That was my king/
'Aw, God I'm sorry, Paddy, I thought it was Martin's/

Teh weren't watchin' the play/

'No, I wasn't watchin'. My fault for listenin' to Darby
an' Joan inside/

Teh'll never mind yer own business/

'How can I, when that oulwan is shoutin' like a mad
bull/

*Let her shout, an' play a card/

Tm not goin' to stop her. The tena clubs. . . . What

d'ye want, son?'

Tve a telegram here for E. McHugh/
'Mister, or missus?*

'How could it be mister, Giggles, when there's only a

missus?'

Teh can never be too careful about things like that.

Supposin' it went to the wrong man?'

'But it's not addressed to a man, it's addressed to a

woman, E. Elizabeth. Lizzie/

It could be Edward/

'Who ever heard of a woman called Edward?'
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'Try the landin' up, son. The door facin' yeh. If she's

not there, try up again -Mrs English/

Thanks, mister.'

'I wonder what's in it?'

'Maybe she's won the Sweep.'

'Impossible !

'

'Why? Everybody has a chance/

'Everybody that buys a ticket/

'Did yeh find her, son?'

'Yes, mister/

*Was it good news? Did she laugh?'

'No, mister, she cried/

'Oh. Then she didn't win the Sweep/

'Maybe she got word to move out to one of them new

houses/

Take in yer trick, Arthur. Pull yer coat up over yer

head, son. It's still rainin' very heavy/

'Evenin', Mrs McHugh/
'Evenin' boys/

'Jasez! She'll be drown-d-ed/

'She doesn't seem to care/

Tour deal, Paddy/
'Ah, I'm fed up playin' cards for promises. Tin goin' up.

Maybe I'll see yis later/

'Curiosity killed the cat. I bet he's away up to see if his

mother knows what was in the oul telegram/

'No more curious than any of the rest of us. Eh, Giggles?'

'What's that? Hah? Sorry, I wasn't listenin' - wonderin'

what was in that telegram/
The mystery of Mrs McHugh's telegram was only

cleared up when the doctor from the Mater insisted that

it was a waste of a bed to take the old lady into hospital.
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'There's no hope now for her since she has gained a

temperature of a hundred and three. She was a foolish

woman to sit up all night at her dead sister's side in that

brown overcoat which was soaking wet. People would

never learn the dangers of wet clothes.' She'd certainly
never learn now, and, even if she did, her lesson wouldn't

be much good on the cotton-wool prairies above, because

all the rain was underneath, and the only thing she'd have

to fear would be sunstroke or broken wings. 'She was sink-

ing fast,' he said, 'in a sea where lifebuoys would be of

little help. What she needed now was more in the line of

a 'deathbuoy'. 'Good night, and that'll be seven an' six,

unless she had a red card from the means test.' No. He
couldn't give a death certificate until her heart stopped

completely, and when that happened it would mean
another seven an' six, Lord have mercy on her soul. He'd

come back if sent for, but he hoped she would show a little

consideration and last the night a^ he had a bridge party.
'Ah God help her, Mrs Clancy, but she's wastin' away

before our very eyes. A-huh-uh. God's holy will/

Tm sure she's for a happier place, Mrs Behan. A place
that'll give her a little more thanks than the one she was
used to/

'If she was in a state of grace, mam,' said Half-a-Rasher

Kelly.

'Well, Mrs Kelly, there's no one can tell me that any
working-class woman who has done her best on earth

could possibly avoid a seat near our Lord and Saviour. I've

always believed that our hell is here below, and that so

long as we've never tried to wrong our neighbours, the

gates will open out unto us/

'I wouldn't, Mrs Behan, be anxious to allow my priest
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and pastor hear talk the likes of that. For it would appear
to me to be quite contrary to the best teachings of the Holy
Roman and Apostolic Church, of which I have long been

a worshipper.'
'And what the hell d'ye think we are, mam? Black

Protestants?'

That I wouldn't know, missus, nor would I venture to

guess/

'Well, yeh bloody bitch. .' . !'

'Mind yourself, mam, and your tongue while in the

presence, the awful presence of death.'

'But for the Lord's sake, Mrs Kelly, the poor woman is

not dead yet.'

If ye'd only take that pillow from under her head, she'd

be gone soon enough. In the country, mam, we'd have

none of this un-natural nonsense. Ridiculous that a person
should take so long in the simple matter of dyinV

'Oh, the Lord help us, but that's an awful way to treat

the sick, Mrs Runo/

'We're not talkin' of the sick, Mrs Behan, only the dyin',

an' so far as I can see it's cruel to be keepin' Mrs McHugh
here an' she leapin' for the hereafter. Selfish, mam.'

'Whist, will yis whist awhile! I think she's wantin a

drink, her lips seems to be parched.'
'If yeh give her water, I can only warn yeh that shell

revive long enough to make it harder for her to die.'

'But, Mrs Runo, surely it's our Christian duty to keep
the poor woman comfortable while she's still alive?'

'It is, mam? An* the doctor finished with her, the priest

gone from her. These are the ones who know about things,

and since they've certified her as dyin' the next step must

be death. It's not her fault that she keeps on breathin',
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she's not to blame, shell just have to have her mind made

up for her. Do what I say an' whip the pillow from under

her head!'

'Well, aren't you the right oul ghoul! Just because yeh

get five shillin's for washin' the corpse !

'

'Even the labourer, Mrs Clancy, is worthy of his hire/

'Come over here a while, girls,
an' stop the argin, I

think she's goin'. Will yeh put the mirror to her mouth,

Mrs Kelly? What d'ye think?'

The lookin'-glass, mam, is as clean as a new pin. The

Lord have mercy on her soul and the souls of all the

faithful departed/
'Amen!'

Mrs Runo opened the brown-paper parcel which lay on

the side of the closed sewing-machine and taking from it

a set of Mrs McHugh's best grave-cloths, laid them next to

the iron bed and poured a kettle of boiling water into her

enamel bowl from which she had washed some of the

most respectable corpses in the neighbourhood. 'An' in

twenty years/ said Giggles, 'not one of her customers has

ever complained/
If Lizzie McHugh made few friends during her life-

time she pulled up for that deficiency the day she died.

From far and wide mourners came to attend her wake and

drank her safely up the golden stairs. There was a sup for

everyone and a bun and lemonade for the kids. Had she

been able to listen to the remarks of the gathered multi-

tude she'd have been positively amazed at how rapidly her

popularity had grown since her last gasp. Even a few tears

were shed, and, if drink had helped them along, sure what

matter?

The little room was nearly bursting with company, but
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still no one was turned away who wanted to do homage to

the memory of a well-loved friend and neighbour. Even
the two chancers from the North Circular who told Mr
Clancy how sorry they were over the death of his brother

were let in to respect the memory of Mrs McHugh. And,
now that the nuns and priests had gone, a man could feel

he was a little more free to mourn in comfort.

'What are yeh doin' up here, Dominic?*

'Seamus an' Brian were up to have a look at the deader

an' got cake an' fizzy stuff. I got nothin' at all.'

'How dare yeh call Missus McHugh a name like that!

Get yeh downstairs before I lose me toe up yer arse!'

'But, Da!'

'Go 011! Along with yeh now. . . . Begod, Ned, I don't

know what I'm goin' to do with that fella at all/

'Ah, sure he'll be all right, Frank. By the way, where's

all the drink. It's a bit dry for a wake, isn't it?'

'Here's Giggles with it now. Hould on to yer thirst, any-

way, we've the long night ahead of us. Oh Jasez, will yeh
look at oul Half-a-Rasher! She's tryin' to snaffle all the

whiskey for them oulwans in the corner. Eh, Giggles !

'

'Were yeh callin' me, Mr Behan?'

'I was just wonderin' if the male mourners were to die

of drought while their opposite numbers guzzles them-

selves to death on malt!'

'Ah, don't be lettin' it worry yeh, that's only the start

of the drink, somethin* to whet yer appetite. Mr Gill is

sendin' over the biggest part of the order in a few minits/

'Well, for God's sake make sure it doesn't go astray, will

yeh?'
'It'll be as safe with me, Mr Behan, as the secrets of the

grave are - or will be - with Mrs Mac herself/
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'D'ye not think we're a bit cramped for space, Paddy?'
1 do, Arthur, the oul body is foulin' things up a bit/

'Doesn't she make a lovely corpse, Mrs Clancy?
7

'She does that, Mrs Kelly. Asleep she might be ... Oh,

Jasez beside us in all harm I

'

'What is it, mam ! You've turned as white as the corpse !

'

The dummy, Mrs Kelly. The tailor's dummy in the

corner . . . it's movinT

'Nonsense, Mrs Clancy . . . God . . . yer right . . . it's

movin'! Mr Devoy! Mr Devoy!'
'Get off that pedestal, Brian Behan. Yeh little bastard,

yeh!'
'I only did it for a little joke, Da/
Til joke yeh. . . /

'It's all very well laughin', Mr Behan, but if you'd seen

that fella sittin' on that pedestal with the big hat an' long
coat, an' waggin' his hands, an' that corner is very dark/

'Sure it was only a boyish joke, missus/

That's all right, Frank, but poor Mrs Clancy, look at

her, she's nearly shattered/

'Oh, for God's sake, Kathleen, am I not to have at least

a minits enjoyment without you ruinin' the whole bloody

night?
7

'Oh, my God, aren't they like children when they've had
a few drinks. Will yeh look at them now? Paddy! What in

the namea God are yeh doin' with Mrs McHugh?'
'Only movin' her on to the lobby, Kathleen. We'll bring

her back in time for the funeral. Up, Arthur, up with your
end/

'About time too, Mr Behan, she's been in the way all

night/
'I hope they put somethin' in front of her, I wouldn't
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like to see her rollin' down them stairs, because we'd have
the devil's own job findin' her in the dark.'

'Oh, will yeh look at who's comin' in now. Oul Split the

Wind. As mean as dish-water. Begod that fella's certainly

only comin' here for free drink.'

'Oh, I know the type, Giggles. I know the type well/

That's a lovely song, mam, an' well sung.'

'Sing us one yerself, whoever's next.'

'Give the artist a wet !

'

'One singer, one sing!'

'Where's me drink? I only left it there while I went to

the lavatory. Who swiped me drink? Christ! Is there

nothin' sacred!'

'Will some of you "mourners" kindly move the corpse
from me door so that I can get into bed.'

'Cantankerous oul bitch, just because she doesn't drink

herself. Comin' mam, comin' right away.'
'Where was I now, missus?'

'Yeh were at the bit where yeh saw him on the stairs

courtin' the blonde one.'

'Oh yes. Well, he was damned near on top of her in the

lobby as I was goin' to me room ... I don't want yeh to

think I was payin' attention to me neighbours, now, just

what I couldn't help seeinY

'Of course not, Mrs Reddin. How could anyone think

the like. Amn't I right, Mrs Runo?'

'Quite right, mam, she saw what she saw, after all, she's

not blind. Go on, missus/

'Well, I turned to him an' said: "How could yeh do it,

Mr Kane, an' yer poor wife hardly cold in the bed up-
stairs?" "Mam," says he, "I'm so distracted with grief I

hardly know what I'm doin'/'
'
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Isn't that disgraceful. Still, he'd ne'r an hour's luck

after. Lost his good job in Guinness
7

an' all. God repays the

wrongdoer, I always say. Lord, I'm ashamed of meself, I'm

giddy. Still, I don't suppose poor oul McHugh'd mind/

"Deed she wouldn't mam, she was the very one was

always fond of a bit of jollity. . . . Oh, will yeh look at

Giggles. He's that drunk yeh wouldn't know whether he

was goin' to sing or recite/

'Silence, please, ladies an' gents 1 I think that on this

suspicious occasion it's in order to pass a vote of thanks

to the man who supplied the refreshment for our little

night, Mr James Gill. An' now, two minits silence for the

woman who made it all possible, none other than our oul

friend and neighbour, Lizzie McHugh!'
'Sit down, Giggles. It's not a prize-fight yeh know/

'An' I still think Everton'll murder Arsenal. Home

ground or no home ground/
'Oh Jasez Christ!'

Mr James Levy, the well-known master of ceremonies

happily entered on his way home from the Banba dance

hall and was good enough to bring the evening to a fitting

close with his rendering of such well-known airs as, "God

Save Ireland', The Sash Me Father Wore' - which he sug-

gested demonstrated the unity of Irishmen on both sides

of the border - and finally our own Irish National Anthem,

'A Soldier's Song', No flowers were requested by next of

kin, but as he didn't know that particular piece he played

some Irish airs on the tin whistle and went home.

The first grass
had barely sprung over Lizzie McHugh

when the landlady left her corner by the window and took

to her bed. 'What's the good of seein' things happen when

there's only yerself to notice them? Everything is changin'
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an' nothin's the same as it was. With their talk of leavin'

the tenements. That the property is goin' to be knocked

down. Pulled down. Them an' their housin' policy 1 Aren't

the people happy enough where they are without havin'

to move out into the jungles of Kimmage an' Crumlin?

They think they can turn the Dublin folk into country-
men. Little corporation dog-boxes four miles from the city.

How are the people goin' to get to work? An' gardens!
For people like little Mr Clancy who can't tell the differ-

ence between a potato an' an apple! Or oul Cruk who com-

plains of a sore back after diggin' the clay in his window-

box. God Almighty, what's the world comin' to !

'But they can tear the place down around me, for I'll

not move one bloody inch. None of me tenants payin'

rent now either, since the government crowd condemned

the place as unsafe. Think of it ! All the childer reared on

my property an' they've the cheek to call it unsafe ! If the

country was as secure as my houses they'd have little to

worry about. I could tell them what's safe an' unsafe. With

the I.R.A. split in two over the war in Spain. An' the

government sworn to self-sufficiency
- an' unable to exist

without British trade. They even have the clergy un-

balanced over whether Father O'Flanagan should be

silenced or praised. And they pick on my property! Well,

they can call it what they like, it'll last me out - an' a

good many of them too! Ah, Lizzie isn't it you are the

lucky woman that's not here to see the oul place comin'

down in a shower of bricks an' slates ! Big drills that they
never had when we were young. Ah, Lizzie but it'd make

yeh weep to walk around Dublin an5
see a wall standin'

an' the very wallpaper there on it the way it was before

the house was taken away. Or the mark of a gas-stove
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that cooked many a Saturday night meal. Yeh'd hardly
know the oul parts of Dublin at all since the De Valera

fella got goin'. An' he's advancin' slowly but surely on us

with his curseaGod slum clearance. Ah girl,
sure . . .

'Hello, Bren. Come over here to the bed an' tell me
what yeh learned in school today. I believe yer writin'

poetry? An' winnin' scholarships in school. Lord wouldn't

it be lovely if yeh were to get to one of them colleges. But,

never fear, them Christian Brothers won't ever let a work-

in' man's son go on to better things no matter how many
examinations he passes. Don't yeh think so, Bren? Bren?

Are yeh not listenin'? Brendan! He's gone. I wonder was

he here at. all? Ah, sure, maybe he wasn't. What would an

oul woman like me have with a young child of thirteen

anyway? Thirteen! An' he's writin' poetry. They've

printed one too. What's this it was called now? Red Envoy.
Red Envoy! What made him call it that I wonder. A good
child my Bren. Loves his poor oul granny. . . . They're

goin' to knock down the oul place. Lizzie! I said they're

goin' to pull down the houses. Yeh won't have to hunt the

childer away from the property now, because they're goin'

to tear it all down. . . On top of us.'
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ELEVEN

Tell Dublin I Miss Her

A trip to Cole's Lane could only mean one thing
- a new

pair of boots, which Ma got cheap because they were

second-hand. All along the two sides of the narrow

passage, behind the shops in Moore Street, were stretched

rows and rows of little stalls, piled high with everything
from silk knickers to dirty white surgical stockings. The

ladies in charge of the various portable emporiums were

considerate and mannerly until it was obvious to them

that Ma was not easily satisfied. 'Are yeh buyin', girl?

There's a lovely pair of hair striped pants, worn only on

the left side because the man who left them off had only

one leg. I could let yeh have them for half-nothin', mam,
since I'm nearly sold out. . . . For Jasez sake, don't mess

up the goods if yeh've no intention of buyin' ! Take yer

microby paws off the wares, if yeh please ! There's others

have to handle them, yeh know/

'They were low people/ Ma told me, 'but only because

they knew no better/ She pulled me behind her from one

stall to another, shaking my wrist impatiently every time
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I lagged behind to look at something. Then she saw what

she thought she was looking for and told me to take off

my overcoat, so as I could be measured. I knew then that

Ma wasn't buying me boots, because nobody ever takes off

their coat to have their feet sized up. One after another

she picked up the little ganseys, one after another I took

them off, and one after another the stallholder's facial

expressions changed until she had nearly even stopped pat-

ting my head, but, at long last, Ma got what was just

right
- a new red pullover with a

fV neck, a nearly new

pair of pants, and a clean white shirt.

I got up early the next morning so as to display my
finery to the street before school began. Charlie Mac, Joe

Kiel, Piggy Cunliffe and Larry Clancy surrounded me to

jealously examine my new costume. Since it wasn't Christ-

mas or even Easter, Joe Kiel wanted to know why I was

getting all togged out and why I wasn't going to school

today.

It's because his granny is dead,' said Charlie Mac, and

I felt as proud as punch that I was the only one in the

street with a dead granny. Nor would any of them be in

time to see the lovely big shiny black carriages that granny
and the rest of us would ride in. Then I remembered that

I should be sad, so I conjured up a few tears and stuck

my head in my handkerchief and Joe Kiel said he was

sorry, but Charlie Mac in a huff said: It was nothin', as he

even knew a fella with a dead ma.'

Mr Devoy was the first one to arrive at the house for

the funeral and Da invited him down to our place for a

cup of tea, and he said he was sorry that there was nothin'

stronger.

'The oul bed must have been full of nettles this mornin',
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Giggles?' Da said to him. But Mr Devoy said he had been

awake at the crack of dawn so that he could sign on at

the labour exchange and still attend the funeral.

'Begod, if I was to miss the soddin' of such a great oul

neighbour, I'd cut me throat/ ('If he was to miss the drink/

Ma muttered to herself.)

'Are things bad then, Giggles? I mean to say, hadn't

yeh a date with that brother of yours that's in the Civil

Service?'

'Brother of mine, is it?' said Mr Devoy. That half-priest

is no relation of mine. D'ye know what he said when I

asked him for a few shillings? . . / Da didn't.

'Well, first I knocked on the door and went away when

it wasn't opened after half an hour. The followin' mornin'

I returned, an' d'ye know what he says to me? We knew

who it was, but couldn't come down as we were resting

before midnight mass. There's fine carry on for a blood

relation/

'He didn't do anything for yeh then?' asked Da.

'Do anythin' for me is right. Told me I should be

ashamed of meself for not workin', an' when I told him

that there was no work to do, he puts on his best Killester

talk an' tells me as how he knew a man took a pick an*

shovel down to the North Wall docks. I ask yeh, Frank, in

the namea Jasez, what would a man be doin' with a pick

an' shovel at the North Wall docks?' Da really couldn't

say, but out of the top of our basement window he could

see the bottom of the mourning coaches and told Mr

Devoy that it was about time everybody was mozeying

upstairs.

Sunday clothes and serious faces were the order of the

day when we saw the neighbours along the front of the
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house leaning on the railings and talking in whispered
tones, gravely nodding their heads in the direction of Da
and Uncle Paddy whenever they chanced to pass by, and

doing their best not to tell jokes or do anything which

might make people smile.

Uncle Paddy was bearing up well, they were saying, and
of course Frank would never show his sorrow -the deep

type of mourner, with lumps cut out of his inside which

never showed on the surface. They knew it was much
harder on him than on the 'tear-at~the-drop-of-a-hat' kind.

You could excuse kids though, because they really didn't

understand what was happening, 'still, look at little

Dominic's red eyes', said Mrs Clancy, and I was glad she

didn't know how I had put on a special show for Uncle

Paddy, who looked so well in blue -'almost respectable/
said Da, of course he was only joking (for Da always
has something funny to say, even on the most solemn

occasions).

Mr Devoy looked very important as he went up and
down the row of cabs, counting the vacant seats and

making notes on the back of an empty Woodbine packet,
while helping old people up and tipping his cap. It's a

pleasure, sir, or mam/ But Mrs Kelly said she wasn't

fooled at all. She knew that Mr Devoy was just making
sure of his own place, and it would be a crying shame if

some neighbours had to walk to Glasnevin cemetery while

others - whose names she wouldn't mention - went there

on the house.

Ma didn't like the idea of people outside the family

travelling in our cab. There should be a separate mourning
coach for next of kin, and what kin was nexter than us,

after all Granny had been her mother-in-law - and still
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was -not only that, she had actually been Da's own

mother. But she wouldn't expect anything else when her

own husband refused to assert his authority. There was

his young brother, Paddy, making all the arrangements,
and when Da had been asked about it he had only

shrugged his shoulders. 'God, there's not a bit of push
in that man.' It would be the same when it came to the

question of disposing of Granny's wealth -not that she

wanted any of it. But Da would get nothing, and even

Brendan would be done out of what Ma knew Granny
wanted him to have. Granny's sister, Maggie, had packed
a coach right behind the hearse with a crowd of her friends

who were no relation at all. Wasn't it clear to a blind man
that we should be in that place of honour? It was doubt-

ful if people would know who the Behans were at all, we

were so far back. 'Ah, what's the blessed good in talking.'

Uncle Paddy poked the big horses and lifted their tails

to examine them properly, and, when Ma asked Da what

he was at, he said:

'Me mother's only wish was for big, plump animals to

pull her hearse. She left strict instructions with Paddy
that they were to have none of their "skittery-looking

kind".'

'What a most unusual request/ said Ma, 'sure what does

it matter who pulls yeh when yer dead?'

'Aye/ said Da, 'but she was alive when the request was

made/

The undertaker and my uncle haggled for a long time

about the look of a mare which Paddy held was the image
of Mrs Carroll's ass, and it was only with the greatest

difficulty that the undertaker finally proved the beast to

be as good as was available at anyone else's funeral.
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'They try to force anything they like on the poor/ said

Mr Devoy. 'Anyway, the animal is goin' to the proper

place this mornin', for, judgin' be the look of him he'll be

in no condition to return/

Then Uncle Paddy said we'd have to get a move on and

Mr Devoy waved a handkerchief and shouted: 'Objection

over-ruled/ and told the driver in front to start the race.

The hearseman brushed something off the top of his

tall-hat, covered his knees with a rug, and leaning from his

high seat overlooking the horses' rumps, muttered softly:

'Gee up/ and in a moment the long, black, ornamented

coffin-carrier was away for Glasnevin at a graceful trot.

Our carriage was packed with people, and as we wagged
back and forward and from side to side it wasn't hard to

envy Granny up there in front - at least she had a cab to

herself.

'Ah, well/ sighed Mr Clancy.

'Ah, well/ sighed Mrs Clancy.

'And all the ones who could be taken and never be

missed/ said Mr Devoy, *yeh know the ways of the

Almighty are most unusual to behold. There's that oul

labour exchange manager, and it'd be an act of Christian

charity if someone was to put him out of his pain, for he's

a most miserable man. But, yer poor mother, the decent

woman/
Mr Clancy nodded agreement, but Da reminded Mr

Devoy that Granny Was nearly ninety.

'I suppose yer right, Frank. She had a good innin's. I

doubt if the likes of usll ever reach her age. Ah, the old

people were strong as oxes/

'We'll all go some time/ said Mr Clancy. 'Ah, well/

As we trotted slowly along the North Circular in a neat
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line, Seamus said something funny in Brian's ear and he

had to put his head in his hands so that people wouldn't

know he was laughing. When Mrs Clancy noticed Brian's

heaving shoulders and said to Ma that he was taking it

very badly, Seamus crossed his eyes, put both thumbs in

his ears and stuck out his tongue, making the astonished

Mrs Clancy shrink back in amazement. Ma turned to scuff

him on the back of the leg, but missed and caught Da's

pipe instead, sending the hot tobacco down the front of

his pants. He stood up shaking his legs and shouting:

'Jasez, Kathleen 1 Me arse is on fire!' and everybody

laughed, but Ma said: 'Lord Almighty, Mrs Clancy. Isn't

that a terrible man?' Yet, I think she would have laughed
as well if we weren't such interested parties in the funeral.

I had never been at a funeral before, and I was enjoy-

ing every minute of it. Nor could I understand why I was

not invited to Mrs McHugh's one, where I heard people

say that the neighbours danced and sang after it on the

green opposite Gaffney's pub in Fairview. Brendan was

there, and I heard that he had actually been given drink

and allowed to sing, but when I cried, Da said that I could

come the next time Mrs McHugh died. When I asked

Seamus if she was likely to die again soon, he called me a

gobshite and banged me across the ear. But here I was in

a grand carriage, sitting on Ma's knee and better dressed

than any of the kids in the street. It was great and I

thanked Granny from the bottom of my heart - even if

I did know that she wasn't ever likely to die again.

Every time the cortege stopped at a cross-roads or for

traffic, passing people crossed themselves or doffed their

caps, and it made everyone of us feel important, and if

anyone failed to show proper respect it was obvious to Mr
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Devoy that 'they had damned little regard for the dead

or the feelings of the living'.

'Sad to think she'll never pass this way again/ said Mr

Clancy.
The sadness is with them as are left behind/ said Mrs

Clancy.
'We won't be long after her if the government has its

way/ said Mr Devoy. 'I believe there's a new move on to

cut the dole. Got tipped off this mornin' by a fella that'

on it since Lloyd George's time/ And Da allowed him-

self to smile - but only just.

'It'd suit them better to give work to the people/ said

Mrs Clancy. But Da was of the opinion that things were

a lot better this year than they had been for a long time,

in proof of which he pointed to newly painted shop fronts

and drew the attention of the party to the number of

workers engaged in the demolition of the slums.

'In a little time there won't be a tenement house stand-

in'/ he said.

'But/ said Mrs Clancy, 'what's to become of the city

people then? Yeh don't mean to tell them that they'll

have to move out to the country? Besides, my man says

they have the lavatories in the inside of them new houses.

Isn't that right, sailor?'

'That's true. I have that bit of info' from them as are

workin' on them. Most unhealthy. In a few years the

whole population'll be wiped out with typhoid/
'Or 4iphteria/ suggested Mr Devoy, 'or diphteria/

'Nonsense/ said Da, I've worked in all sorts of real

houses and the lavatories are always inside. Surely it's

more hygienic than a pot or a bucket?'

'Oh, begod, yer right there/ said Mr Devoy. 'Far more
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whatever yeh call it than a pot or a bucket -
especially

them that leaks.'

That's ridiculous/ said Mrs Clancy, 'sure can't yeh

empty a pot or a bucket, but not a whole lavatory. Just

think if an'thin' went wrong/
'Of course that's another way of lookin' at it/ said Mr

Devoy.
But no one was going to alter Mrs Clancy's view that it

was a brutal act to exile people away from their native

land.

'But sure it's only four miles/ argued Da.

*A good spit/ agreed Mr Devoy.

'H-mmph !

' went Mrs Clancy.

Da was forced in the ensuing silence to twiddle his

thumbs and eventually to say he'd be sorry to leave the

oul place all the same. And everyone was glad to take

that way out of an awkward situation. We'd be sorry to

leave/ he said, and Mr Devoy agreed:

'Especially since the rent went down to nothin'/ he said.

'And God knows it couldn't be much cheaper than that/

When we reached the top of the North Circular, Da

pointed to Mountjoy, sucked thoughtfully on his pipe and

shrug-arched his shoulders, so that Ma knew he was going

to tell us a story about the place.

The man that's governor of that prison served ten years

in Dartmoor himself as a Republican prisoner. Isn't that

unusual, for a prisoner to find himself a governor? But

Mrs Clancy said it only proved that the government had

no time for people educated in Ireland.

'Aren't there plenty of Irishmen who had done time in

jail and would maybe prove just as good at the job?'

That's true/ said Mr Devoy, Tve as many references
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as anyone. Ah, but sure I suppose he was a bogman/
The Cross Guns tavern came in sight, and Da said it

wouldn't be long now.

'A lap of honour/ said Mr Devoy. Thank God we got
here safely/ And because the cemetery was so close at

hand, we grew silent and Seamus got his face ready for

a good cry that might earn the sympathy of the people
and a few bob as well. One by one the black-mirrored cabs

drew to a stop and the mourners piled out: the men hold-

ing their hats behind their backs, while the women

wrapped long rosary beads around their hands to the

front.

Only the hearse went through the gates, and, after it

had gone a little way, Granny was taken out and placed on

a hand-cart which was followed by the cemetery priest

leading her supporters in prayer. He was happier looking
than most clergymen, and I thought it might be that his

particular congregation gave him less trouble. At any rate,

he sang out the prayers in such a jolly voice that he might
have been almost pleased to see Granny down a hole, but

Seamus explained that Granny would be well on her way
to Heaven by now with nothing to worry about, and that

was why the priest didn't appear to be broken-hearted -

anyway, she wasn't his Granny. Brian wanted to know
how she'd feel if she didn't quite make the top, and had

to spend a few years hanging around Purgatory, but

Seamus was sure that if there was any possible way of

getting into the seven-an'-six part Granny would find it -

she has always known her way about. Anyway, Lizzie

McHugh'd be well in now to put a word in someone's ear

for a friend.

Brendan, Rory and Sean were up in front with Uncle
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Paddy, and it was clear that Brendan was really sorry to

be losing her. It was all right for Rory and Sean -they

always had their Granny Furlong to fall back on - but

when you were like the Behans, down to your last granny,
death was no laughing matter.

Along the route to his mother's grave Da pointed out

what he said was evidence of class distinction - even in a

graveyard:
'With their gate-lodge like tombs for the dyin' ascend-

ancy. Kennels of stone an' steel to remind us that drapers
an' grocers will be remembered for somethin', even if it's

only death. Ugly granite slabs for the Smiths Jonesing.'

'And/ said Mr Devoy, 'look at the weedy graves of the

"poor", poor dead.'

'Yes,' agreed Da, 'to remind us that even in here the

rich men won't be let forget that they're a step above

buttermilk/

The priest stood on one side of the open hole, waving
his left arm to and fro while his right one clutched a

Prayer Book from which he was making the stock excuses

for deceased persons. He pleaded with God to go easy on

Granny and do what He could to see her O.K. Then-
Seamus said he was afraid that God mightn't have been

tuned into that wave-length-he called on His mother

and asked if she might use whatever influence she could

rustle up in that direction. Three thumps of clay and the

diggers were ready. The grave filled up quickly and Mr

Devoy and Mr Clancy heaved sighs, said 'he-hum' a few

times, then, 'Ah, she's better off/ and put on their caps.

Uncle Paddy slipped something to the head grave-digger
and whispered: 'Have a drink/ and, having settled with

the priest, warned everyone that the next stop would be
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the Cross Guns Tavern on Binn's Bridge.
It's hard to think she's dead/ said Mr Clancy.

'Well, I hope there's been no mistake/ said Mr Devoy
gravely, 'for there must be about a ton an

7

a half of clay
on her this minit'. Mrs Clancy looked in his face to see

if he was jeering, and when she saw him serious, said

nothing only how the country air gave a body a right

thirst, and this was something with which everyone

agreed, or so it seemed.
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The Culture Vulture

I grew up very slowly before I was five, and then a bit

quicker and quicker, so that by the time I was seven,

things began to have a meaning for me different from
what they had ever had before. I knew now why Ma was

a little shocked when she came into the hall that day and
saw me and Dolita Reddin lying belly to belly. I even

knew why she objected to me repeating the limerick:

'There was an old lady, God bless her.

Who threw her leg over a dresser,

The dresser was sticky an' stuck to her mickey. . . /

That's what big people called dirty songs. Then, there

were dirty words. For instance, you shouldn't say bloody,
it was worse to say damn, and it was a terrible sin alto-

gether to shout Jasez!

At eight you could begin to look back and remember,

and it was a great thing to have the odd years of seniority

over the little kids. But old age could always have it's not
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so good side too, like being included in Da's 'messenger-

selection-game', his way of sorting out which one of me,

Seamus or Brian he wanted to do an errand. There was no

more, 'I did the last one', or Tve a pain in me head, Da',

when he came up with his infallible solution. This game
was played by the three of us with Da as the Master of

Ceremonies. We'd sit in a circle round the fire while our

blood ran hot and cold as the finger of fate came near

and then away with every rhyme of the piece:

'Eeenie, meenie, miney mo. Catch a monkey by the

toe. If he squeals, let him go, eenie meenie miney mo, ho,

ho, ho/ and he 'ho'd' until he came to the pre-selected

victim who would scream: Tm not goin' ! That's not the

way the thing goes at all! There's only one "ho",' all the

way to the shop and back. Neither Sean nor Rory were

included in the list of probable runners because they were

both working, Sean for a licensed grocer, where he used

to drink his fill and roll home rotten drunk, and Rory for

a painter and decorator who believed hard work the best

education for boys. Brendan, of course, was just never at

home, since he had taken the Irish Republic on his broad

shoulders - anyway, he was much too good-looking to be

turned into a common messenger.

For a long time now I had been thinking of writing

poetry -ever since Brendan was published in An Poblacht,

in fact. And, if you saw the way our neighbours used to

look at him after that event, you, too, would know how

deeply I envied him.

'At the age of three he could read the whole of Robert

Emmet's speech from the dock/ said Ma, 'the whole

blessed thing/
'That boy will be great some day/ said Sister Monica,
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'great/ Brendan, Brendan, for breakfast, dinner and tea,

Brendan. To make matters worse, there was absolutely

nothing in the chap to make a person dislike him. He had

such a way with him that would make you go to hell and

back, and think nothing of it. Then, of course, he was

kind and gentle, and, above all, shy. Whatever he did I

imitated, whatever he read I read, whatever he sang or

thought worth singing, I learned. And since singing

always gives people an artistic bent of some description,

I decided to write poetry. Of course I needed to start

somewhere, so I searched for inspiration among poets who

were already known to the public and began:

'A man's ambition must be small,

To write his name on a shitehouse wall/

I got that one from the lavatory on the NortE Circular

and rubbed the inscription off when I had noted it, in

case Charlie Mac and all would realize that I was not

completely original. Then I entered one from a book by

Shelley, which was on the dresser at home, in a school

competition, but Sister Ita recognized it at once and said

so. Isn't it amazing how nuns find out things, and I'd

swear that that book never left our house?

Moon and June became for me the most important

words in the English language, and after a while I was

mooning and juning over miles of school jotters any time

I got the chance. But poets must above all develop, and I

learned that the best poetry is written around events, so I

soon had rhymes for every happening like the time the

'animal' gang who held Dublin in terror ruined the big

fellas' week-ends in Liverpool by trying to take over the

English boys' barrows. I heard about this affair while
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hiding behind a chair in Gill's pub and eavesdropping on

'Half-a-Rasher' and Mr Devoy.

*Wdl/ Mr Devoy was saying, 'accordin' to the way I

heard it, the "animal" gang thought it'd be a good idea

to take over the stalls from the Liverpool boys, so they

piled into the boat at the North Wall, armed with razors

and iron bars, one Friday, plannin' to descend on the un-

suspecting Liverpool lot the following morning. . . /

The dirty uncivil things/ interrupted Mrs Kelly.

"Ah, yes, mam, but they didn't have it their own way.
Oh no ! Didn't someone give the English fellas the tip off,

and by the time the "Animal" gang arrived, there they
were waiting in hidin' for them. Begod, they never forgot

it. They came back the foliowin' boat with bits of ears

missin', faces slashed, and bent, broken, and bruised

skulls/

*An' too bloody good for them, Mr Devoy. Too bloody

good for them/

I thought I'd never get home to my jotter with this

event of world-shattering importance which became known

through the pen of 'Dominic Moore Shelley' as 'The day
our Irish blood was spilt

we beat the English foe/

'The day our Irish blood was spilt we beat the English

foe,

And though we nearly all were kilt, we never would

say no,

The day our Irish blood was spilt we beat the English

foe,

And though we nearly all were kilt, again we all

would go/
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Of course I must admit that Brendan was having a great

influence on my political turn of thought so that every-

thing I touched had an Irish Icelander slant:

'When I grow up, to God I pray, Hell let me join the

I.R.A/

In song and rhyme I sang the praises of my native

land, but when the day came for us to say good-bye to

Ireland's shore I was far too overcome to think in any-

thing else but stilted prose of the barren wastes of

Kimmage.
Poor Da ! He knew even less about that Liverpool battle

than me, and when he heard what had happened his

language was colourful but scarcely any more poetical.
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To Hell or to Kimmage

With bated breath the tenants watched his progress from

the corner of Russell Street. Will it be me or you or her?

If it's not me now, it'll be my lot tomorrow or the next

day? What is he doing outside the post office? Is he look-

ing at his list and waiting for the van to arrive which

bears the dreaded coat of arms of the Dublin Corporation
and carries four big strong bailiffs inside and, after a little

while, they will be accompanied by some strong police-

men from Fitzgibbon Street station.

A new menace had entered the life of Russell Street,

threatening the very existence of the community. He wore

a rain-coat, glasses, rode a bike and was called the 'Sanitary

Man' - a name synonymous with pimp, ponce, or prosti-

tute's banner-man. Because most of the tenementians had

a terrible aversion to moving to better houses, Mr De
Valera's government had been forced to adopt a get tough

policy on the slums, and the 'Sanitary Man' epitomized
for the dwellers all that they mistrusted in the great re-

housing programme.
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Today the 'Sanitary Man' was coming to supervise the

eviction of Mrs Clancy, and she wasn't very surprised, for

on Monday she had received her letter bearing the three

castles emblem which told her that this was her third and

final notice to quit the two rooms she occupied in Russell

Street. The men in blue overalls would move in when they

had made their ten o'clock tea and shift all her furniture

down into the hall, and on the morrow other men would

tear her rooms to pieces with pickaxes and sledge-hammers

so that, even if she did want to go back, she'd have no

place to live.

Because her husband was away at sea, Giggles had risen

very early, signed at the Labour Exchange the moment it

opened, and now before the Corporation workers were

ready to start he had already emptied most of Mrs

Clancy's bits and pieces into the hall. He sat for a moment

in the only chair and drove the metal corkscrew down into

the large bottle of Guinness which Mrs Clancy had bought

for him the night before. The cork made a loud popping

noise and the creamy beer rolled over the lip and down

the sides of the bottle, gushing. Quickly he placed a black-

nailed finger on the opening to stem the flowing tide of

alcohol, and muttered:

Til never be forgiven for sins the likes of that, mam,'

and putting the bottle to his lips,
toasted: 'Well, here's the

first today,' while Mrs Clancy gave the usual reply: 'An'

God knows yeh need it.'

Giggles took a deep slug of stout, wiped his lips,
and

belched.
'

'Scuse me, mam,' he murmured. 'Ah, but it was

worth fightin'
for our country even if it was only to pro-

tect the James's Gate Brewery,' but Mrs Clancy saw fit to

burst his witty remark with a needle that had been heat-
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ing in her breast for several days:
'Don't talk to me about independence, Giggles Devoyl

A lot of freedom we see now, when they're even takin' us

from our homes an' fiingin' us into the wilds. Why can't

they leave us be? Surely that's nothin' much to ask?'

Giggles kicked at the edge of a tin plate which Mr Clancy
had put down to cover a rotten patch in the flooring and

said agreeably enough:
It's true for yeh, mam, the British would never have

thought of doin' things like that. In all their years here

they never put the people out of their good old homes into

faraway dirty old new housin' schemes, not once - to my
knowledge, anyway.'
A brown rat sauntered lazily from beside the fireplace

past Mrs Clancy and down a hole in the skirting by the

door, and Giggles laughed to it:

'Begod, boy, your time is nearly up. A few hammers,
and a bit of a shake, and before yeh know where yeh are,

you're as homeless as the rest of us.' On the spot he in-

vented a story to fit the occasion: 'I read one time how
them things have a sort of second sight. No one knows

how, but by some means or another, they're able to tell -

to the very minute -when a house is due to be knocked

down. Would yeh credit that?' Mrs Clancy was so engaged
in pulling her lip and sighing that Giggles knew she had
not been listening, so he stood up, drank the remainder

of his Guinness and arched his back with the air of one

who knows when silence is golden. From the corner of

the window he saw that the Corporation workers were

making their way across the road and would be on them
in an instant.

The posse is on its way, mam, sheriff an' all/ said
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Giggles, 'an', judgin' be the size of their boots, I think

they're goin' to have the company of two deputy marshals

from Fitzgibbon Street Police Station/ Mrs Clancy still

sat silent by the big fireplace, nor did she move even when
two men came to take down the big wardrobe and side-

board which Giggles had not been able to shift on his own.

Only when the last item of furniture had gone from the

room and the bailiffs departed did Mrs Clancy say any-

thing, and then it was only a groan of dry despair to which

Giggles responded gallantly with:

'Ah now, Mrs, there's not a haporth to be gained in

thinkin' of things which can't be otherwise. If yeh take

my advice, mam, yeh'll just accept the hour that's in it,

forget it tomorrow, an' let all yer bad luck go with it/

Mrs Clancy looked up from her seat on the upturned
enamel basin and smiled wanly.

*If only Sailor was back from sea/ she said sadly,

'though I'm very glad of your help, Giggles, I don't know
what I'd have done without you/
'No more nor a body's duty, mam, to help a person at

a time like this. Think nothin' of it/ he replied, 'an' I'm

sure Mr Clancy will be back here in good time for the

removal/

'Removal is right, Giggles/ said Mrs Clancy. I've had

that feelln' all mornin' that it's a funeral we're at/

'I suppose it is a bit like that/ muttered Giggles, 'after

all, we've known these oul houses a long time and when

they go under it does seem a bit like losin' a friend. But

then, mam, sure even the strongest of us can't live for

ever, an' these same places have been standin' since oul

God's time/

They'd have seen me an' Sailor out, anyway/ said Mrs
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Clancy, and she got up from her seat and emptied the

end of an eight-stone sack on to the fire. That's the last

of the coal, an' I didn't think it was worth Mrs Carroll's

while hawkin' another bag up the stairs,' she sighed.

'Let yer mind be at ease, missus, for if there's more

ways of killin' a goose than chokin' it to death, there's

other ways of buildin' a fire than what came out of the

ground. Not on coal alone does flame feed/

Mrs Clancy looked in amazement as he took the big
axe which had been left by the corporation men and

marched out on to the staircase.

'What are yeh goin' to do?' she asked.

If they want to pull down the tenements, mam, I might
as well give them a hand,' said Giggles, as he began to

remove the railings from the banister on the top lobby.
Mrs Reddin cooked lunch for Mrs Clancy and - decid-

ing that Giggles wasn't such a lay-about as she had

thought -gave him the price of a pint and a sandwich,

though 'you're quite welcome to share a hot meal.' But

she had deduced correctly that Giggles would be far more
at home in Gill's. Since the gas had been disconnected,

there was a constant procession of neighbours carrying

cups of tea for the occupants of the bare room, and, when
their men had been fed after their day's work, all joined

together in keeping Mrs Clancy company.

They were all in the same boat now. The executioner's

hand had risen, and, when it dropped, Russell Street

would be of the past. Sorrow is only felt by a person
nearest the cause and the night watchmen wasted no

sentiment as they sat out the lonely hours guarding drills,

hammers, pickaxes, shovels and all the other weapons with

which progress destroys a way of life.
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In a little while Mrs Clancy's front room was filled with

folk who sat for the most part silent, or spoke in whisper-
hushed tones. This was a wake where people were actually

sitting inside the corpse
- and they didn't like it much.

Mrs Reddin came in on the arm of her husband, Cruk,

and people noted mentally that this must be a change
before death. Paddy Carroll arrived a little shamefacedly

-

because he had taken a job with the Corporation on the

condemned houses of Gardiner Street - but, very gallantly,

no one mentioned the fact. Mrs Runo had got herself a

job as caretaker of the house with the closed hall door, so

she marched by the condemned dwelling with her head in

the air, and it was rumoured that she was actually making
tea for the night watchmen. Mrs Kelly had spat in her

face and was the heroine of the tenementians. Only the

dead or those across the water were missing, and they
were remembered in the conversations of the evening.

Frank tossed two half-crowns to Giggles and said: 'Get

someone to match that and bring back a drink from

Gill's/ In a moment, there was more than three pounds,
in notes and silver, heaped in Giggles's hand and he spent

it all on drink, for he couldn't bring himself to take as

much as a halfpenny on such a sad occasion.

No jokes were told and no one was encouraged to laugh.

Absent-mindedly, Mrs Cunliffe started to sing her party

piece, 'When the angels took you, mammy/ but Mrs Kelly

silenced her quickly by asking, had she no respect for the

time that was in it. The guests got drunk, and it was a

cantankerous drunkenness because, due to the embargo
on enjoyment, they were drinking too much. The best

entertainers were those who could remember sad stories

of people suffering from incurable diseases or little children
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who had been misused by drunken parents
-
anything to

keep the tears near, and for a long time Mrs Kelly was

the life of the party. But then the drink worked a different

way and the men were filled with fighting talk.

'If we were men at all,' said Paddy Carroll, 'we'd fight

it out with the Corporation an' stay here despite them.

If the "Gurcake Nolan" or "Naggin'-Bottle" Quinn was

here these times not onea them bailiff's bastards would

best the natives of Russell Street. No, nor a regiment of

them!'

"Oh, now yer talkinY said Giggles, 'or even "Box the

Fox" Conroy. Or even "Box the Fox" Conroy.'
'An' what about the "Ragman" Jackson?' demanded

Mr Reddin, 'what about the "Ragman" Jackson?'

'Shut up, Cruk,' said his wife.

'Don't call me "Cruk",' he roared, and, because it was

the first time in his life he had shouted at her, Mrs Reddin

paled.

'Ah, but,' said Giggles, 'the "Ragman" Jackson was over-

rated.'

Mr Reddin went white with anger. 'Over-rated!' he

cried, 'a man that could do four policemen without sweat-

in' an' you think he was over-rated, begod, a lot you know
about the great men that lived in Russell Street. Tell him,
Frank. For God's sake teach him a little about his Irish

history/

'A lot Irish history has done for us,' said Mrs Clancy.
'It's the same Irish history is responsible fot the way
we're bein' treated this minute, an' after all the men who
died for it, here we are bein' treated like strangers In our

own land. Begod, if either of my children supports the

Irish history people, 111 cut the legs from their bodies/
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1 saw the "Ragman" one time/ began Frank when he

got the chance, 'an' he made a bet with a man I know

that if he couldn't beat the best man in Mooney's of

College Street with one hand strapped behind his back,

he'd leave Ireland there an' then.'

'An' what happened?* asked Mr Reddin. 'Did he kill

him? I bet he killed him/

"Well/ Frank went on, 'the place was packed with big

Kerry footballers an' not one of them under sixteen

stone. . . /

'An' all wantin' a row/ suggested Mr Reddin.

'. . . Well/ continued Frank, 'he called for a glass of

malt, downed it in one gulp, turned his glass upside down
on the counter, an' roared out for the best man in the

house. , . /

'Yes, yes/ said Mr Reddin excitedly, 'go on, go on/

'There was a terrible silence for a minute/ said Frank.

'An' what happened?' cried Mr Reddin, his voice quiver-

ing with emotion, 'what happened?*
'A mountain of a man/ said Frank, 'walked slowly up

the bar, draggin' two steam shovel arms that stretched to

his ankles an* duckin* his head every now an* then to avoid

the chandeliers. . . /

Mr Reddin's eyes nearly popped out of hi? head, and a

cold sweat broke out on Giggles's forehead as he pictured

himself as the 'Ragman* Jackson, and he asked hoarsely:

'What did he do, Frank?'

'I think I'm the best man/ said the 'Mountain*, 'what

d'ye want to make of it?
y

An, without a second thought the

'Ragman* took his right hand from his pocket, stretched

it around the 'Mountain's' shoulder, an* said: TLet you an*

me fight two of them/ and Frank shook with laughter.
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Giggles looked at Mr Reddin and a room full of stoney
silence looked at the rollicking story-teller, and he thought
it was time to be getting back to Kathleen; for some reason

he felt that this was the most embarrassing moment of his

life.

When the last of the neighbours had departed, Giggles
cut down a few more railings, and, when he had enough
to last the remainder of the night, he piled the fuel beside

the grate and sat by the roaring fire to await, with Mrs

Clancy, the arrival of her husband. There was no sound

in the house save the striking of Mrs Reddin's clock from

the bottom front and, when it struck three, a noise like

that of a mad bull loose among Mrs Clancy's furniture

came from the hall. She jumped to her feet and ran down
the stairs after Giggles, just in time to see a drunken

'Sailor' Clancy heaving the last of her goods into the

middle of Russell Street.

'Adulterer/ he screamed when he saw his wife and

Giggles, 'fornicator!
5

and, as he ran to beat his distraught

wife, Giggles, for the first time in his life, struck a resident

of Russell Street.
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Short Story

Nothing ever pleased Da more than to be able to stroll

through the city after work at a leisurely pace. It gave him

the feeling a bird must have when recently escaped from

a cage. There was no one watching him, and if anybody

was, they could stare all they liked, for the world of

evening belonged to him alone.

Walking along St Stephen's Green, Frank saw, by the

College of Surgeons clock, that it was as yet only twenty

minutes to five, and he was happy in the knowledge that

he had caught his employer for nearly half an hour-

blood from a stone, and something to boast about in the

Grafton Bar. The remark of the lady of the 'New Rich'-

as his employer scathingly referred to people who had not

been born into idleness - had made his day but sent Mr

Martin home in a state of nervous shock. Round and

round his mind he rolled the incident, until he had it

edited to his complete satisfaction, and he could hardly

wait to get into Sean FarreUy's pub for the telling:

'Full of the little tricks of a bloody oul lover of the
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upper class he is. With his, 'Mind the lady's carpet,

Behan/ or, 'Surely you know better than to whistle in a

lady's house, Behan/ or, The new rich are not like the

ones in my day with grand carriages and a houseful of

servants. Much too common. Even refer to their maids in

familiar terms.' He drew a mental picture of his audience

and began to tell them:

He was ladying and ladying out of him for nearly a

bloody week, without realizing that the 'lady' in question

had sprung from the ranks of stall-holders in Moore Street,

and was as sick of his fawnin' slavemanship as meself.

Well,' he waited until his dream-men had quite savoured

that bit, and went on:

'Matters came to a peak this mornin' when her "lady-

ship" came downstairs sufferin' from a sick head, which

was not helped any by the ugly fumes of Mister Martin's

paraffin oil paint. She had scarcely downed a large malt

when he began: "Does your ladyship mind if we smoke?"

Well, she gave the oul geezer such a look as would split

rocks an', d'ye know what she says? As true as Christ yeh'd

scarcely credit it. She ups an' looks at him out of the

corner of her eye an' says: "With all due respect, Mr
Martin. Her ladyship doesn't give a shite if yeh burst into

flames."
' He wondered if he should maybe substitute

another word for some members of the company, but,

having tried possible alternatives, decided such a move
would ruin his story.

His brother-in-law, Peader Kearney, was holding forth

to Tom Pugh and Farrelly, the publican, as Frank entered

the Grafton Bar.

'There yeh are, Peader,' said Frank.

'Yes/ replied Uncle Peader, It'd be funny if I wasn't.
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However, it'd take a lot of hellos to fill a pint.
Will yeh

have one -a pint, I mean?' Frank took the pipe from the

corner of his mouth and smiled:

1 knew a man took two an' nothin' happened to him;

yes, I'll chance it.' Sean Farrelly eased over the pint already

pulled, because Guinness has to be lying for the best result,

and said:

'Yeh'll be takin' no chance on my porter, Frank. Look

at that, eatin' an' drinkin' on it. Ever see a head on stout

the likes of that, eh? He nudged Tom Peader.

*A lovely collar/ said Peader, *yeh could damn near

put a tie on it. Yeh know, Sean, yeh'd sell a helluva lot

more drink if yeh filled up the glasses/

Ireland's own comedian/ said the publican good-

naturedly. 'Anyway, I don't care what yeh call me so

long's yeh don't call me too early in the mornin'. Amn't

I right, Frank?'

If yeh were workin' for the bastard I'm with yeh'd

dread the moment a mornin' ever began/ started Frank -

this was a good time to tell his story. *D'ye know what

happened today, Peader? It'll make yeh laugh. Wait'll

yeh hear . . /

'Hould on a minit/ said Uncle Peader, 1 just want to

finish what I was sayin' when yeh came in. But, a second,

that was on my round, wasn't it, Sean? What's the full

damage now?' Mr Farrelly did a quick tot on his fingers.

'Three yeh had altogether, an' a packet of Slainte

cigarettes. That's, let me see ... One an' six an' four-

pence . . . yeh, two bob all but a couple of clods. Eight?'

If yeh say so, Sean. Put it on the slate, will yeh?'

'I should have broken that slate years ago/ laughed the

owner.
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'Begod, yeh can break it this minit for me/ said Peader.

'Now, where was I?' he asked Mr Pugh.
'Yeh were on about why Irish writers leave home/

prompted Mr Pugh.
*Ah yes, well, it's like this. Do you think that people

like O'Casey and Joyce wouldn't rather live in Ireland

than abroad, but . . .'

'I don't know much about O'Casey's views on the

matter, but I know that Joyce wouldn't come back to live,

if Ireland was the last bit of land over the sea, too

bloody . . . / said Mr Pugh as the publican interrupted
him:

'Excuse me, Tom. Listen, Frank, I think that fella in

the public bar is hailin' yeh
- the drunken-lookin' chap in

the seaman's cap/
'Where?' asked Frank. 'Oh! Sweet Jesus! I'm ruined!

That fella was one of our neighbours till he moved out

to Kimmage an', to tell the truth, he's the reason I intend

to remain in Russell Street. . . /

He looked across to the befuddled Mr Clancy and

shouted pleasantly:

'There yeh are, Sailor. Why don't yeh join us?'

'Delighted/ replied Mr Clancy. 'How do I get round?'

'Oh, that's easy done/ said Frank. 'Lift up the counter

flap, Sean.'

Tf yeh say so/ said the publican. 'Come through this

way, sir. Mind yer head now.'

'Well, of all the bloody hypocrites/, said Uncle Peader,

'I thought yeh didn't want him near yeh?'

'Neither do I/ replied Frank, 'but I can hardly creep
down a hole. Anyway, manners cost very little other than

consideration for people/
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That's a new name for what we used to call hypocrisy,'

said Uncle Peader, and laughed loudly.

'Shut up, for Jesus sake/ pleaded Frank. 'D'ye want the

poor divil to hear yeh? ... Sit down there, Sailor. . . .

D'ye know the company? This is Tom Pugh . . /

'Pleased to meet yeh, Mister Pugh/ said Mr Clancy.

'And Kathleen's brother, Peader Kearney/ added Frank,

and Mr Clancy stared in almost dis-belief.

'Not the Peader Kearney? Not the one that wrote our

National Anthem? Well, little did I know when steppin'

from that boat after a journey on the stormy ocean, little

did I know the great thing that was in store for me. Oh,

this calls for more than plain porter. Whiskey, gents!

whiskey all round . . . 'Til sing yeh a song a so-h-iljerhers

song". . . .'

Uncle Peader shifted on one leg to a stool which he

pulled behind him without looking and put up his arm

in protest.

'Ah, now, really, Mr Clancy. There's no need, you know.

Anyway, it's my shout/

Mr Clancy refused to hear of it and said that for all

the time he had spent on the raging surf he wanted to

make amends.

'It's not every day a man gets the chance of buyin' a

wet for such as yourself, Mr Kearney, sir. An' you after

writin
f
such a bloody fine song. A grand tune, sir, if yeh

don't mind me sayin' so/

'Oh, not in the least, Mr Clancy. But I didn't write the

tune - just the words/

'An' what matter? Did a bird ever fly on one wing?

What would an oul tune be without words? Begod, we'd

be all in a quare state if a fella was to perform on the paper
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an' comb everytiine someone as'ed him for a song,
wouldn't we now? 7 That was one way of looking at it,

said someone in the company, but didn't Mister C. think

the party might be on its ear if balls of malt - large balls

of malt - continued to come their way from now until

closing time. Besides, was Mister C. home yet? Would it

not be a good idea to have his dinner and come back later,

because an empty sack won't stand nor a full one bend.

To suppose his wife had the dinner lying over a pot of

water on the gas, and it as chipped up round the edges as

bedamned. Wouldn't she maybe sit worrying?
Her worry! Oh, but that's the rock yeh'll all perish on

if yis think a wife'll worry about what the hell yis do. But

not me! Oh no! Not Sailor Clancy! I've a cure for the

worst of them. Tonight when I get home in the early
hours of the mornin', I'll as' for me dinner, an' if it's

not ready I'll kick up murder, though on the other hand
if it is,

4

I'll just refuse to eat it. I'll show her. Begod, I'll

show her.'

Uncle Peader glanced at Mr Pugh's glance which Frank

tried to avoid for the sake of a straight face. The three of

them, silent for a moment, started to speak together and
left it to the other, which meant a silence heard by all

but Mr Clancy, who kept up a continual mumble of: 'A

so-hi~je-hers so-hong' . . . damn fine song ... be nothin'

without the words,' until Frank obliged:
Tell have yer work cut out gettin' home to Kimmage,

Sailor.' Mr Clancy tried to make sure if Frank was talk-

ing to him.

'Kimmage, Frank? Me? Begod, I packed up that lark

after a week. Have yeh any idea of the cold in that place?

My God ! The climate. An' then the gang as are livin' there !

'
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'Are they bad then?' Frank asked.

'Bad? Are they bad, is it? D'ye know what I'm goin' to

tell yeh? If any of that crowd pay their rent two weeks

runnin', the polis is up to know where they got it. An' of

course, that's not the worst of it/

'No?'

'Not by half. There's the idolaters . . .'

'Idolaters?'

'That's right ... a fancy name for fancy men who sleeps

with other people's wives. Oh, I'd me share of them/

'No!'

'But yes!' Mr Clancy sobbed drunkenly, and, with a

brave effort, pulled himself together the way a man does.

'Yis don't know the half of it. Two days after we moved

out I taxed her about the fella next door givin' her signals

on the lavatory chain, an' d'ye know the excuse she gave

me, Frank?'

T couldn't say/

'She said maybe he was flushin' his bowl! Now I as'

yeh ... Is there any green in that eye? But I didn't con-

demn her outright, ah no, fair is fair, an' I was always one

for givin' a person a fair hunt. Isn't that right, Frank?

As' him, gents. As' him, am I tellin' a lie? He should

know . . . neighbours for years. Would I or would I not,

Frank Behan, give my woman, that I took in holy wed-

lock, a fair hunt? Up straight now!'

Without hesitation Frank said he was sure Mr Clancy

would be a honest judge.

'Well, I said I'd say nothin' more about the matter. So,

off I went to work an' came home about three the followin
5

mornin' an' got into bed without switchin' on the light.

Then I did what I had to do. An' when I was finished, I
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up an' hits her a clout. "I knew it," said I. "Yeh thought
it was him from next door, didn't yeh?" Sure how could

she know it was me an' it pitch dark?'

Uncle Peader gave a wild whoop and ran into the public

house lavatory, leaving Mr Clancy to stare after him in

astonishment.

'A bit odd? Isn't he, Frank? . . . Yer brother-in-law, I

mean,' said Mr Clancy. 'Did yeh hear the great hee-ha of

him an' he rushin' down to the toilet. Still, I suppose all

great men are a bit quare with thinkin' an' readin' them

big thick books with the hard covers.' Frank put his hand

over his mouth and bit hard on the stem of his pipe.

'I don't know, Sailor. Maybe he couldn't help it.'

'I was near doing the same thing meself,' said Mr

Pugh.
'Yeh were?' asked Mr Clancy. 'Oh, yeh'd want to watch

that, I had a brother one time . . . still here's Mister K.

cornin' back, an' I wouldn't like him to hear what I was

going to tell us ... there yeh are, sir ... we all have to

go to that place some time . . . the way the publican
makes his money, buy it here, pour it back out there.*

And all laughed politely, forcedly, as Mr Clancy went

himself.

In the namea God, Frank/ began Uncle Peader, 'how

did yeh stick a lifetime with the likes of that?'

Isn't that the way I didn't want to stir to them new

houses. But listen, I was goin' to tell yeh what the lady
said to oul Martin today. . . .'

'Ah, not now,' said Uncle Peader, 'an' not here. I want

to be gone out of this before yer friend gets back. Look,

meself an' Tom'll go over as far as Neary's, and when yeh

get shut of yer friend, follow on after. Eight?'
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'Well, I suppose I'm as right as I ever will be. O.K. then.

Ill see yis there in about half an hour/

Frank waited a little while talking to Mr Farrelly and

paying his weekly bill, and when there was no sign of Mr

Clancy returning from the lavatory he decided to go down

and see if everything was all right.

'Never know how a drunken man can hurt himself,

Sean.' But when he reached the spot where Mr Clancy

should have been standing, all that was left of the seaman

was a heap of badly digested food floating in a pool of

stale whiskey. Mr Clancy must have left by the side door,

because sailors don't like to be sick in company. 'Ah, the

poor devil. I hope he gets home O.K.' He wouldn't stay

long in Neary's himself, because Kathleen would be wait-

ing on the few shillings.

Slowly Frank made his unsteady way across Mountjoy

Square, aware of having lost control over his lower lip.
As

he approached the comer of Fitzgibbon Street be paused

to fill his pipe, lit it and then stuck it in the corner of his

mouth to prevent his jaws sagging. A small cart passed,

laden heavily with the scraps of furniture of a Kimmage-
bound family. 'Poor bastards,' he thought. 'Don't know

what they're in for/

They had enjoyed themselves in Neary's at Mr Clancy's

expense, and while the incident had stimulated the com-

pany, he felt somewhat guilty that 'poor oul Sailor' should

have been the butt of their humour. Many a time in Gill's

he had felt quite at home in a whole swarm of Mr Clancys,

and it made him fed that diversion can be gained cruelly

and with social brutality.

But he had more to worry him now. He hadn't meant

to stay so long in the pub, but that bloody Kearney can
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be such sport, the best of sport betimes. That story he told

me about asking Kathleen could she see Catherine's

Church when they were outside its very gates an' him

going to tell her the history of it: 'D'ye see that place in

there, Kathleen . . . ?'

'Yes, Peader, can you not?'

Naive, he says she is. Little does he know, taking the

piss more likely.

Begod, shell be rightly up in arms. Lookin' at me over

the knittin' an' glowerin'. If only she'd say somethin' an'

not carry on this bloody awful silence. Why the hell

couldn't she be like other women an' call him all the

drunken bastards. No. "Yer dinner's there. Ruined.' Not

another word. He'd have to remember not to pick up any
of the kids - that act doesn't cut any ice since he put
one down on a roasting gas-ring. . . . 'Poor chiseller bears

the mark on his arse to this day.'

He'd say nothing. Just go to bed. No, she'd say he was

too drunk to eat. Who''s drunk? God, the thanks a man

gets for workin' late ! He felt a growing hostility to what

would be Kathleen's attitude, and for a moment he wished

he could see her with a drink some time. He didn't

approve of women drinking . . . something must go short.

Still, if only at times like these.

What time is it? Was it closing time when he left

Neary's? Or did they go back to Farrelly's? Yes. No. I

wonder. He cursed a motorist who didn't anticipate his

next drunken move on to the North Circular. 'Bastards!

Never look where people are goinV
He passed Gill's, which was lit up and fully open. . . .

Singing at the tops of their voices . . . 'I might as well be

hung for a sheep as a lamb. . . . Still, better tell her where
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I am.' He directed himself towards number fourteen and

looked down the area.

'Kathleen!' he called, Tm just goln' as far as Gill's, in

case yer lookin' for me. Kathleen! Are yeh listenln'?

Jasez, they must be all deaf. Not a light to be seen. Sure

they'd hardly be in bed yet/ He groped his way through
the hall and down the back stairs, tripping over an empty
tea-chest as he fumbled on the wall for the kitchen

door.

'The cursea Jasez on it. There's a place to leave a thing

like that! Kathleen! Can yeh hear me? Are yis all deaf

or what?' He found a handle and the door attached to it

swung open on a completely bare room.

'Yoo-hoo, Kits . . . that's funny . . . never noticed that

echo before . . . what in the namea God was I drinkin'

tonight? . . . Well, of all the bloody . . . where's all the

furniture? What . . . ? Am I in the right house at all . . . ?

Begod, that's a bad-lookin' hole in the wall where the

dresser should be, someone'd want to mend that. ... Is

that someone on the stairs? . . . Mrs Reddin! Mrs Reddin!

Have yeh seen an'thin' of Kathleen an' the kids? . . .

They've gone where? . . . Kimmage? Where's that? . . .

Ah, go to God!'

In Gill's they all knew how Frank felt and tried to keep

his heart up with stories of people who had done well out

there. If he took their advice, he'd let everyone sleep in

the same room until they got used to the idea of being

alone. Oh yes, he'd own the top of the house as well. Of

course there'd always be a welcome for Frank whenever

he - or his - chose to visit his ould neighbours.

Trouble, Giggles? I'll say I'm in trouble, with the

whole family gone to Siberia. Oh, yeh heard? Everyone
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heard but me. Did I know? Of course I didn't know. D'ye
think I'd come all the way home to Russell Street, if I

knew me family was in Kimmage?'

"Sympathy, Frank. Yer in need of everybody's sym-

pathy.'

If yeh ask me/ said Mrs Reddin, 'he's more in need of

a map an' compass.' To which remark every decent person
took exception, seen's the sad time was in it.

Mr Devoy felt upset that never again would the neigh-
bours hear Mrs Behan's voice coming over the basement

as she sang her patriotic songs while washing in the front

window. Whether she was down or up, Mrs Behan always
had a bar to give the company, always singing, always

gay. And he was sure they knew that Mrs Behan had her

own share of worry, but she never troubled anyone else

with it. Yes, he'd have a glass of malt if Mr Behan twisted

his arm. And there's the kids, them singing too, and read-

ing book after book from the library in Charleville Mall.

Of course there were them who didn't agree that books

like such and such had seen in Mr Behan's kitchen should

be read by children, but Mr Devoy had always held that

to live and let live was good for making better neighbours.
After all, there's clergymen paid to do work the likes of

what some people took on themselves. And the other

fellow - whose name would not be mentioned - who said,

when he saw Mrs Carroll's ass dragging that big pile of

waving and wagging furniture, that the Behans were

throwing in the sponge, well, Mr Devoy would leave him
to God, but it gave him real pleasure to think himself a

friend of such a brave family as are not afraid to do or

die on the lonely trail, that the new world might be made
safe for others. And he said to himself: There's stock for
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yeh, Giggles, Mr Behan's stock pioneering in the waste-

lands!'

Troud to* have known yeh, Frank, shake! Put it right

there, me oul segotia!'

Because Mr Devoy insisted on keeping his heart up
with 'Nellie Dean', Frank didn't get a chance to tell the

story of the lady and the boss, and, anyway, he wasn't too

sure if this was the time for such words, 'folk are some-

times touchy, if other people use them'.

Mr Gill said Frank would have to be making tracks for

the last tram to Dolphin's Barn, which was the nearest

point to his new country, and handed Da a slip of paper

upon which was written in Ma's hand: '70, Kildare Road,

Kimmage.'
'Yeh'd better take somethin' in a small bottle for the

road/ said Mr Gill. 'Not at all, Frank/ he objected, as

Frank made to pay. 'On the house, oul son. Mind yerself

now.'

Walking up Fitzgibbon Street he had more drink in

him than when he had walked down a short time ago,

and yet he felt fairly sober. Someone called his name, and

when he turned, it was as though the two old ladies were

back in the window, but it was really only a red Corpora-

tion notice proclaiming: 'Dangerous Building, Stand

Clear!'

'Good-bye, neighbour/ And the drink tears were heavy
in Mr Devoy's eyes as he added: 'Don't forget to write!'
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The Christian and my Brother

Despite worries over the I.R.A., the Blueshirts and his

economic war with Britain, DeValera stuck to the problem
of razing the filth-ridden tenements of Dublin, like a

terrier to a rat. Slum clearance took precedence over every-

thing else, and before long Dev was winning. Housing
estates mushroomed, and people who had hardly seen

land, except when visiting the Phoenix Park or Glasnevin

Cemetery, actually found themselves in charge of some -

not much, certainly, but at least enough to prove that the

stuff exists.

Because architects would not believe that even 'bloody

workers' can appreciate beauty, the first houses in Kim-

mage were badly designed -in fact, the second houses

were badly designed, and the third and fourth. Thirty
feet in height

- from roof to foundation - the two storeys

comprised bathroom/lavatory, two bedrooms on top,

kitchen and other room underneath. There was a thing
called the garden at front and back, and rumour had it

that if you flattened out the clay and threw what were
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called lawn seeds -the bits of hay horses don't eat-

around, you'd get grass. Frank learned how, if you left it

alone, you'd get weeds as well, which was a very interest-

ing discovery for a man who had never studied the land

question.

It didn't take him very long to settle down to the idea

of living in Kimmage, and after some little time he got

quite used to the idea of delaying as long as possible in

town. When he was home, there were of course the usual

things to be done, decorating and giving Rory directions

on- liow best to tackle a thing. 'You mustn't write on the

wall, son, for when Rory comes to paint them he'll have

a terrible job blottin' pencil-marks out,' or: 'That's not the

way to hold a hammer, Kathleen, straight above your
head, girl,

so as to miss your fingers -yes, I know that

lino-laying is a man's job and yeh should've got a man to

lay it, however, do the best yeh can, girl, yeh can do no

more than that.'

For a long time I scratched my head, wondering what

it was that the man with the little cart was unloading in

the back yard. He was an evil-smelling old gentleman, and

I felt sure that he must have been an attendant in one of

the public lavatories. Sullen, too, with an accent that

nobody in Russell Street ever had -
except maybe the

country woman, Mrs Runo. Of course I'd have to get used

to the idea of living in the country, they were a different

type of folk out there. But he was surly. As surly as a

bloody pig -I heard Da say that. Every time I made to

ask him something, he'd growl: *On with yeh now, an'

let me on with me work.' And Ma didn't make things any
easier by telling him: If that fella is pesterin' yeh, mister,

send him in.' Right under the back window he piled the
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stuff and the house was reeking from top to bottom. Still,

there must be some sense to it, though I'd have to wait

till Da came home if I was to know the reason.

Da was in early that night, and Ma said that he must

have missed all the angels. It's a funny thing, but I've

never met an angel in my life, and Da meets them five or

six times a week - maybe when I get a bit older - after

all, Fm only eight an' three-quarters.

'Hello, Domino.' He always calls me that - it's short for

Dominic.

'Hello, Da, have yeh e'r a minit? I want to know what

the old man has been puttin* in the . . .'

'Not yet, sundown, waitll I get somethin' under me
belt before I help yeh with yer exercise.' I don't want him
for that at all.

There yeh are, Kits,' he says to Ma.

'Hello, darling. Yer just in time for a nice bit of coddle.'

Ma always says 'darling' when he's in early.

'Good girl.
. . . Sweet Jesus! That's a terrible smell.

Seems the drains are away. Well, begod, wouldn't that

drive yeh potty, payin' good money for a house with bad

sewage. Remind me to get on to the Corporation about

this.'

'About what?' Ma always asks things like that, even

though I know she knows what he is talkin' about - does

it to annoy him, I think.

'About the drains, of course. No, on second thoughts I'll

have a go meself . Might die of fever before them fellas

get round. Have yeh got a bit of wire?'

'What would I be doin' with a bit of wire?' Did he ask

her any question that'd get an answer like that?

'I didn't ask yeh what yeh might be doin' with a bit of
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wire. It's just that I want to clear the shore with some-

thin'/ Quite right too.

'How d'ye know the shore needs clearin'?' A good ques-

tion, considerin' she knows bloody well what we know (got

into a row for usin' that word yesterday, 'bloody').

'D'ye think I can't smell a shore that needs clearin'?

Christ Almighty, woman, where's yer nose?' There's a row

brewin' here as sure as my name's Dominic V. Behan - 1

put in the 'V last week when I wrote that poem about our

move to Kimmage. Quiet as a mouse, that's the thing.

Let them forget I'm here, an* they'll go on as if I wasn't.

If yeh think it needs clearin', there's a spade behind

the coal-house door.'

*A what?' He's not sure if he heard right- he hopes.

'A spade. To dig the garden.' Try an' get out of this,

Da.

'D'ye mean that land around the house? I'd be prose-

cuted, girl.
Sure that's Corporation property. I'll see what

I can do about gettin' permission, though -I've a friend

in the department was in jail
with me.' Well, if he hasn't

got a neck like a jockey's . . . mustn't say that word.

'Permission to dig yer own ground! D'ye take me for

a fool or what? Get outa that, man, who d'ye think yer

talkin' to?' He's beaten. Coin* to the back door for the

shore -must remember that rhyme. Lord, I can hardly

wait to see his face when he opens it.

'Oh, Mother of the Divine God, look, Kathleen. Look

what some dirty savage has dumped outside our back

door.'

'Dumped nothin'. I bought that for the garden this

mornin* from a man that owns horses/

Teh what! Yeh bought shite! Sweet Jesus, woman, are
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yeh goin' round the bend?'

We almost missed the smell when Seamus did get to

spreading it over the un-tilled ground. And the neighbours

laughed heartily at the height our weeds grew to. But the

laugh was on the other side of their faces when they saw

the result of a heavy wind and a few of the bits of pollen

from the anthers of our crop on their gardens. Their

chuckles became curses, and soon they were saying that

it was families like the Behans who were responsible for

lowering the 'tone
5

of the neighbourhood.
When the city lighting department put up street lamps,

Kiminage lost a good deal of its wild look, but it wasn't

until each road bore its own name proudly on a little green

plate that the scheme ceased to be a jungle. Coming and

going was now no longer a raffle, and we could even

depend on visitors finding their way.
Then one day they opened a Catholic chapel, which was

quickly followed by a pub, a block of shops and eventually
a school. The school went up last because there was no

profit in it.

We'd lose the excitement of going to William Street in

the 'Halfpenny bus', of flying through the town in a

motor-coach, but for that again who could say what the

new one would be like? After all, we'd have men to teach

us, and we were now at an age when it's sissy to go to a

class conducted by women. And yet I felt in my heart

that Fd live to regret the day I forsook the little red-

bricked Sisters of Charity school for the awful concrete

prison conducted by the Irish Christian Brothers.

My fears were not unfounded, and we soon learned

that the methods employed by the 'Brothers' were not to

be compared to the kind, patient ways of Sister Monica
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and Sister Ita, and though Brother McKeen - the superior
- was a man of immense personal charm and intelligence,

I soon found that his attitude to education was a rare

exception to the rule of teaching through brute force.

I even lost my taste for the school singing class, be-

cause I didn't see anything to sing about when you got a

leather strap over your knuckles for missing a beat in a

tune.

'Today there will be a collection for the black babies,

and every boy who contributes something to the Mission

will be in a way able to do something to save a little

African soul for God.' That notice was always on the

board over the map of Ireland and every Monday the

brother accused me of spending my contribution on

sweets, still I wouldn't tell him that Ma didn't approve
of black baby collections, but now this morning there was

another notice up, one which talked about little Catholic

Spain, and selling raffle tickets to help the fight against
Communism. I knew what Ma thought about that, and if

I was going to avoid an extra hiding each week, I'd just

have to sell them on the quiet, which I did until I heard

an argument between Ma and Brendan after she had

burned a letter which would have brought him to Spain
to fight against General Franco. She was bitterly opposed
to General Franco, but she thought that her son was far

too young to be risking his life out there. When I heard

what the real issue was in Spain, I felt very ashamed of

the little green tickets I had hawked from door to door for

Brother Barclay and Canon Hickey, and I decided that at

any rate a beating wouldn't kill me, though it could be

very painful for a while.

A feeling of panic gripped me when Brother Barclay
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called on us to hand up our stubs and money. Three or

four times he called my name before I gathered sufficient

courage to answer.

'Beacain! An bfuill to baibhair?' 'Behan! Are you
deaf?'

'Ni ta a bratair/ 'No, brother/

'Ca bfuill na ticeadi 's n'airegead?' 'Where are your
tickets and money?' The golden rule of the 'brothers' was

compulsory teaching through Irish and no subject could

be learned through any other language
-
except the Latin

mass. I was much too distraught to carry on in a language
which I had not been reared to and I was forced to speak
in English, which infuriated him still further, since he

was from the bog and knew the other better, I think.

'Cad el' 'What I' He rose from his desk abruptly, and

came to his full six feet. He looked the picture of a giant
-

a raging giant doing his best to control a wicked temper.

'Right, sir. Since you haven't enough brains to speak your
own language, we'll go on in that of the stranger. Where
are your tickets and money?'

'I threw the stubs away and gave the money to Mr
ScanJon, sir/

Brother Barclay's under-lip jutted out and his upper set

ground into the bottom back, and the front was evened

ivory. His jaws swollen, his hands gripped, top and

bottom, the leather strap, which most of the order carried

to mete out corporal punishment.
I read 'Peace to' on his left, and 'On Earth' on his right,

but I knew that in front of the obscured part of the quota-
tion his steel eyes were commanding me to look him

straight in the face. I thought of the boy in Artano school

who had been crippled by these people, and the little boy
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who would never walk again as a result of jumping, terror-

stricken, from a window of this very building, and I felt

weak. He lost the city accent he had acquired since leav-

ing the bog and lapsed into his native jargon, rolled

vowels and spat out consonants.

'C'mon, Behan! Up here, yeh little guttersnipe cheat/

Maybe I should have made excuses, said I lost the money,
that it was stolen from me. It was too late now, and the

walk from my desk to the front of the class-room seemed

too far and tiring and not far enough. By a twisted ear he

held me to face my school-mates.

'Here, you see a typical product of slum environment.

This is the sort of animal which led District Justice

McCarthy to remark that "nothing good comes out of

Kimmage". Doesn't it make yeh wonder what sort of evil

parents reared a little thief like this? What sort of books

his father reads and what sort of books he's allowed to

read himself? Last week I cautioned him about having

lines in his composition from that Russian blackguard,

Tolstoy, and warned him how such an anti-Christ would

make him a servant of Satan's. Was I wrong? Look at the

result. He steals the Pope's money and says he gave it to

a Mr Scanlonl Look at his dirty little snivelling puss. Mr
Scanlon! Well, I have information for this little wretch.

There is no Mr Scanlon with authority to collect in this

school for the Catholic forces in Spain. Now, sir. And if

you as much as suggest there is, 111 tan the hide off yeh.

Answer me, sir, isn't this man a figment of yer imagina-

tion? Quickly!'

'No, sir. He's not. He's collecting for the other side-

the Republicans/
I hadn't expected him to go as white as this. He was
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almost out of his mind with temper, and in a moment I

knew he would wrench the ear from my head, but,

happily, he had to let go in order to beat me around my
bare legs with his leather. As he screamed hysterically I

felt I must be in the grip of a madman, and I prayed that

someone would open the door and save me. With relief I

saw the familiar figure of Canon Hickey enter behind

Brother Barclay's back - a strict man, but I knew a servant

of God would be fair. Without stopping the punishment,
Brother Barclay went on to explain to our parish priest

how I had given the money of the school to aid the forces

of Satan, and Canon Mickey's face twisted into a pained

contempt, as, in between strokes, he told me to beg the

forgiveness of every priest murdered and every nun raped

by the Reds in Spain.

When Brother Barclay's right hand tired, the priest

held me so that the left one could be put to use, and in

a moment my legs felt as though someone had cut through
them with a saw-edged blade. Though as yet the only
blow I got about my face was when the brother's hand

slipped accidentally, he was now past caring, and, as my
knees buckled, I saw the leather coming straight down
on the side of my head and I fell limp in his arms. Slowly
his voice came again, as though through a wall, but I

must be confused, for it was coming from Canon Hickey's
face - the two voices were the same now.

'You will go home, and get that money wherever you
like. But, mark this, if it's not in my hands tomorrow

morning, you will be expelled from the school and your

family's name read from the pulpit on Sunday.'

Dazed, I walked through the long empty corridors and

out on to the road. I thought of the savage Canon and
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tried to compare Mm with Spencer Tracy in the Boy's
Town films -big, handsome Father OTlanagan, who'd
take off his dog collar to the toughest, in the interest of

mis-understood youth. There was no such thing as a bad

boy'
- that's what the American priest had told an Ameri-

can judge. Well, maybe that's how it is in Hollywood, but
I swore if ever I saw Father Hickey in the same predica-
ment, it's with the other side I'd be.

A group of boys knelt on the corner of Kildare Road

playing marbles, and, in case they didn't notice my
bruises, I went over and asked the time, making sure to

stick my injured bit right under their noses, but they
weren't impressed.

'Go away, scabby head, and get yerself a sulphur bath/

Nothing daunted, I ran what I thought was a safe distance

and shouted abuse at them, but, unfortunately, they must
have been better runners than I, for they caught me and
didn't take long about bruising my other ear. I was in a

right old state, for, however Brother Barclay had treated

me, I was twice as bad now, with a black eye and torn

coat into the bargain. Still, I wasn't sorry, for when Da
saw the condition of me he would be sure to take me from
the Christian Brothers and back to the kindly nuns of

William Street.

At our garden gate, Rory, my eldest brother, was just

stepping from his red sports bike - the one with the glass
'diamonds' in the rubber handle-bar grips. His broad grin
faded as he bent to examine my war wounds.

'Lord Almighty, son, you've been in a right mill-

haven't I told yeh before, never to lead with yer head?'

1 wasn't in a scrap, the brother did it/ I said bitterly.

The brother did that?' He looked closely into my face
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and concluded I was not lying. Well, the ignorant

bastard! Here, get up on the bike.'

'What are yeh goin' to do, Rory? If yeh go up there

now, he'll only make it worse on me tomorrow/

'Will he, then? Well see about that.' He lifted me on

to the crossbar of the bicycle and as his body crouched

over me to grip the low handle-bars, I explained all that

had happened
-
leaving out my tussle with the kids on

the corner.

Furiously he pedalled, as though the wheels were much
too slow for the urgency of his mission, and in a little

while we pulled up outside the door of the house adjoin-

ing the school, where the brother lived. The entrance gate

was locked, but through the bars I could see Brother

Barclay walking with his Prayer Book open and I nudged

Rory.
That's him. That's Barclay. The fella with the red

face.'

Rory called to him and he came slowly to the gate.

'Yeh want something?'
'Did you do that?' asked Rory, pointing to my face. The

country teacher tried to smile.

'Well, yeh see, Mr Er . . . There's a sort of story attached

to it.'

'Yeh dirty ignorant bog bastard 1 In the namea Jesus,

what way is that to treat a child not even nine years of

age!'

'But yeh don't understand what he did ... I mean . . .'

stammered Barclay.

'I only understand that yeh wouldn't have guts enough
to fight yer match, yeh swine. Be the livin' Jasez if I could

get one dig at yeh !

'
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'Mind yer language now, remember where yeh are.

This is God's house/

If I got yeh from behind that gate, I'd God yeh/
Brother Barclay buried his head in his Bible and hurried

around the back of his house while Rory shouted after

him:

"Just let me hear of one of yeh layin' yer hands on a

brother of mine again an' 111 come up to this lousy kip
an' be the crucified Christ do for yeh 1 ... Come on home
outa this. The smell of cow-shite of that country bastard

is- enough to turn me stomach/

We sat down to tea, and Rory, still fierce with rage, was

the biggest and best brother in the world.

When Da heard, he was fit to be tied. He stormed about

the Christian Brothers, cursed the collections for Franco

and swore he'd go to see his friend the police super-

intendent that was in prison with him. About fourteen

times I repeated my story in detail for him, and before

going to bed I had to promise to be able to re-tell the

whole thing on the morrow.

I couldn't sleep and nudged Seamus to explain all that

was going to happen to Barclay when Da saw the super-

intendent.

'Don't be stupid/ he growled, 'nothin'll happen. Da

probably doesn't know anyone at all/ I was amazed.

'Didn't yeh hear him?' I asked. 'He said he'd deal with

it first thing tomorrow morninY

'Of course I heard Mm. It'd be hard not to hear him,

an' he shoutin' like a bull with a stomach full of whiskey.

Did yeh not see Ma makin' signs behind his back, tellin'

yeh to pay no attention? Go to sleep, for God's sake/

How Seamus could sit there in bed thinking things like
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that about Da, I couldn't understand. But I said a prayer
for him, all the same - not the ones yeh get from the

Prayer Book in school, I had my own special brand which

went God bless everybody, Ma, Da, Rory, Sean, and so on

right through all our relations, so that by the time I came
to my dead grandfathers I was asleep, kinda like countin'

sheep with two legs.

I was first up and had the water boiling for Da's shave

when he came down the following morning, but I was a

little surprised to see him not in his Sunday blue, but still

with his working clothes on.

'Begod, you're up with the lark/ he said. 'Did the bees

wake yeh?'
As if he didn't know. A terrible man for joking.

'I put the water on for yer shave, Da/

Teh what! This isn't Sunday, is it? Still, never mind,

just stick an egg in it. I'm a bit late this mornin', cos yer
mother's not well.'

My God! He was serious! But it wasn't till he had

finished his egg and splashed some water on his face that

I was sure he was going to work. He put on his coat and

went into the hall to shout: 'Bye, Kits!' to Ma upstairs,

and I made one last desperate effort to jolt his memory.
'Are yeh forgettin' anythin', Da?' He stood for a

moment, puzzled.

'Forgettin' an'thin'?' he asked. 'What would I be forget-
tin'? I have me bread an' beef here, an' there's me milk

an' tea-can in me inside pocket. No. I'm not forgettin'

an'thin'. . . . Oh, Of course. Yeh did right to remind me/
And I felt relief, but short-lived as his hand went into his

trousers pocket and came up with a penny. 'Here/ he

cried, 'catch/ and as the copper coin rolled across the hall,
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he shook his head sadly and muttered: *Ah, yehll want

to do better than that, if yer to play in an All Ireland/

A smile, and he was gone whistling down the road. The
oul bastard hadn't remembered a single thing about last

night.
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Me Quid Alarum Clock

When first I went to London in the year of '39

The city looked so wonderful the girls
were so divine,

But the coppers got suspicious and soon gave me
the knock,

I was charged with being the owner of an' ould alarum

clock/

On his own in Kimmage, Frank had to find every week

ten shillings and fourpence for the Corporation rent col-

lector. This was a sixth of his total wage
- when he was

working
- and, if there was a falling off in work, he was

in a far worse position than he had been in Russell Street.

'There was no Chris English to fall back on, to owe rent

to, and once the last pawnable offering was irretrievably

behind Kilbride's counter there was little anyone could

do but cut a rather thread-worn cloth to fit a ravenous

measure. True, the good nuns were handing out what they
called Tenny dinners', but you still had to have at least

two half-pennies to pay for them - and even at that, a mug
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of soup with a few vegetables floating around didn't go

very far among six children and two adults.

In 1938 his share of employment came to less than six

months - which was exactly half a year more than a good

many of the total registered working population of the

Green Isle. The National Unemployed Workers marches

were in full swing, carrying black coffins through the

streets, and lying down in front of traffic - civil dis-

obedience on a nation-wide scale - that their terrible plight

might be spotlighted and remedied. 'Big' Jim Larkin, who

had fought the employers in 1913, forced them to change
their method of selecting workers on the docks, brought

independence to thousands of transport workers and ended

the scandalous system of paying workers in public houses,

was once again in the forefront of a huge struggle for a

new deal.

They would not be fighting on their own, he told the

idle men, for back-to-back would be the whole weight of

organized trades unionism, working men would walk

erect, with the dignity of a class that had been gravely

wronged, but would shortly redress the damage. And as

he spoke, it seemed as though the empty flag of idealism

would flutter - un-noticed, at last. He gave a new mean-

ing to Christianity when he decided to fight his cleric

critics with their own cannons -a Bible and a plea for a

true brotherhood of men. When they accused him of being
a red menace, he threw back the suggestion that they were

un-Christian, but it was in Larkin's mouth more than a sug-

gestion, it was an indictment of the Christian soldiers who

were prepared to stand by and see the children of Christ

starve. He would show the real way to Ireland a nation,

and the government didn't like the idea of that at all.
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To the employers, Larkin's plan was obvious. He would

attempt to organize the people north and south of the

border on purely economic grounds, and on both sides of

the partitioned country the employers knew that such a

unity would constitute a grave threat to their interests.

They wanted a division, thrived on dis-unity. In the

mentality of men who thought they were thinking about

Orange bastards and Papish swine they held a weapon of

no mean calibre. If Larkin revised that line of thought,
then the ball of Chauvinism would be out of the park.

For a while they concentrated not on the unemployed
workers, but on their teacher. He was a son of Satan; a

red menace whose son has been educated at Lenin College,

Moscow; he was a gangster, said Davy Frame, the Steel-

Miller, and worse than that he was an English one. Larkin

replied by telling the people how Mr Frame was left by
Saint Peter at the pearly gates while the Saint checked his

credentials, only to find that on his return, Mr Frame was

gone
- and so were the gates.

Larkin was vitriolic, and his capacity for replying to

abuse knew no bounds. He would dig up the background
of his adversaries' seed, breed and generation, so that, after

a little while the anti-Larkin leaflets bore no imprint, not

even that of the Federation of Irish Manufacturers. Like

Jesus Christ, he stood on platforms all over Ireland, and

Jesus Christ Himself would have been hard set to compete
with the Liverpool docker for the affections of the Irish

people.

De Valera didn't give in to the mighty wave of popular

protest at once. First, there were the baton charges and

imprisonments, and when repression failed, the govern-
ment introduced the most extraordinary relief measures.
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You dig a hole, Jack, and Tommy will fill it in. Young
men were ordered to cut peat on the bogs of Ireland at

niggardly wages or have even their meagre dole suspended.
Trades unionism among the turf workers was banned and

their living conditions deplorable. The suggestion of the

Irish humorist, Myles na-Gapailinn, that 'we must re-

peat the bogs', was as sensible as any of De Valera's crazy
schemes; and Oliver St John Gogarty would have laughed
Dev's 'hair-shirt' policy to ridicule had Hitler and Cham-
berlain not agreed to dis-agree.

I was sitting in a barber's chair when the news came
over the wireless, and oul Macken nearly removed my
scalp with his clippers.

f

l knew it!' he told himself aloud, 'all ready to go for

me first holiday in years to the Isle of Man, and this has

to happen. They couldn't even wait a bloody fortnight P

From now on everyone with a strange accent was looked

on with suspicion, for German and British spies were

everywhere
- or so folk imagined. So it was that we had

very little to do with Mr Jolly, the neighbour from next

door who came from some foreign country called Leeds.

'Never could trust a fella that doesn't take a drink,' said

Mr Dowler, who was our newspaper-seller. 'People like

that is always up to some other villainy. How do we know
he's not out at night shining torches in the sky for us to

be bombed?'

'But what good would it do him or anyone else to shine

anything from a country that has no black-out?' asked

Da. But everybody knew that Da was only trying to make
excuses for Mr Jolly, and before very long even Da was

a little of the impression that, if the Englishman wasn't

a spy, why was he here and his country at war. The British
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Army were asking the same question, and would also have

liked Mr Jolly to give them some information as to the

mysterious disappearance of 57,000 khaki overcoats - but

how could our neighbours possibly know that? But Ma
used to talk to him, and they got on quite well together
over the garden fence. 'Good morning, nice afternoon/

And then one day she had a long conversation, the result

of which nearly gave Da blood pressure.

'Mr Jolly has suggested planting potatoes in our garden
and splitting the crop evenly, Frank/ Poor Da nearly

jumped out of his skin.

'What!' he cried. 'Where the hell is yer patriotism, girl?

We've been fighting for an eternity to get the English out

of this country an' yeh want to hand out our little bit of

ground without a murmur. Begod, I'd see it concreted

first!

He was fuming, simply fuming, besides, he hadn't so

much as the price of a pint. But when Ma explained that

Mr Jolly would dig the garden, plant the spuds, weed the

drills and then lift them when the time came, he gradually
softened and was less bitter to the idea.

*Yeh know, Kits/ he said, 'maybe I spoke in haste. After

all, what's the use of raking up oul sores? I'll show them

English that if the Irish can't ever forgive, at least they'll

have a bloody good go at forgettin'. Tell him he can start

ploughin' tomorrow, an' I won't be one to stand in his

way/
And neither did he, in fact he helped as much as he

could - from his bedroom window, where he sat offering
advice to the gardener whenever he could manage the

time. And Mr Jolly showed his thanks by sending Da to

the pub whenever he had a bit of work to do on the spud
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crop. Da never -failed to read the garden man in the

Evening Mail, and he must have been a great help to his

English neighbour and to the customers of Flood's

Vintners and Grocers.

'How is the oul garden comin', Frank?'

'Ah, I don't know, Mr Flood. I think that fella I

employed to plant the spuds is a bit of a thick, nothin'

but flowers comin' up all over the bloody place. Still, if

the oul blight keeps away, we'll have somethin' to sell to

the Botanic Gardens.' And when the flowers withered, we

got potatoes
- for breakfast, dinner and tea. By the time

Da got a job I was cursing the day Sir Walter Raleigh

ever put his foot in Ireland. But then, everything changed.

Conditions improved in Ireland because England needed

armament workers. Even Mr Devoy got a job where he

had a 'grand big shovel to lean on', and Larry Clancy told

us that the last words he ever spoke before the bomb

dropped was: 'Jasez Christ 1 That was my ace I'

Everybody was either over the water or waiting on the

fare, and for the few left at home there was plenty to do,

the Irish employers were even ready to discuss age-

old wage grievances,
until Mr De Valera stepped in and

officially declared the country to be in a State of Emer-

gency. His government introduced a law which forbade

the sale of goods at more than sky-high prices and which

decreed that each worker must be paid eleven shillings

extra per week, and no less -or more. De Valera was a

fair man and every employer in the twenty-six counties

agreed that Order 83 couldn't have been more just had

they framed it themselves - and many workers thought

they probably had.

Ireland was now an island in more senses than one, for,
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to add to the water, we were surrounded by war, and even

though we had not as yet been touched by the heavy-

weights, it was just as well if we put in a bit of sparring

practice that we might be in fit condition to repulse any

great power who chose to challenge us - 'Luxembourg
would have made an excellent match/ said some of the

common jeers. But our Prime Minister was far from

joking when he spoke about the need to mobilize all avail-

able man-power, and woman-power, and child-power. 'Did

yeh ever see anything so scarce as the Powers?' asked Da.

'The best whiskey on the market an' not a drop obtainable/

The first emergency force formed was a Home Guard

called the Local Defence Force, which attracted quite a

few people because the boots were strong and the uniform

warm. Then someone suggested the need for a navy, but,

as we didn't seem to have any boats, it was agreed that

this body should be known simply as The Irish Maritime

Service. The 'M.S.' would patrol inland waterways and

shallow coastal areas, but under no circumstances were

they to engage in active combat aggressive cruisers or

destroyers
- it would be enough if the local leader slipped

up to the nearest post office on his bike and rang the

authorities.

Nobody knew whether to expect the English or German

troops, so the 'M.S.' were shown pictures of both types
-

on the basis that if yeh couldn't stop them, it was as well

to know who exactly they were. It goes without saying
that we had the regular army, but, since the Flying Corps
didn't seem to have any planes capable of getting off the

ground, it might be boastful for us to talk of having an

Air Force.

To complete the defence picture, I should really say a
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word or two about the 'Soldiers of the Rearguard', or, as

they were officially called, The Twenty-Sixth Battalion'.

This force was composed of men who had fought in the

Easter Rising and the War of Independence, and the

average age must have been about fifty, or thereabouts.

Frank couldn't make out why his old companions were once

again flocking to the colours, until one day he heard two

of them talk about the way drink could be obtained in

the barracks after closing time and regardless of ration-

ing. At once he understood the importance of Mr Trainor's

statement about defending the country against any
invader.

When he arrived home one evening wearing a tight pair

of green pants and a tunic too long in the sleeves, we

thought he'd gone quite potty, but he was very stern and

commanded us all to bear witness that when his country
had called, he had answered. Patriotic women referred to

them as 'Sunday soldiers of the old I.R.A.' and tried to

take them seriously.

'Ah, God help them! There they are, hairless, tooth-

less and footless, marching to make Ireland safe. Aren't

they lovely. God grant they won't do themselves harm.'

Da laughed longer and louder at them than anyone, but

you could still see he was as prepared as ever to fight that

the place be made secure. After all these years he's still a

rebel to the core, and a brave one at that.

Though Mr De Valera repeatedly assured us that the

country was badly off for ammunition, the I.R.A. didn't

seem to believe him, for, one evening, shortly after the

State of Emergency was declared, they rolled up to his

magazine fort and loaded the best part of it into lorries -

leaving the unfortunate Army to defend the country as
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best they could with pick-handles. To make matters worse,

they resurrected the old slogan about 'England's difficulty

being Ireland's opportunity', and, before very long,

members of the 'expeditionary force of the I.R.A.' were

learning how alarm clocks filled with gelignite made much
louder noises than the ordinary ones. Irishmen in London

were often late for work because it was dangerous for a

man with a brogue to ask in a shop for a timepiece.

As soon as the I.R.A. chief of staff, Sean Russell, issued

the declaration of war upon England, Granny Furlong
danced with delight and sent in her application for service

in Sassenach-land. Since she was a bit old at seventy to

hawk suit-cases of explosives all over the place, she was

given the job of keeping house for the men on active

service. Having disposed of her home in Clontarf, she

gathered her two daughters around her and made for

the country of the oppressor, and I dare say that the only

thing she declared at the Customs post was: 'Up the

Republic!'
I only really got to know Granny Furlong when our own

Granny English died, but I soon found that she was a

positive mine of information about things which were of

interest to children. She had grisly tales of Irishmen

dipped head first into barrels of roasting pitch, babies

stuck on pikes by Cromwell, cottages razed to the ground

by Yeomen, not to mention patriots waiting all over the

place for the moon to rise. There was nothing about the

terrible wrongs perpetrated on us by the English that

Granny Furlong didn't have a note of, and I'm sure that

in her card-indexed brain she'd even have had a record

of the temperature of the fire which roasted Father John

Murphy after the rising of 1798.
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Every time our side lost a fight it transpired that they
had been outnumbered ten to one in a mud cabin from

which the moon could not be seen, and one soldier of

Ireland was quite enough to beat ten Englishmen
- or

twelve, if they were generals. It took me a long time to

discover that this is the philosophy of patriots in Russia,

Germany, America, Spain, and even in England itself.

Every race under the sun, in fact, has this peculiar conceit,

but since I was only interested in the Irish part of it, I

thought Granny Furlong the finest woman in the world,

and I was annoyed that Rory and Sean should have kept
her to themselves for so long.

She hadn't been keeping house for the rebels very long
when the expert criminologists of Scotland Yard deduced

something amiss. It's a tribute to the efficiency of this

force that their only clue was a loud bang in the early

hours of the morning, followed quickly by the top of

Granny's house moving heaven-wards. They decided to

investigate. The officers thought at first that the explosion

might have resulted from a faulty gas main, but when

they found some sticks of gelignite stuffed in the blouses

of Aunts Emily and Evelyn, they became suspicious.

Because of her age, Granny got away with three years,

while her two daughters followed her to prison for five

apiece. Here was I, barely eleven years of age, and I'd

already a granny and two aunts locked up for Ireland,

and it's not every dog in the street can boast of an honour

like that.

In the Republican Boy Scouts which was known as na-

Fianna Eireann, or 'Fianna', I was regarded as a hero,

indeed it was almost as good as being in jail myself. Little

did the other kids know that this strong, silent type of
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boy, with whom they had paraded and camped for close

on two years now, would turn out the desperate, cold, calm

character with a granny and two aunts locked away for

the Republic. Of course, now, when they took a closer look,

they could only wonder how they had never before noticed

the sense of purpose expressed in those steely, grey-green

eyes. There is no holding me now, and I sit for hours think-

ing of how I am freeing Ireland single-handed and without

help from another living creature - magnanimously I

accept the help of Ireland's deceased heroes - there's not

much point in being jealous of the dead. People are making

up songs about me, and the name Dominic James Cagney

Behan is on everyone's lips:
There he goes, the young lad

who drove out the English, not even twelve years of age

yet.
. . . Hurrah! Hurrah!' or -in Irish -'Hurray!'

'Frank, will yeh, for God's sake, tell one of those children

to get me a pint of milk at the corner - 1 might as well be

talkin' to the wall, for all the attention I get.'

Over the edge of Galsworthy, he speaks: 'Seamus! Do

what yer mother tells yeh !

'

Under the Dickens a nattering mutter mutters:

'Ah, da, let Brian go. I did the last wan!'

Daniel Defoe defends: 'Ask Dominic to go, Da, I did

all the messages yesterday!'

Wait'll I git me Ma hoss an' saddle, pardner, an' Gene

Autry'll be right into town, pronto.

'Well, if I go, one of them'll have to give me a place by
the fire when I get back.'

Danny and Charlie and John heave their respective sighs

of relief-company for a little longer.

'That's fair enough.'

It's dark outside, and wet, and people are always pick-
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ing on me. But we know what we know, and don't care

who doesn't know it, even if the penalty of being small

is out of all proportion to the sin. 'Small fry/ sings Mr
Crosby. Even the radio is jeering me now.

With Da's old slouch hat and Rory's big trench-coat, I

make my way in the driving duskness to O'Keefe's dairy.

A crowd of boys are singing in Keller's doorway next door

and I push my index finger as far as it will go into the

corner of the mackintosh pocket, confident they will mis-

take it for the gun of the well-known secret I.R.A. leader.

The hat is big enough to fall down over my ears just as I

am perfect Edward G., and yet I feel sure that the general

impression is ferocious until they stop singing and start

shouting:
If yeh can't fight, wear a big hat!'

'That's a lovely bit of cloth, why don't yeh get it made
into a coat?'

For a moment, a split second, I am not calm, and I

turn, my index finger cocked, but, when I see how big

they are, my equilibrium is somewhat restored - it's infra

dig for a soldier of the Republic to get mixed up in a

vulgar street brawl, and more so if that soldier also

happens to be the most wanted man in Ireland. Do

nothing to endanger your life and safety, the Republic is

depending on you now more than ever.

There's the house on the corner of Sundrive Road where

the feUa strangled his girl friend with her stocking and I

run quickly past, staying on the edge of the path until I

reach the well-lit shops. As Mr O'Keefe's neon-lit fascii

comes into view it is time for pulling my hat down at

front and putting on my best American gangster accent.

He's talking to one of his customers. What a day in her
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life. Didn't think she might actually stand in the same

shop as me. He stops short while I order him to hand over

the necessary supplies for the troops in a tough, low

drawl:

'A pint of milk, buddy. An' there's a tanner.' I stick the

commandeered article into my pocket and as I leave the

shop Mr O'Keefe tells his client: Isn't it a great pity that

a poor child like that would be sufferin' from goitre?' My
God. Is no one ever going to understand me? Home I run

as fast as my legs will carry me, my day-dreams shattered

and my index finger rejoined to the rest of my hand as

though it had never been a shining automatic. Da's hat is

big and Rory's trench-coat long, and as Brendan opens the

door to my knocking and says: 'Come up outa that ground-
sheet before yeh smother !

'

I hate him from the bottom of

my heart.

Brian didn't want to move over and make room for me
at the fire, but Da was firm, firmer than usual, with him
and he moved, but grudgingly. When I was quite settled

and Da was over his irritation at the creaking of our

chairs - because Brian still kept shoving and pushing -he

resumed his reading of Pickwick Papers for Ma and me
where he had left off.

'. . . Dismay and anguish were depicted on every

countenance, the males turned pale and the females

fainted, Mr Snodgrass and Mr Winkle grasped each other

by the hand and . . .'

'Danced the walls of Limerick,' interjected Brendan. Da
turned on him fiercely:

'You keep yer witty remarks to yerself and carry on

with whatever yer doinV

Tm goinY said Brendan, as he went on with the job of
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getting his parcel made up for the boat. 'No need to burst

yer boiler!' It wasn't very pleasant listening to the two

of them ever since Brendan had decided to join Granny

Furlong in the land of the stranger. Da would tell him
to remember how 70, Kildare Road, was not to be used

as a jumping-off ground for Rebel activity, Brendan would

reply, and one word continued to borrow another, and

now he was on his way to God knows what.

'Go on with the book, Frank," Ma said.

Til go on with the book when there's no more inter-

ruptions/
'If it's me yer referrin' to,' said Brendan, 'don't be

worried, cos I'm nearly ready to be on me way. Dominic,

will yeh go into Kellers next door an' ask them if they've
a bit of string to tie this thing up?'

'An' lose me seat at the fire to wan of them? I will not.

I've been out already an' I'm cold an' I'm . . .'

'Yah yah yah yah. Jasez little natter/ And Brendan

stormed off to the wars with barely a soldier's farewell, to

which Da replied: 'You too/ But Mr Pickwick was snug
in bed after his unpleasant wetting and the grand carouse

in honour of his rescue in full swing, before Ma stopped

sobbing over her best-loved son.

When the news reached us that Brendan had been

arrested in Liverpool, Ma reacted with mixed feelings; at

least he wouldn't blow himself up, and yet, what if he

were confined in one of those jails during an air-raid. On
the whole, it was with relief she listened to the Evening
Mail account of the trial read by Da. It was on his six-

teenth birthday that the judge sentenced him to Borstal

training, regretting he wasn't old enough for a stiff jail

sentence. I thought of how Granny had avoided more
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rigorous treatment because she was too old and It seemed

to me that the English legal system must be a most

peculiar one. What age must a person be to get life

imprisonment? Oh, if the two judges had been only a

little more savage, I'd be cock of the walk in Fianna. Then
I remembered that I was related to the youngest and the

oldest incarcerated rebels in England, and, well, I couldn't

look a gift horse in the teeth, or fly in the face of God's

goodness.
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SEVENTEEN

The Terrible Length of a Piece of String

When I was twelve and a half years of age I moved into

sixth standard in Kimmage school. There wasn't anything

higher than sixth, so for the next eleven months I neither

went up nor down, but sat at the same desk until it was

obvious to our superior that I was only taking up a place

which rightly belonged to someone else. At the beginning

of the summer term following, he called me to his office

and said there would be no need for me to return after the

holidays as I would be then almost at school-leaving age:

fourteen. He wrote a 'To whom it may concern', which I

thought better than I warranted and shook me by the

hand.

1 think you won't be long picking up a job with that,

son/ He smiled. It was good of him. But he didn't know

much about the amount of child labour available, I think,

because I did nothing but run errands for Ma until twelve

months later, when Da came home one night to say I was

to start the following morning.

That evening before I started my first job was probably
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the longest in my whole life. Ma sat up till after mid-

night stitching a suit of Da's oldest overalls, and mend-

ing the seat. Though you could almost have read a news-

paper through the worn cloth, I thought those painter's

dungarees the most handsome costume in the land. Ma
had cut a few inches from the bottoms of the legs, but, as

she didn't know enough about tailoring to alter the waist,

she just sliced a V of material from the back to the seat,

and sewed across. I tried them on up in my bedroom, and

Seamus got the impression that I was wearing the pants
back to front, but, from where I was looking, I could see

only one fly.

It was fitful sleep that night, and I was pleased when
Ma gave me a gentle tug and whispered softly: Time for

work, Dom/ Cold and dark it was outside and I had never

been up so early in winter-time, even so, Da said we'd be

late if Harry didn't come soon with the milk. We'd have

to go without tea, and it was terrible to think there was

no milk put specially by last night when people had to

get to work,' Da was saying, as I heard the clip-clop of

horse's hooves, and without another word ran down the

road to meet the Lucan Dairies milkman.

'You're up early, young fella/ said Harry. 'Be the Lord,

but the streets are hardly aired as
yet.' He jumped down

off the front of the car and shouted at his horse to whoa
because she was kicking the tar-macadam with her hind

legs, which was causing the milk-crates to rattle dan-

gerously. 'She can't get used to them oul frost nails,' he

said, and I wondered if it was true they didn't hurt

the animal's hooves. It's strange how when the black-

smith takes a big rasp and files down bits of nails which

have been left from a previous job, it makes your teeth
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tingle annoyingly and yet seems to leave the horse un-

moved.

As Harry fidgeted with the steel pins holding the back-

board in place, I wondered would he ever get the thing

off, and I couldn't help thinking that Da would be sacked

and I wouldn't get the job if I didn't get the milk soon,

and I realized that I had run out clad only in my shirt,

and it was damned cold.

Tve to go to work this morninY I hinted.

'Go away/ he laughed, 'yer jokin'? Sure yer hardly big

enough to pick shamrock. Still, yeh must be a hardy kid

to be runnin' around like that in this weather.' I puffed

out somewhat and shrugged nonchalantly at the elements.

'Oh, I scarcely ever feel the cold, Harry/ I lied. 'Why,
I don't know/

There yeh are. Just shows there's good goods in small

parcels. Yeh might even be a milkman some day if yeh
watch yerself/ The cheek of him, and me about to start

serving my time to a trade 1

'Dominic! In the namea God, have yeh gone to milk

the bloody cows yerself?'

As Da's voice boomed along the dark road I snatched

a pint of milk from a crate and dashed off, with Harry

shouting after me that I had taken grade 'A' milk which

was a penny dearer, but it was better than being sacked

before I started, and it did give Da and me a chance to

have some breakfast in peace. Then he kissed Ma, and as

the 82 bus came around the corner of Sundrive Road, he

said we'd barely have time to get to the stop, and we

almost didn't, but Bob Casey was driving it, and when he

saw us running he waited, even though oul Jordan, who

works in Guinness's, said it was a public disgrace to be
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holdin' up a public vehicle for special members of the

public.

The top of the bus was filled with tobacco smoke, and

Da said it wouldn't do his chest any good to sit up there,

which was a pity, since there was only standing room on

the bottom, and even when you did get a seat, Da gave

you a nudge to get up for some older person. But at long
last we reached the part of the Grand Canal which was

called Sally's Bridge, and Da told me to go to Leonard's

corner, which was but a few minutes' walk, and take a

number sixteen bus to the corner of Richmond Street,

where I would see Mr Martin's yard just by the Bleeding
Horse public house. I wasn't to tell Mr Martin that the

two of us had travelled on the same bus, as Da still had

more than a half-hour journey to his job in Whitehall,

and he didn't want the boss to know he wasn't always on

time.

The morning frost was melting blackly on the roof

slates and winter darkness had given way to a cold light

as I entered, through a back gate, the lime-washed yard of

'Thomas Martin and Sons, Painters and Decorators since

1 8 72 -High-Class Interior Decor a Speciality.'

For a moment I stood, wondering how I should intro-

duce myself when the boss arrived, and then I saw a group
of shabbily dressed men near the gate to the left. I was

about to ask them where I should see my prospective

employer when one of them addressed me:

'Are yeh workin' here, son?' he asked me.

1 am, sir/ I said.

'D'ye happen to know if he's startin' any men this

mornin'?' He had the look of a man who wanted me to

answer yes, so I said:
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'Maybe he will. I'm only gettin' takin' on today/

'Ah, but then o course, you're only a boy/

I wondered what he meant, but before I had time to

find out, Mr Martin came from the back door of the big

house which was at the end of the yard. He waved his

hands broadly to and fro as if to usher the shabbily

dressed men out into the street.

There's no use yis waitin'. I'm not startin' anyone this

mornin'. Give me a shout next week and maybe there'll be

somethin' doin'l

Slowly they trooped off, leaving Mr Martin to mutter

something to himself about them not being satisfied till

they had ruined our relations with Britain, and how it was

their own fault if they were idle.

The head of the firm was a squat little man whose long

body was propelled by two overworked stumps and his

face was a long hooked nose which dripped at its reddish-

pink end into a fibred walrus moustache. He didn't speak,

but snarled words snapped
- as though language, too, was

costing him money. Around his little green beads there

were none of the wrinkles which other people get from

laughing, and, when he gnashed together his nicotine-

stained false plates, you were to understand that some-

thing pleased him.

For a long time he said nothing as he stirred mechanic-

ally at a drum of slop paint, creams and greens, yellows

and blues, white, and then a pint of black which made of

the barrel a deep lead colour. From under his bushy eye-

brows he watched me - a farmer judging a horse. Then

he wiped his hands in the seat of his pants, took the grey

inch of fag end from his last suck and began:

'So you're Stephen's son?* I had never heard anyone
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call Da anything other than Frank before, but I nodded

without comment. There's not much of yeh, is there?' he

asked. I remembered what the milkman had said, and I

tried to make it appear original.

'There's good goods in small parcels/ I smiled.

*i don't usually employ parcels/ he snapped, 'and

judgin' be that foolish grin of yeh, it seems yer a bit

flighty. Oh well, I don't suppose there's much I can do

after promisin' yer father. How much were yeh thinkin'

about as wages?' This was something I hadn't given any

thought to, as I had been under the impression that scales

were fixed by age.

1 don't know, Mr Martin. Maybe yeh should figure out

what I'm worth to yeh after a week/

'Huh/ he grunted, 'an' have yeh goin' home owin' me

money. No. I'll start yeh on ten shillin's a week, an' if

yer any good, we'll see/

Thanks, Mr Martin/ He took no notice of my gratitude.

'D'ye see that hand-cart over there?' I could see the

high wheels and one of the shafts, but for the rest of it,

covered with ladders, planks, buckets, and other painter's

impediments, there was little to be seen, and I pitied the

ass who would have to drag it behind, still I knew that

Mr Martin's question was only a figure of speech and I

waited for him to carry on.

1 want yeh to take them few things out to yer father's

job in Whitehall - an' don't be all bloody day over it or

they'll freeze to death waitin' on the stuff/ Does he really

mean he wants me to convey this big load of equipment
four miles across town on my own? I couldn't believe it.

'Well/ he snapped, 'what the hell are yeh gaiting for?'

'Nothing, Mr Martin ... I ... eh, I just wondered if
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yeh maybe had everything yeh need here.*

He squinted at my face which I contrived to keep dead-

pan, assumed I was not being facetious, and grunted:

'H-m-m-m. Another believer in lazy men's loads. Still,

maybe they could use a couple of fifty-six pound weights

for the extension ladders. Wait there an
5

I'll get them from

the house.' As he made his way in through the back of

the big house, I heard footsteps behind me and a high
thin voice:

'He's goin' to tie them weights from yer balls so as yeh
won't break into a trot. . . . Are you the new boy?'

'Yes.' I told the long, tubercular-looking youth in blue

paint-splashed dungarees. 'Who are you?'

'A fair question/ he answered. Tm one of the eight

other boys.'

I wasn't aware that Martin's employed other appren-

tices, and said so.

'Don't make me laugh,' said the blue dungarees, 'oul

Nimrod wouldn't employ any men at all if he could get

away with it. Why d'ye think they call this place "Boys'

Town"?'

I didn't know it was called that, and neither could I

make out why he wouldn't rather have men in his employ.
'Because he'd have to pay them one-an'-ten an hour,

while he gets us for half nothin', that's why.'

I was at a loss to know why Mr Martin was dubbed

Nimrod.

'That's the name of the boss in a book about paintin'

called The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists
- have yeh

read it?' asked 'the Blue'.

*Yes,' I lied, 'many times. Me Da knows the man that

wrote it.' - 1 always feel a lie needs qualifying.
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Then you'll know what yer in for at this game?' said

'the Blue', and stopped talking to me as Nimrod returned,

bowed down with the weights.

'We start here at eight o'clock/ said Mr Martin to 'the

Blue'. 'If yeh don't believe me come in an' have a look

for yourself some mornin'/ he added sarcastically.

Til take yer word for it/ said 'the Blue' under his breath.

'What's that yeh said?' demanded Mr Martin.

'Nothin', sir. The clock was slow.'

'Then yeh better get yerself a new clock, mister ... or

a new job.' He turned to me. 'What are you waitin' for?'

I jumped slightly.

'Nothin', Mr Martin. I'm goin' now.'

With a great effort I got the hand-cart over to the gate,

where I would be helped by a slight incline in the ground.
'Mind the shaft of that cart!' called 'the Blue', 'the left

one - it's a bit cracked !

' Now he tells me ! An* the bloody

thing running wild down Camden Street Hill with nothing
in front of it but buses and motor-lorries. I had never

driven a hand-cart before, and, as I zoomed by the

astonished policeman on traffic duty at Cuffe Street junc-

tion, I knew by his amazed expression that he had never

seen anyone drive a hand-cart like that before either. He
waved frantically at me to stop, and I would have been

delighted to obey had my vehicle not been of another

mind. I could but smile stupidly and pray that no

innocent soul would come between me and my travelling

paint-shop.

The house my father was decorating was called 'The

Gables', and working on it with him was a man called Jack

Dilroy, who at sixty years of age was the dirtiest-tongued,

most lovable person I have ever met at the painting game.
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'JasezP he cried, as I reached the gate with my cart,

'there's a load of stuff to ask a poor chiseller to shift. That

oul bastard Nimrod has a lot to answer for, Stephen.'

That's true/ agreed Da, 'he's damned little conscience/

'Despite the fact of him havin' the altar rails worn out/

said Mr Dilroy, It's a wonder the Lord Jesus doesn't reach

His long foot down from the cross and kick him squarely

in the arse. Isn't it?'

'Easy, Jack/ said Da. Mind the lord mayorin' in front

of him/

'Oh, he'll pick up his fair share of that without any help

from me, oul son. An J

I can't say but he'll need it at this

game/
'We'd better get the stuff inside, anyway, before he

comes/ said Da.

They had barely unloaded the hand-cart when a Model

T car swung into the avenue, groaning with age, and

retching two gears under the misguidance of Mr Martin.

'Oh, here's creepin' Jasez/ said Da, 'tryin' to catch us

idlin'. Mind yerself, Jack/

Idlin' is it?' asked Mr Dilroy, 'an' me near crippled

under the weight of this drum of distemper. Christ! he'd

want to have a rare sense of humour. That's all I can

say/
Nimrod creaked out of his motor-car and frowned in

our general direction.

'Surely to the Lord, Stephen, it doesn't need three of yis

to bring in a few bits of things?'

Da smiled and was patient, very patient
-
considering

he was trying to balance a thirty-foot extension ladder on

his own shoulder.

'Ah, John, sure it'll be in three times as quick, won't it?
y
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'That's a lot of nonsense. The boy could take It all in

gradually, an
5

not have men wastin' themselves at one an'

ten an hour. Yeh'd think it was a bloody holiday camp I

was runninY

Da's patience was going.

1 don't think anyone'd ever mistake Martin's for the

Riviera, John -unless they were half lunatics/

'Well, Stephen, if Martin's doesn't suit, yeh have the

remedy in yer own hands/ said Nimrod.

'You're a great man for takin' chances altogether/ said

Da. 'D'ye really think I'd be fool enough to chuck in now,
an' lose the sixteen hours' pay yehll owe me for Christ-

mas Day an' Boxin' Day? Begod, John, I'm too long in

the tooth for them tricks. If yeh want to sack me, go
ahead, but yeh'll pay me/
Mr Martin was angry, but perplexed.

'Now, who said anything about sackin' anyone. Be the

Lord, but the painters that are goin' now are a thin-

skinned bunch. Anyway, Stephen, leave Dilroy an' the boy
to do what's left, I want to take a look around/

Nimrod and Da went off to inspect The Gables and I

took one end of a plank from Mr Dilroy, who kept up a

continual groaning of: 'As true as Jesus, I'll never touch

another drop/ And then Mr Martin climbed into his

Model T and spluttered away as slowly as Mr Martin and

his Model T had arrived.

'Thanks be to the Almighty God he's gone/ said Mr
Dilroy, 'for me head is burstin'. Absolutely burstin'. It

was that last drop of Powers did it/ Frank laughed and

pulled his pipe from under his apron and said:

'Yeh'd say nothin' about the ones in the middle, Jack.

Anyway, yeh must pay for yer sins in this world/
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Mr Dilroy held his head and swore:

'I wouldn't mind payin' for me sins if I didn't have to

look at that wife of mine every time I woke up with a sick

head/

'She probably no different to any other wife/ said Da,

as he ground up a few bits of thinly pared tobacco in his

hands, at the same time extracting a sulphured sliver from

his Swan Vesta - The Pipe Smoker's' - match-box.

'No?' asked Mr Dilroy. 'Only so different that if the

Lord above was married to her, he'd be glad to get back

up on his nice, comfortable crucifix.'

Da picked at his ear with the red end of the match

before scraping it into flame on the sand-papered edge of

the container. 'What's she been doin' on yeh now, then?'

he asked.

'Nothin', only tryin' to turn me into her bloody butler.

But what would yeh say when a man comes home sick an'

in need of lovin' care an' his wife asks him to get up in the

middle of the night an' wipe her down?'

'Mother of God, why would she ask yeh to do that?'

asked Da as he puffed his pipe into a glow while pushing
down the tobacco in the bowl with piano strokes.

'Well, to tell the truth, I was that drunk that I pissed

on her. But that was no reason for tryin' to turn me into

her bloody serf. Anyway, I'm well used to her impertin-

ence, an' I says to her, Julia, says I, I may have the mis-

fortune to be yer husband, but as yet I'm not yer bloody

flunkey! Didn't I do right.' Da bent low convulsed with

laughter, and was about to reply when he saw me stand-

ing in the doorway.
'Don't tell me you've been listening to all that?' he

asked. 'Come on, for God's sake, an' I'll get yeh somethin'
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to do before this man has yeh enterin' the clergy.' Mr
Dilroy looked appealingly at Da, and asked:

'Oh, let him run down to the corner for a large bottle

first, Stephen, before yeh have a corpse on yer hands/ He
dived into his waistcoat pocket and brought up a florin.

There yeh are, son, that's the last of the few, get yerself

a pennorth of sweets outa the change.'

'Go on,' said Da, 'an' when yeh come back I'll fix yeh

up with somethin' to do.'

'A fine lad, Stephen,' lied the old man in my wake.

'A bit skinny/ said Da.

'No matter/ said Mr Dilroy/yeh can't fatten a thorough-
bred.' And I was grateful too soon that there was no repeti-

tion of the milkman's remark as Da said:

'I suppose there's a good goods in small parcels, Jack.'

And I could see how many things in this world have been

said before.

Not the minutest detail did I leave out of my resume of

the day's happenings and Ma listened attentively to all -

except the dirty bits, for even I am not such a fool as all

that.

Seamus and Rory were arguing about the war, Seamus

swearing that it was a fight against Fascism, while Rory
held that no matter what it was, any Irishman who could

see fit to fight alongside the English was a traitor to his

own country, and, if Seamus was really serious about join-

ing the RA.F., he hoped a German fighter plane would

run him up the arse and down to the ground. Ma inter-

vened to say that language she had never put up with

from her husband she wouldn't tolerate from her children

-which was a lie since Da swore as often as he spoke. I

could see that this row, like every other one, was going to
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end up in the back yard, and I was glad when Da said he

could hear someone knocking.
Would one of you politicians kindly get up off yer arse

an' answer the door?' he roared through a mouthful of

mutton.

'I didn't hear any knock/ said Seamus and Rory

together.

'Well, yis must be needin' yer ears syringed/ said Da,

'because there it goes again. Get up, for God's sake, before

they take the door off its bloody hinges.' Ma took one

hand from her knitting and put a finger to her mouth.

'S-h-h-h/- she whispered, 'don't open it. I think it's prob-

ably the coalman lookin* for his money, an' I haven't a

penny piece in the whole house.' Da left down a forkful

of food and looked at her in complete amazement.

'But/ he asked, 'supposin' it isn't the coalman?'

Then/ laughed Rory, It's probably the milkman.'

Seamus grinned at him and said:

'What would be the idea of the milkman comin' at this

hour of the evenin'? What would he be wantin'?'

'The same as the coalman/ said Rory, 'his money.'

'Well/ said Da, 'coalman or milkman, get up an' open
it/ He barely had a spoonful of food at his Adam's apple
when a voice came through the letter-box:

'I know yis are there cos I can see the light/

'Jesus Christ!' spluttered Da, 'I'm nearly after chokinM

Get up an' open it, Dominic. It's one of your bowsey
friends.'

'Don't open it/ said Ma.

'Open it/ said Da. And I was annoyed at the idea of me

keeping low company as I opened the hall-door to a boy
in post office blue who handed me a buff-coloured envelope,
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then sized me up, and, satisfied I was smaller than he,

growled:
'Took yer time, didn't yeh? Lazy lot of bastards !'

'It's a telegram!' I shouted from the hall.

'Mother of the divine God/ said Ma, and collapsed.

'Aren't you the right eejit/ said Da, 'to give yer mother

a fright like that!' Slowly they brought Ma round with

water, and she asked weakly:
'What does it say, Frank? Is it bad news?'

Da read the wire in a halting voice and then quickly,

excitedly: 'Brendan Behan. Arriving. Dun Laoghaire. To-

night/
'Released!' cried Ma. 'Released and safe! Oh, glory be

to the Son of God!'

Rory put off his date with his girl friend, May. Seamus

decided not to go dancing. Da said it wasn't worth going
to Flood's with a few shillings, and I was more than will-

ing to look for a half ounce of tea on the black market for

my elder brother's homecoming. Everyone tore into the

cleaning of the house, and when everything was done every-

body was restless and clock-watching. I had a hard job get-

ting the tea, but I was never more pleased to do a thing
in my life.

Ma picked up her knitting and left it down. Hummed
a tune and broke it off. Rubbed nothing off the clean table,

and re-set the cups and saucers. It was time for I.T.M.A.,

but even Tommy Handley had to perform without us. We
looked up from books we were not reading, and returned

to the page self-consciously. The tick of the clock had

never been louder and we could almost hear what Kellers

were talking about next door.

Ages passed before the hall-door-knocker rose and fell -
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and even now it might be the coalman. Rory and Seamus

jumped quickly, but Ma was there before them, kissing

and hugging Brendan all the way into the kitchen. He had
a big shoulder welcome for Da and shook Rory and

Seamus warmly by the hands, but as his fingers reached

my eagerly outstretched hand he withdrew his arm sharply
and snarled:

'Yeh little bastard! Yeh wouldn't get me a piece of

string in '39!'
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Love is Teasing

'Love is teasing, love is pleasing,

Love is a pleasure when first it's new. . . /

Blue hills, patchworked, then reddish green. The

country my mother has been singing about for so long.

People have died for this, green, grass-green and burnt-

brown land. I wonder if it's all worth the effort, for the

whole idea of dying for someone else's something doesn't

appeal to me. Not that I ever say so, of course. Oh no 1 On
the contrary, I cultivate patiently the correct approach

expected of a member of such a well-known 'die for

Ireland' family. I'm as annoyed about the border as any-

one else, and more than ready to make up stories for my-
self and others about the daring exploits of me - as long

as I don't have to put myself in danger of shooting for

copy.

I belong to a race of people who are born with a clear-

cut attitude to world affairs -if there's a government I'm

against it, and, thank God, we Irish are surrounded by
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water. I didn't ask to be born with this way of thinking
attached to my head, neither did I object

- 1 just didn't

have any choice one way or another. It's a sort of original

sin that none can escape until everyone learns to read and

write. There's not a great deal wrong with it if you can

get rid of the outrageous aspects before you're twenty. It

has done a certain amount of good and a certain amount
of harm. The good is derived from the fact that an

oppressed people throws up a batch of writers every now
and then, who -because they've something to protest
about -keep the wheels of a nation's cultural machines

well oiled. My country produces poets, playwrights, and

novelists of the first rank with every generation, and in

numbers totally out of proportion to its population.
The bad side is the one where old fanatics with a mis-

guided attitude to the political needs of the country are

for ever tempting boys of sixteen and so to throw their

lives away for their misguided conceptions. England is to

blame for the situation since if she didn't occupy my
country there would exist no national 'problem' to serve

the old fogies and the young idealists; if Britain left us

alone the young people would see that there is not much

profit to be gained, ever, in dying for rocks and lakes.

They would learn how the real problem in Ireland is one

of developing the economy of the country to suit the needs

of its people. As you can see, I've been talking to people
outside the ranks of the rebels - for the first time.

We had been told to stick close to our own camp and

have no truck with that crowd out of the Labour Youth

movement who were camping up over the hill in Killmis-

heogue, but since most of them were ex-Fianna members,

it was very difficult. Not that I ever attempted to say any-
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thing about them, or keep away from them -like Larry
McHale's dog, I'd go a step of the road with anyone. It

was just that, well, the bloke in charge, Billy Reevan, had

something about him, and she was fifteen years of age
and called Teresa Reevan.

When you reach my age you'll get fed up with all the

things you do up to the time you're fourteen, and it was

Teresa made me realize how many better things are in

store for those with enough sense to take them. Her face

was the only thing I knew about her, and that was quite

enough to send me off after her brother one day to dis-

cuss all that I had learned about Irish politics in the past

week from James Connolly's 'Labour in Irish History'.

Over and over I said my lessons until I had them word

perfect. . . . Ireland', distinct from her people means

nothing to me . . . and the man who is bubbling over

with enthusiasm for Ireland' . . . and can walk the streets

of Ireland . . . and see the wrong (shame) and degrada-
tion . . . wrought on Irishmen by Irishmen and women . . .

and can walk unmoved ... is not a patriot ... he is a

sham, a hypocrite ... a liar in his heart ... no matter

how much he loves the combination of chemical elements

he chooses to call 'Ireland'.

It went down like a drink of water with Billy, and he

said that as soon as we finished our dip in Saint Columba's

ground we could go back to his camp and maybe have a

longer talk. Our swim came to an abrupt stop on our

being spotted by one of the college groundsmen who
hurled anti-working-class epithets at us for daring to bathe

in the sacred waters of the chosen few. In a moment we

were over the wall and on our way back to Reevan's camp -

and Teresa.
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I didn't get to talk to her that first evening because he

kept up such a lot of shouting about religion being the

opium, of the people, and the need for the workers to con-

trol the means of production, distribution and exchange,
and asking did I follow him, and so on - it made even the

job of following her difficult. But it was agreed that

another visit would be necessary
- for socialism - and I

could see that that was so.

I had kept my ears open when Mr Dilroy was talking to

other men about how they got on with their various

women, and as I sat on the edge of the hollow overlook-

ing the Killmisheogue stream, it was a feeling of com-

plete confidence that gripped me. She had promised to

meet me immediately after the evening meal was finished,

which was usually around seven o'clock, and I had got on

so well the last night that I felt sure nothing would stop

me now. True, she had giggled and squirmed and told me
she hadn't thought me to be like that, and that I must

have a very low opinion of her; but she hadn't really

objected
- 1 mean to say she hadn't become violent about

it, and, after all, a child must creep before it walks. I was

really pleasantly surprised to find she'd have anything at

all to do with me, she was so beautiful, and, once she

had come to see me a few times and I knew she wasn't

laughing behind my back, I felt as light as a feather.

She was certainly a lot easier to get on with than the

Republican Girl Scouts; they wouldn't even let you walk

out with them -unless it was on a demonstration with

twenty thousand others. I wished she'd hurry up.

The trees were already a lot of weird shapes before I

noticed her hurrying up the hill from her camp, and she

ran so hard that by the time she reached me, all she was
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fit for was lying down on the side of the hollow, panting
-

for which I was truly grateful, though impatient.

'Oh, for God's sake, Dominic. Don't be so bloody quick.

Let's stop for a smoke first/

I hadn't taken up the habit yet, so I said:

Tm sorry, Tessa' - that was her name in affection - 'but

Fve just run out of fags.'
She looked at me, and in mock

disgust said:

"Oh, another smoke-your-own. Anyway, I've half a one

here. Ill give yeh a drag out of it when I take a smoke

meself.' She lit the butt of the fag and puffed. I put my
hand on her knee. She didn't object. She blew smoke down

her nostrils at me and reclined with her hands behind her

head. I put my hands on her thigh and she said nothing.

She put her hand down and ran her fingers through my
hair, and I felt her fingers slip around my ear as my hand

felt an elastic band and she kissed me behind her fingers,

which were around my ear. All she said was: 'Have a

smoke, Dom.' And she had never called me that before.

I reached my free hand for the cigarette and my engaged
one made it an excuse for following after and behind the

elastic and she held my head closer to her. I puffed at the

fag end and she ran her hand down under my tunic. I

blew smoke into her eyes and she bent down to kiss me

deeply, longingly, lovingly. I sucked down the smoke and

my eyes filled with tears, my chest seemed ready to burst

and my stomach was at sea. I pushed her away and turned

to run down behind the weird shapes, and I was followed

by her loud, gay, hysterical laughter.
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Up the Republic

When Joe Lacey was released by Dev's crowd in the

middle of '42, everybody could have told everybody so.

Not that they were saying anything against the chap, but,

well, they knew what they knew. If it wasn't the case, why
should the government pick one man from five hundred?

He has consumption I Do they expect people to believe a

yarn like that? Dev must think everybody right fools

altogether !

When Joe Lacey died, everybody could have told every-

body so. Sure wasn't that the reason the chap was released

- because he'd already one foot in the grave. But yeh never

heard everybody but they spoke well to everybody about

the man. Why wouldn't they -and he a martyr who had

died from the effects of ill-treatment received at the hands

of Mr De Valera's police. He had the consumption when

he went in! Do they expect people to believe a yarn like

that? Mr De Valera must think everybody right fools

altogether !

Any rebel worth his salt was behind bars in Ireland of
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'42, and it wasn't any good telling the matronly madames
of the Republic that you were a special case, that you'd
been too careful for catching. From the highest to the

lowest, Superintendent Sean Gantly of the Special Branch,

was issuing warrants, and it looked rather as though
Brendan's freedom from incarceration would be short-

lived. The sooner the better, I thought, for, since his re-

turn to the Irish scene he was queering my pitch no end.

Take my advice and don't ever have any relation who

keeps all the glory to himself, for it's not much fun having
to walk in and out in time to alien shadows, while you
wait for the light to come that your own may be

lengthened. Then, to make matters worse, they decided

to let Granny come home from England, and if the police

didn't do something quickly I'd be left without even one

relative behind bars. It never rains, they say, but it pours,

and the foulest blow of all was struck when my brother

Sean was deported from England for organizing a strike -

now I'd be even outshone with the Labour crowd.

Slowly I became an in-between of fourteen and a half

who came from a long line of deportees, but not an

Imprisoned' prisoner among them. My only mark of dis-

tinction was that I had shook hands with Joe Lacey before

he died- and washed the paw in carbolic under the

impression that consumption was a disease which was

contagious to the touch. His young brother is all right
since they don't release people from grave-yards.

Still, it's a well-known fact that if things don't change,

they'll remain as they are, and they did. Coming on to

Easter our Officer in Command of Fianna was arrested

along with anyone else eligible for the post. One night
we turned out to drill and found that there was nothing
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above the rank of section leader to be seen for miles, and

only one of them - me. In less time than it takes a mother

to use needle and thread I was wearing the bright blue

epaulettes of an O.C., and I only regretted that terrible

modesty which wouldn't allow me to make of myself a

full General - and yet, since such a rank had never

existed before, I might have looked a bit odd. From the

very first I exerted my influence and soon practically

every rebel was of the same opinion about Fianna - that

under my command it declined rapidly as an organization.

Maybe a lot of the trouble was due to the discussions I

was having with Billy Reevan, who had suggested re-

placing the old Fianna handbook with one called 'Old

Wine in New Bottles', and written by the Socialist leader

James Connolly
- who, though he had been executed for

his part in the Easter Rising, was not talked about much

by the die-hard republicans. Then, too, my ideas were

changing constantly, so that by the time I took over

command of Fianna, I was caught between the futility of

complete Nationalism and the fact that the left-wing

crowd didn't seem to want to carry arms for the freedom

of the country. They spoke a lot about economic liberty,

while the Fianna lot had been educated to think only in

terms of an Ireland free from one end to the other -it

didn't matter much to them if landlords and manufac-

turers held sway as long as they were citizens of the

Republic. Then too I was having a rather shaky time

with God, and, because I didn't hide my tottering mien,

plenty of parents wouldn't allow their children to have

anything to do with me. I suppose the correct thing would

have been for me to retire, but I was a bit young yet, and

my new uniform had been scarcely worn in public. I
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staggered along to mass an odd time and then, suddenly,

I began listening to my brother, Sean.

Since Ms return from England, Sean had been expound-

ing a point of view similar to Billy Reevan's, but it was more

adult, mature. He gave concrete reasons why the Clergy
of Ireland should be criticized. Reminded us how revolu-

tionary priests, like Father Michael O'Flanagan, had been

censured by the hierarchy for defending the common

people, while the Bishop of Kerry had been lauded for

saying: 'Hell was not hot enough nor eternity long enough
to roast the Fenians/ This sort of argument gave sub-

stance to my lazy church-going attitude, and, after a little

while, I gave up practising Catholicism altogether. True

enough I still kept in with God, for to me He was still a

mysterious force, and though I argued with people who

said that the world was anything other than a collection

of molecules and atoms, at the back of my mind I asked

Him to remember that I was only joking. On the whole,

we got on well together because every time the question

was mooted between us about my disbelief, I changed the

subject so that He and I began discussing the faults of

the church. I had plenty of material to back up my argu-

ments and the idea of the Pope blessing Bruno Mussolini's

planes as they bombed Abyssinia, or the Italian and

German Fascists taking power from the freely elected

government of Spain, were bits of proof irrefutable, I can

tell you. At any rate, I soon decided that I was under abso-

lutely no obligation to anyone else but Him.

When Dev's photograph found its way from the kitchen

wall into the dustbin, it was clear that the political wind

was blowing change on 70, Kildare Road. Da was elected

president of the Painters' Trades Union. Seamus away
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fighting Fascism with the R.A.F., had, I imagined, like

me, given up the Holy Ghost. Rory thought anybody who
took anything seriously must be a bit potty. Ma was a

practising Catholic Larkinite. Brian had a type of Voltaire

Republicanism. Brendan thought to be a Catholic was

traditional, and Carmel was at an age where she wouldn't

wash except in the bathroom. Such was the state of the

family when the day came to celebrate the twenty-sixth

anniversary of the Easter Rising-no two agreed on any-

thing but drinking, reading, cynicism and stud poker.
Because people might mistake him for a church-goer,

Sean usually stayed in bed on Sundays until mid-day. But
this was Easter Sunday, a different Sabbath from the

ordinary ones, and he would be at the great parade to

Glasnevin cemetery to honour Ireland's dead. More than

anyone else, this was my day, the first time I would lead

my troops in public. Lanyards had to be scrubbed white,

buttons polished golden, and I would need a pair of card-

board insoles for my shoes. Da had a lot on his plate too,

for his gang would be going to visit the leaders' graves
in Arbour Hill - but people paid little attention to their

carry-on -too legal.

After a heavy breakfast of sausages, egg, rashers, black

and white puddings and several mugs of tea, the family
were ready for hustle and bustle, and each one fell to his

particular task with a will. Brendan sat in the arm-chair

playing Ravel's Bolero on the mouth-organ, while Rory
listened with his ear to B.B.C. Bing, turning up the

volume every now and then to annoy Sean, who was read-

ing the Catholic Church Against the Twentieth Century,
and Da pleaded with me for God's sake to give him back

his Army button-stick. Seamus, home on embarkation
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leave, told Ma that he thought he'd go to Australia after

the war, and, as she hurried out with Carmel to half-

eleven mass, she said: 'Yes, dear. The change'll do yeh

good/ Billy Reevan knocked to see if I was ready for the

parade, and as I didn't want to be tied to him on a day
like this, I asked Brendan to tell him I had already gone.

'He says he's not here,' said Brendan. 'Will yeh wait

outside?'

'Are yeh goin' to be all day with that bloody button-

stick, Dominic?' asked Da.

'A fella never gets a minute's peace to read in this place/
said Sean.

'Yeh lot of Machiavellian bastards!' shouted Da. 'Who
took me shavin' water? Have yis no respect for anyone?'
'None/ said Rory, 'and Bing is only on for half an hour/

'Listen to this/ said Brendan.

'Can yeh not see I'm tryin' to read?' asked Sean.

'There's someone here for our Easter Dues/ said Seamus
from the hall.

'Tell him we're all Catholics/ said Rory, 'the only

practisin' lapsed Catholics in Kimmage/ Da said he'd

never get ready, but he did -we all did.

When I opened the front-door I was astonished to find

Billy Reevan still sitting on the garden-wall, but there was

little I could do now but take him with me to the com-
memoration mass and put up with his running commen-

tary on the service. As soon as the unfortunate priest put
his foot on the altar, he began:

'Answer that phone, will yeh? , . . through my fault

. . . whose? . . . through my fault . . . yours? . . . through
my most grievous fault ... ah! ... first the Druid, then
the responses . . . always the Druid . . . nearly always the
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responses . . . look at their mouths tryin' like fish to follow

his an' he speakin' in Latin . . . supposin' he was swearin'

at them, wouldn't they feel right oul eejits? . . . there

goes that bell again . . . hello, God, is that you . . . good . . .

this is the shadow . . . yeh, shadow . . . that's right . . .

the holy one . . . just been keepin' an eye on the Pope . . .

what's that? . . . you're dead right, he's not as Pious as he

makes out to be ... no, thunderbolts are too conventional

. . . can't yeh think of somethin' less ancient . . . ? No,

wouldn't do no good, the Vat has a superduper lightnin'-

conductor. . . . Just call him home, if I was you . . . yeh,

that's it ... he shouldn't mind . . . always tellin' other

people about the great hereafter . . . sorry . . . must be

goin' . . . that Joseph fella is playin' it up again. . . "My
dear Brethern" . . . must have run out of foreign languages

. . . "Your prayers are requested for the repose of the souls

of . . ." That's what I like to hear, runners and riders for

the Limbo stakes. . . . "Ha, ha, silly Billy me ... those

were intended marriages" . . . how would he feel if he

made a mistake like that? . . . Oh, look at that crowd of

rebel girl scouts over there. . . . Up the Rebels! . . .

"Dominus Vobiscum" . . . comin' to the finishin' post

now . . . they say the altar wine contains Glauber's salts

so as they won't get the taste an' break their pledges . . .

break their other parts tryin' to get to the lavatory, if

yeh ask me. . . . "And may the souls of all the faithful

departed rest in peace. Amen" . . . Thank Jasez that's

over.' I was glad I had not tittered at Reevan's blasphemy
in church, but now that we were outside, I laughed long

and loudly to show the other fella I was on his side.

They're all a lot of phoneys,' he said. And I nodded to

him and back to God, because I like to be well liked.
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Reevan was a strange chap who had been brought up
in no religion by an aunt who resented bitterly the death

of his father at the hands of Franco troops.

"When me Da was alive/ he said, 'he told Aunt Polly

that if anything should happen to him, she was to put
his body in a fish-box an' dump it in the tip-head at

Kimmage. But, instead, he was buried in a quarry out-

side Madrid.
5

I said I was sorry that the man's wishes had

not been respected, but he waved aside my condolences.

'One tip-head was the same as another to him. Never

believed in Nationalism. Universal sufferage was his idea.

An internationalist to the core. That's why he went to

Spain in the first place, used to say, the enemies of the

working class are all over the world. Yeh know what I'd

do if I had my way?' he asked. (We were rounding the

corner of Stephen's Green and within a shout of the

parade-ground .)

What would yeh do, Billy?'

Td get rid of that bloody bunch of Chauvinists you're

mixed up with: blast them to hell out of that. Holdin'

back the real struggle
- that's all they're doinV

'Dear God/ I prayed, 'please don't let him talk like that

and us so near the parade. Let him forget his fish-box

daddy on this, my one day of glory, and tomorrow, I

promise, he can say whatever the hell he likes.'

Carefully making signs to the crowd who assembled

alongside the railings of the park, walked the few leaders

of the movement who had, up to now, escaped the drag-

net of Dev's police, grimly grinning and patting little

bulges under their arms. The Special Branch were every-

where, so the wanted men made themselves as conspicuous
as possible by pulling down their trilby hats and pulling
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up the collars of their trench-coats. Nobody could blame

them, for It was dangerous to be free at the moment.
Then quickly came the orders to the various battalions:

'No. i Company Irish Republican Army . . . Fall in!

Until it came my turn, and soon the long snake of rebel-

lion was seething its way to honour Ireland's dead of the

past, with me leading Ireland's dead of the future. I hardly
heard Reevan's lewd remarks about what do girl pipers
wear under their kilts as I gave my mind over to Ireland

with the grand thought: 'Up the Republic! Posterity, here

we come!'

I had marched in so many Easter parades that I knew
the route like the back of my hand. Grafton Street, College

Green, by the Trinity building and into Westmoreland

Street. As we began to cross O'Connell Bridge I fell back

slightly to the standard-bearer in case the wind should

carry him into the Liffey as it did many men before, but

it was mild enough and we gained O'Connell Street with-

out mishap. I knew I was supposed to give the eyes left

when passing the G.P.O., but I got so caught up in the

militariness of my legs keeping time to the music that it

went out of my mind, by which time I was so confused

that I gave eyes right, and left my gallant followers staring

at the dirty big grey column on top of which stood

Admiral of the Fleet, Lord Horatio Nelson. Oh, well, I

can't very well order them back to stick their tongues out,

but I've never felt so embarrassed since I stuck the rebel

poster on the city morgue, which read: 'Arise! The Re-

public needs you!" I thought to make up for my lapse by

ordering the eyes right at the Parnell Column, but appar-

ently the rebels weren't speaking to him those days, for

the only reaction I got was from a young boy who stuck
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his tongue out at me from a snotty nose.

We passed along North Frederick Street and I saw, in

the window of Number 38, my cousins, the theatre folk,

waving at me for all they were worth - and, mind you,

they're one of the richest families in Dublin, and some of

the most talented. There's Lorcan Bourke, who's forgotten
more about theatre than most producers remember. To
his left at the window is Jimmy, a well-known authority
on old Dublin and a writer. And behind them are the rest

of the family who have devoted their lives to culture one

way or another. Ah, if only I could have reeled off the

fame of our folk to the sneering eyes that poked fun at

me for my simple mistake. Where would yer oul Abbey
be without us? Fd have left the parade there and then had

the band not started to play The Tri-Coloured Ribbon',

which was another of my Uncle Peader's songs. Well, what

the hell, why should I leave a parade that our family have

damned near copyrighted, just because I didn't take a

look at the General Post Office, which I've seen a good deal

more of than the bog-men marching in front?

Brendan's battalion reached the cemetery gates a couple
of minutes before my contingent, and I was pleased to see

that he had fallen out and was at present standing in the

middle of the road. I gave my chest an extra suck and it

jutted out like a peacock, and in that moment, with

Brendan looking on, Fd have led my army to hell and back.,

'Bravery, thy second name is Dominic. March out there as

though yeh were on yer way to the Post Office' ~ oh, don't

let's broach that painful subject. Try another dream line,

or line in dreams, 'Ours not to reason why, ours but to

do and . . .' Bang! Bang! In a flash, Brendan had grabbed
a gun from one of his friends and was firing at a car-load
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of Special Branch men. Worse than that, they were return-

ing the shots, straight over the heads of my defenceless

soldiers. Keeping a cool head I rapidly summed up the

situation, and, to keep a cool head, I dived behind a hedge,

leaving my startled army in the middle of the firing-line.

But soon my courage returned and I peeped over the bushes

in time to see Brendan running down the Whitworth Road

for all he was worth, and firing at the police as he went.

My troops were still where I had left them, and there was

nothing I could do but sneak off as far as possible from

the fearless I.R.A., my day of glory in tatters, and my
rebelly career at an end. Thank God I didn't offend

Reevan, for, when the republic gets to know about this,

111 need some other organization if I want to remain in

politics.
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World Without End

Since Sean Russell had died aboard a German submarine
in 1940, the I.R.A. had come under the leadership of Sean

Macaughey-an Adjutant-General well known for his

Fascist sympathies. Intent on enlisting the support of the

Nazis for a struggle in Ireland, he used every means at his

disposal to persuade the I.R.A. through the Army Council

to adopt a more partisan attitude to the Axis. His activi-

ties, though condoned by very few republicans, gave Mr
De Valera sufficient grounds for the introduction of the

most repressive measures against Republicanism since

1922. For the first time, the Fianna Fail Government
received the unqualified support of Dev's former enemies,
Fine Gael. Every measure against the I.R.A. they heartily
endorsed -no doubt still smarting under the defeat of

their Fascists in 1935, received at the hands of those men
who were now on the run.

Prisoners like Darcy and McNeele had been allowed by
De Valera to die on hunger strike, and now, in nineteen

forty-two, nearly six hundred men were behind bars,
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sentenced prisoners, or interned without trial. Since

Macaughey had been arrested in 1941, the pro-Fascist
influence in the I.R.A. had been considerably on the wane
and it was hard to see why De Valera still retained Ms
vicious Emergency Powers, unless he was taking this

opportunity to wipe out his old friends once and for all.

When a large number of internees demonstrated their

open enmity to Fascism after the entry of Russia into the

war, and Dev still clung desperately to his Military
Tribunals, and death sentences for the carrying of arms,

it was clear that the last surviving leader of the 1916 Rising
had no further use for revolution - nor indeed did he ever

have. The rules of his game never relaxed. If a man looks

suspicious, intern him. If he puts his hand in his pocket,
shoot him. If he's arrested in possession of arms send him
to Mountjoy for execution by Lee Enfield rifles, blessed

by the old enemies of the Republic. Stress the 'old' for

the enmity has gone with the years, and partition is

nothing more than a figment of an anti-government
fanatic's imagination. Certainly my army killed Collins,

but we were all young then, and remember my men wept
for him in Kilmainham. Yes, I went out in 1916, but

haven't I always been against physical force? Why did I

carry on the civil war? I didn't start it. England did. But

Lloyd George is an old man now, and I'm not a child

myself.

Detective-Sergeant William Downs nudged his comrade

and pointed along the Blackrock Road to the sea-front.

'Keep yer eye on the railway bridge in case he comes

over it from the embankment. An' for Christ's sake put

away that bloody skit. It's only a kid we're after/ His
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companion rooted for his under-arm holster and grumbled
at his senior officer.

That's all right, Billy, but he's a dangerous one. You

didn't see him at the cemetery when he nearly took the

head off Doyle. Besides, it wouldn't make much difference

to me if I was killed by a man or a boy/
At two o'clock in the morning it was unpleasant in

Blackrock, especially when a person had to stand up to

his neck in the muck of a potato garden.

There probably won't be any need for shooting, Joe.

If he's still riding a bike, he'll have to come over to the

gate an' dismount to open it. Then all we have to do is

jump him.' Downs bit his thumb-nail to the quick and

found it hard to keep an eye on the road and also on his

trigger-happy companion.
'He's takin' his bloody time about cominY moaned

Detective Kerns.

"Maybe he doesn't know we've an appointment with

him,' said sarcastic Downs.

'As true as Christ I'll catch a slug before I ever get the

chance to enjoy a pension. Why didn't we stay with the

squad-car, then we could have run him into the side of

the road when we saw him comin'?'

'Well/ said Downs, 'firstly,
he wouldn't come within a

mile of a squad car. An' secondly we just can't afford to

go runnin' people down all over the kip. Sure how would

we know who he was?'

'But you said yeh knew him?' queried the detective.

'An' so I do. But not in the middle of the night at a

distance of maybe quarter of a mile/

'If it was only daylight/ moaned Kerns.

'Aye, an' if me aunt had balls she'd be me uncle. Wait
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a while, there's a bike comin' into the road now. Keep
back, an' if he stops at the gate we'll jump him. But for

God's sake keep that skit out of yer hands.'

'He's stoppin'/ cried Kerns. Thanks be to God, we'll

get some sleep now.'

'Give him a chance to see if he turns in. Yes, he's goin'
to open the gate. Jump him, Joe.' The two burly police-
men charged the young cyclist to the ground and twisted

the man's arm behind his back so that his face could be

read under the light of a street lamp. Downs gasped as he
looked into the face of the pained figure on the ground.

'Run, Joe. Run for Christ sake to the car. We'll be
arrested. It's not him at all.' The young man picked him-

self up. Wiped the mud from his puzzled face and
muttered after the racing policemen in a soft English
accent:

'Good Lord! What will these mad Irish think of next?'

When Brendan was taken into custody, he offered no

resistance, for he had no weapon with which to do so.

Something had gone wrong with the one he had, and he

gave it to a friend to find a replacement. Instead of a new
revolver he had a visit from the Special Branch, who

brought him before Colonel Joyce and the Military

tribunal, which body sentenced him to fourteen years,

*A year for every yard he missed the police at,' said Da.

The house was empty now, with Rory in the army,
Brian with the Christian Brothers, Seamus somewhere in

an aeroplane, Sean in Clonsast Bog, and Carmel stopping
with my Uncle John Kearney in the country.

Peader died and they didn't let Brendan out for the

funeral. Only Ma and Da and myself were there, and all

the top brass of Mr De Valera's party
-
including the last
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surviving leader himself.

Fianna were there, under the command of someone I

didn't know, nor did I want to know any of them since

I had seen some of them at Irish dances sporting little

chromium-plated swastikas. If De Valera had really tried

to stifle Fascism in Ireland, then he was a good man. But

I couldn't help thinking, as they brought Peader's coffined

body from the Oblate Father's church in Inchicore, that

his real enemy had been the Republic for which this dead

writer had given his whole life.

They stood talking in little groups, De Valera and his

aides, the men who rule the place, and who had come to

pay homage to their old comrade. To them he was the

composer of Ireland's National Anthem. To Frank, as he

stood with Ma and me, he was a house painter. To Ma he

was a dead brother. And to me he was, as his life finished

now in poverty, an indictment of all the gentlemen in the

big hats and black suits, who would keep his nephew
under lock and key for daring to want what they had

wanted twenty-six awful years ago.

To James Joyce he was a song in a line of Finnegans
Wake. To the world he was someone who had something
to do with that Irish Anthem, what's this the name of it

is? ... To himself he had remained true and I was pleased
when Da jumped into a carriage as De Valera came over

to greet our group. Maybe he didn't see the 'Chief. . . .

I rather think he did, for, though Frank was a small man
whose workmates called him Stephen, there was only one

bigger man ever walked in my life, and he was lying

quietly in motionless dignity, for all the world to see.
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birth is entitled 'Come in Dominic,
Know Your Knock.' Even though his father,

a romantic republican, was in Kilmainham

jail when he was born, there were enough
Behans around, let alone the clamorous

neighbours, to force any new member of this

free-for-all community to make hiirsi i

heard at all costs.

"The rulers of the Behan gallery are the

Behan parents, the father, as usual in these

cases, a spellbinder (he seems to have in-

fluenced the writing of his sons in much the

same way as Dylan Thomas's father) and

the mother, as usual, a tower of strength.

Also conspicuous are
c

Mrs. Carroll the coal-

man' whose husband, a stickler for truth, was

bumped off as an informer, Mr. Clancy the

seaman who returns from Liverpool to call

his wife
f

Whack' and from Holyhead to call

her 'Man,' the Dickensian Mrs. McHugh who
is shroud-maker to the nuns, Uncle Peader

who had written Ireland's National Anthem,
and Giggles Devoy who said

r

lt was worth

our fightin' for our country even if it was only
to protect James' Gate Brewery.'"

-LOUIS MACNEICE, New Statesman
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